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1 INTRODUCTION

Le fil conducteur de mes activités de recherche est l’étude des systèmes non-linéaires 

hors d’équilibre. J’ai eu la possibilité, et parfois la nécessité, de travailler sur divers systèmes 

et dans différents domaines de la physique. 

Pendant ma thèse et mon séjour postdoctoral aux Etats Unis d’Amérique j’ai eu la 

chance de travailler dans des laboratoires avec des moyens considérables et qui m’ont permis 

de mener des activités de recherches expérimentales dans des conditions optimales et d’être 

assez indépendant. 

Depuis ma nomination en tant que maître de conférences à l’Université de la Polynésie 

Française en septembre 2001 les choses ont sensiblement changé. En effet, bien que ce soit 

une expérience très enrichissante, du point de vue personnel et professionnel, les conditions à 

Tahiti sont assez difficiles. Du point de vue professionnel les difficultés sont  dues 

principalement à l’isolement ; en effet, aucun laboratoire de Physique n’est présent sur la 

Polynésie Française, les plus proches étant en Nouvelle Zélande (à 6 heures d’avion). Aussi, 

les moyens dont l’Université met à disposition pour la recherche sont très limités. Afin de 

continuer à mener une recherche de bon niveau, en plus de continuer ma collaboration avec 

l’ENS-Lyon, j’ai commencé des fructueuses collaborations avec les équipes de Stefania 

Residori de l’Institut Non Linéaire de Nice (INLN) et de Stefano Ruffo de l’Université de 

Florence sur des sujets de recherches propres à ces équipes. La distance entre Tahiti et 

l’Europe nuit au bon déroulement des travaux, et l’effort financier et physique demandé 

devient de plus en plus difficile à assumer. Malgré cela, ma passion pour la recherche et 

surtout la patience et l’amitié de mes collègues  « européen » sont plus forts que ces 

difficultés et les résultats obtenus n’en sont pas trop affectés.  

Pendant ma thèse, (1996/99) je me suis intéressé aux propriétés statistiques des 

précurseurs de la fracture et au mécanisme d’activation thermique des microfissures en 

effectuant des expériences. Depuis, je continue à travailler sur des modèles théoriques et 

numériques de la fracture avec l’équipe de mon directeur de Thèse Sergio Ciliberto de l’Ecole 

Normale Supérieure de Lyon. Les détails et les résultats de ces travaux sont présentés dans le 

chapitre 2 qui est entièrement dédie à ce sujet. 

Après ma thèse, entre 1999 et 2001, à l’occasion de mon séjour postdoctoral dans 

l’équipe de Guenter Ahlers à l’Université de Californie à Santa Barbara (USA), j’ai mené des 
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expériences sur la convection de Rayleigh-Bénard avec rotation. Les résultats relatif à ces 

travaux sont détaillés dans le chapitre 3 dédié à mes études sur les instabilités. Dans ce 

chapitre, on trouvera aussi les résultats concernant les expériences réalisés en collaboration 

avec Stefania Residori de INLN sur les instabilités dans les cristaux liquides et les ondes de 

Faraday. Le résultats relatifs aux expériences sur les granulaires mouillés menés avec Jean-

Christophe Géminard et Patrick Rigord de l’Ecole Normale Supérieure de Lyon et Valérie 

Vidal de l’Institut de Physique du Globe de Paris seront aussi détaillés dans ce chapitre. 

Le chapitre 4, systèmes dynamiques, touche essentiellement aux travaux purement 

théoriques et/ou numériques, réalisés en collaboration avec l’équipe de Stefano Ruffo de 

l’Universite de Florence, sur l’étude de la dynamique et la statistique du laser à électrons 

libres, la dynamique de marche des personnes affectée de maladie neurodégénérative  et la 

théorie des opinions.  

Le chapitre 5 est dédié à aux projets de recherche que j’envisage de mener dans le 

futur proche. Enfin, mon Curriculum Vitae, qui résume mes activités de recherche, 

d’administration et d’enseignement  est présenté dans le dernier chapitre de ce manuscrit, le 

chapitre 6. 
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2 PROPRIETES STATISTIQUES DES PRECURSEURS DE LA 
FRACTURE ET MECANISMES D ’ACTIVATION THERMIQUE 
DES MICRO-FISSURES. 

Mon activité de recherche dans le domaine de la fracture a commencé en 1996 lorsque 

je préparais ma thèse, sous la direction de Sergio Ciliberto, à l'Ecole Normale Supérieure  de 

Lyon. Mon travail de thèse a été essentiellement expérimental. Seulement vers la fin de ma 

thèse on a commencé à développer un modèle numérique et théorique pour expliquer les 

résultats obtenus dans nos expériences et dans celles menées par d’autres groupes de 

recherche. Depuis mon arrivé à Tahiti, je continue à collaborer avec le groupe de Sergio 

Ciliberto en me consacrant uniquement au développement du modèle d'activation thermique.  

Je peux donc diviser ma contribution au sujet en deux phases distinctes : travail de Thèse (les 

expériences) et travail post-thèse (théorique et numérique). 

2.1 Motivations  

La compréhension du mécanisme de la fracture est important pour la physique 

fondamentale, et elle a de remarquables applications pratiques, en particulier dans la 

géophysique et l'ingénierie. En géophysique, la théorie de la fracture est primordiale pour la 

sismologie, l'étude et la prédiction des tremblements de terre et des explosions volcaniques et 

enfin pour la recherche et l'exploitation des gisements et des mines. En ingénierie, la 

méconnaissance de l'exact comportement d'un matériau soumis à une contrainte conduit à 

définir des paramètres de sécurité. Les objets, allant des petites pièces jusqu'aux plus grandes 

constructions, sont toujours construits plus robustes, afin de garantir leur solidité et 

d'empêcher qu'ils ne se cassent ; seule une meilleure connaissance du comportement des 

matériaux permettrait de baisser ces paramètres, et construire ainsi des appareils plus 

performants. Comprendre la nature de la fracture, et les mécanismes qui régissent ce 

phénomène apparaît donc comme nécessaire. Cependant, malgré l’importance du sujet, les 

connaissances théoriques qui s'y rapportent restent pauvres. Seuls quelques modèles 

théoriques et numériques ont été proposés. 
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2.2 Les Expériences (Travail de Thèse, 1996-1999)  

Des échantillons hétérogènes, en bois aggloméré ou en fibre de verre, de diamètre 22 

cm et d'épaisseur 4 mm, sont placés entre deux chambres imperméables, figure 2.1. Dans l'une 

des deux chambres on injecte de l'air comprimé. L'échantillon est donc soumis à une 

différence de pression P. Un capteur de pression et un détecteur de déplacement nous 

fournissent, respectivement, la pression P appliquée à l'échantillon et la déformation du centre 

de la plaque. Un système de rétroaction nous permet d'imposer, à notre choix, la pression, la 

déformation ou le flux d'air comprimé au système. Des émissions acoustiques sont produites 

par l'échantillon lorsqu'il est soumis à une charge. Pour les mesurer, quatre microphones 

piézo-électriques sont placés sur le côté de l'échantillon avec un angle de 90° entre eux. 

Figure 2.1 :Schéma de la chambre à haute pression 

Le système d'acquisition est déclenché quand les signaux des microphones dépassent 

le niveau du bruit. L'ordinateur enregistre le temps t qui s'est écoulé entre le début de 

l'expérience et le moment de la détection, la pression et la déformation du centre de la plaque 

au temps t et les signaux des quatre microphones dans l'intervalle entre le temps t et le temps 

(t+30 ms). La fenêtre temporelle a été choisie de 30 ms car on a statistiquement constaté que 

c'est la durée maximale des émissions acoustiques. La charge est maintenue jusqu'à cassure 
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complète de la plaque. En analysant les signaux des microphones, on détermine le point 

d'émission et l'énergie des émissions acoustiques (les précurseurs) . A partir de ces données, 

on étudie les propriétés statistiques des précurseurs de la fracture et le temps de vie des 

échantillons. Pour vérifier que les résultats obtenus sont indépendants de la géométrie utilisée, 

nous avons effectué des mesures similaires à l’aide d’une machine à traction uniaxiale 

classique. 

2.3 Résultats des expériences 

Nous avons pu montrer que l'histogramme de l'énergie acoustique émise par 

l'échantillon et l'histogramme des temps écoulés entre deux événements consécutifs suivent 

une loi de puissance, c'est-à-dire que le système n'a pas d'échelle caractéristique d'énergie ni 

de temps. Ces résultats sont très similaires à ceux que les géophysiciens ont obtenus sur les 

tremblements de terre (loi de Gutenberg-Richter et loi de Omori). De plus, si dans le cas où 

l'on impose la pression P, on reporte l'énergie émise en fonction du paramètre réduit (τ -t)/τ

(τ étant le temps pour lequel l'échantillon se rompt), on voit que, près du point critique, 

l'énergie émise par unité de temps diverge selon une loi de puissance. Cela pourrait signifier 

que la fracture est un phénomène critique et que l'on ne peut donc modéliser la fracture 

qu'avec des modèles qui prévoient une transition de phase. 

L’étude de la localisation spatiale des événements nous a montré qu’il n’est pas 

possible de connaître l’état d’endommagement de l’échantillon en mesurant la concentration 

spatiale des microfractures. Des résultats similaires ont été trouvés en étudiant la vitesse de 

propagation des microfractures et la distribution temps-fréquence de leur émissions 

acoustiques. Peut-être cela est-il dû au fait que les longueurs d'ondes des signaux que l'on 

mesure (entre 3 et 20 cm) sont beaucoup plus grandes que la taille typique des microfractures 

qui se forment dans le matériau (~ 1mm). Les émissions acoustiques de longueur d'onde 

comparable à la taille des microfractures ne sont pas mesurables car elles sont presque 

totalement atténuées par le milieu ; c'est donc la nature même des matériaux qui limite notre 

étude. Cela signifie qu’il n’est pas possible de connaître l’état d’endommagement d’un 

échantillon à partir des émissions acoustiques produites par l’échantillon lui-même.  

Nous avons aussi mis en évidence le fait que la rupture de nos échantillons est due à la 

coalescence d'une multitude de microfractures apparues par nucléation. En accord avec la 

théorie de Y. Pomeau, qui suggère que la rupture d’un échantillon soumis à charge constante 

est due à un mécanisme d’activation thermique, nous avons trouvé que le temps de vie τ d'un 
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échantillon est bien prédit par l'équation :
4)(

~ P

Po

eτ (Po étant une constante qui dépend du 

matériau et de la température), figure 2 .2. Nous avons ensuite généralisé cette équation pour 

tout type de pression P(t) imposée et nous avons trouvé que le temps de vie τ est prévu, à 10% 

près, par l'équation : ∫
−

=
τ

τ0

)( 41
1 dte P

P

o

o

 (τo étant une constante). 

Figure 2.2 :Le temps de rupture en fonction de P-4 

Ces résultats nous ont montré que les fluctuations thermiques n’ont pas l'ampleur 

nécessaire pour provoquer la nucléation des microfractures. Nous avons donc fait l'hypothèse 

que ces fluctuations pouvaient être amplifiées par le désordre du matériau.  C’est pour vérifier 

cette hypothèse que nous avons entamé notre travail théorique et numérique sur le sujet. Les 

détails et les résultats de ces travaux, qui constituent mon travail post-thèse sur la fracture,  

sont présentés dans le paragraphe 2.4. 

Collaborations 

Pendant cette période, nous avons noué d'étroites collaborations avec des physiciens 

d'autres organismes de recherche : Yves Pomeau de l’Ecole Normale Supérieure de Paris, 

Didier Sornette de l'Université de Nice, Stéphane Roux du laboratoire Surface du Verre et 

Interface et Alessandro Vespignani du Centre International de Physique Théorique de Trieste 

(Italie). De plus, la similitude de nos expériences avec celles menées par l’équipe de Jean-

Robert Grasso, du LIRIGM (Laboratoire Interdisciplinaire de Recherche Impliquant la 

Géologie et la Mécanique) de l'Université de Grenoble (étude des émissions acoustiques d’un 

échantillon de granit soumis à compression), nous a permis de collaborer assez régulièrement, 

et de nous montrer l’intérêt que la géophysique porte à ce type d’études. Ce rapprochement 
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avec la géophysique a également fait l’objet de discussions avec Maurizio Ripepe, des 

laboratoires de géophysique des Universités de Florence et de Camerino, concernant 

l’application de nos méthodes d’analyse aux mesures sismiques et acoustiques relevées sur les 

volcans Etna et Stromboli, ainsi que lors des tremblements de terre en Umbria en 1998. 

2.4 Le travail théorique (Post-Thèse) 

Après ma thèse, j’ai souhaité continuer mon travail sur ce sujet. Ne pouvant plus 

mener des expériences, je me suis entièrement consacré à l’étude numérique et théorique du 

problème. Les expériences menées pendant ma thèse, nous ont montrés que les évènements 

précurseurs (micro-fissures) qui se produisent lorsqu’un matériau hétérogène est soumis à une 

contrainte constante inférieure au seuil de rupture fragile appatentent le processus de 

fracturation à un phénomène critique [1]. Pomeau et Gobulovic [2] ont proposé un mécanisme 

d’activation thermique pour interpréter la nucléation de micro-fissures, et prédisent un 

comportement en accord qualitatif avec les expériences. Cependant, les fluctuations 

thermiques sont trop faibles pour expliquer quantitativement l’ordre de grandeur des temps de 

rupture [3].  

Figure 2.3 : Le temps de vie τ pour des échantillons en bois (cercles) et en fibre de verre (carrés) en fonction de 

la vitesse de la rampe de pression linéaire M. Les lignes continues représentent les solutions 

numériques . 

Pour essayer d’expliquer les observations expérimentales, nous avons proposé un 

modèle démocratique de faisceau de fibres (Democratic Fiber Bundle Model) dans lequel 
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nous avons introduit un bruit thermique. La résolution numérique de ce système montre un 

comportement en bon accord avec les expériences, figure 2.3, et nous a permis de mettre en 

évidence et de quantifier l’influence des hétérogénéités spatiales sur le temps de rupture [4]. 

En effet nous avons montré que les hétérogénéités du matériel « amplifie » le bruit thermique. 

Nous avons ensuite adapté le modèle démocratique de faisceau de fibre à une situation 

bidimensionnelle, modèle de fusibles 2D en présence de bruit thermique, de manière à se 

rapprocher un peu plus aux expériences réelles [5-6]. L’analyse numérique et théorique du 

modèle bidimensionnel montre que aussi dans ce cas les hétérogénéités spatiales produisent 

une sorte d’amplification du bruit thermique qui permettent la nucléation de micro-fissures 

lorsqu’un matériau hétérogène est soumis à une contrainte constante inférieure au seuil de 

rupture fragile. Les résultats de notre modèle sont  en très bon accord avec les temps des 

ruptures observés dans nos expériences sur les échantillons en bois et en fibre de verre et sur 

celles menés sur les gels et le microcristaux. De plus, notre modèle reproduit bien la 

progression par paliers du front d’une fissure macroscopique isolée que nous avons observé 

dans nos expériences sur de feuilles de papier étirées avec la machine à traction et qui a été 

beaucoup étudié dans des polymères tels que le polyéthylène [8]. En effet, ce processus de 

rupture couramment observé dans les conduites industrielles est donc de ample intérêt. 

Cependant, l’interprétation physique de cette croissance discontinue était resté, jusqu'à 

maintenant, seulement phénoménologique [9]. Notre modèle est le premier qui donne un 

explication physique du phénomène.  

____________________________________________________ 
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VOLUME 79, NUMBER 17 P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S 27 OCTOBER1997

Statistical Properties of Fracture Precursors

A. Garcimartı́n,* A. Guarino, L. Bellon, and S. Ciliberto†

Laboratoire de Physique, Ecole Normale Supérieure de Lyon, 46, allée d’Italie, 69364 Lyon Cedex 07, France
(Received 4 June 1997)

We present the data of a mode-I fracture experiment. The samples are broken under imposed
pressure. The acoustic emission of microfractures before the breakup of the sample is registered. From
the acoustic signals, the position of microfractures and the energy released are calculated. A measure
of the clustering of microfractures yields information about the critical load. The statistics from energy
measurements strongly suggest that the fracture can be viewed as a critical phenomenon; energy events
are distributed in magnitude as a power law, and a critical exponent is found for the energy near fracture.
[S0031-9007(97)04346-9]

PACS numbers: 62.20.Mk, 46.30.Nz

Fracture is a problem which has recently received a lot
of attention in the physics community [1–3]. It is trouble-
some to calculate the force needed to break a heteroge-
neous material. Instead, it is customary to resort to tests
involving the destruction of the sample. Therefore it is
interesting to provide additional knowledge about cracks
by studying the events that occur prior to the fracture. Be-
sides, despite great experimental and numerical efforts [1–
6], many aspects still remain unclear about the fracture
process itself. Conceptually simple models, such as per-
colation [6] and self-organized criticality [7], are attractive
but often fail to convey the complex phenomenology ob-
served. The main motivation of this work is to understand
if these models can reproduce the main features of crack
formation.

We report here some experimental results that may
help to gain valuable information in that direction. Our
main tool is the monitoring of the microfractures, which
occur before the final breakup, by recording their acoustic
emissions (AE). Because of its ability to pinpoint the
emission source, this technique has been widely used in
seismography and to map the nucleation of fractures [8].
From these signals, we have also obtained the acoustic
energy of each microfracture, which is a fraction of the
total energy released. The behavior of the energy just
before fracture is a good parameter to compare with the
above mentioned models.

In order to avoid noise, we have designed a setup
in which there are no moving parts, the force being
exerted by pressurized air (see Fig. 1). A circular sample
having a diameter of 22 cm and a thickness of 5 mm is
placed between two chambers between which a pressure
differenceP  P2 2 P1 is imposed. The deformation of
the plate at the center is bigger than its thickness, then the
load is mainly radial [9,10]. Therefore, the experience can
be thought of as a mode-I test with circular symmetry.
The pressure differenceP supported by the sample is
slowly increased and it is monitored by a differential
transducer. This measure has a stability of 0.002 atm.
The fracture pressure for the different tested materials
ranges from 0.7 to 2 atm. We regulateP by means of

a feedback loop and an electronically controlled valve
which connects one of the two chambers to a pressurized
air reservoir. The time taken to correct pressure variations
(about 0.1 s) is smaller than the characteristic time of the
strain rate. An inductive displacement sensor gives the
deformation at the center of the plate with a precision
of about 10mm (the deformation just before fracture is
of the order of 1 cm). The apparatus is placed inside
a copper box covered with a thick foam layer to avoid
both electrical and acoustical noise. Four wide-band
piezoelectric microphones are placed on the side of the
sample (see Fig. 1). The signal is amplified, low-pass
filtered at 70 kHz, and sent to a digitizing oscilloscope
and to an electronic device which measures the acoustic
energy detected by the microphones. The signal captured
by the oscilloscope is sent to a computer where a program
automatically detects the arrival time of the AE at each
microphone. Afterwards, a calculation yields the position
of the source inside the sample. A fraction of the detected
events is rejected, either as a result of a large uncertainty
of the location, or because they are regarded as noise.
The mean standard error for the calculated positions is
about 6 mm, which results mainly from the uncertainty
of the arrival time. The electronic device that measures
the energy performs the square of the AE amplitude and
then integrates it over a time window of 30 ms, which is
the maximum duration of one acoustic event. The output
signal is proportional to the energy of the events [11], and

FIG. 1. Sketch of the setup. (a) Top view. S: sample;
M: microphones; DS: displacement sensor. (b) Side view.
EV: electronic valve. HPR: high pressure reservoir.
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its value is sent to the computer. The dynamic range for
the energy measurement is four decades, and the device is
adjusted in such a way that only the strong sound emitted
by the final crack saturates it. The global results of the
measurements are the following: a list of the positions of
microfractures, the strain of the samples, and the energy
released as a function ofP. Further details of the setup
will be described elsewhere [12].

The loading can be applied in several ways. In order to
allow comparison with some numerical models (specially
those involving fuse networks, see, for example, [3,13]),
we load the sample in such a way thatP is imposed
and slowly increased. The analogy with a fuse network
goes like this: the electric current is formally equivalent to
the stress, the voltage across the lattice to the strain, and
the conductivity to the Young modulus. Our experiment
corresponds to a situation where current is imposed and
voltage is the dependent variable, which is the standard
situation in numerical simulations. This is important
because the features of energy near fracture are different
if displacement, instead of pressure, is imposed, as is
often done in fracture experiments. Energy from AE
released by fractures has been studied in many different
situations: in granite [8], in volcanoes [14], in chemically
induced fracture [15], in plaster samples cracked by
piercing through them [16], and in the explosion of a
spherical tank [17]. In our experiment we pay special
attention to the following points. First, we place ourselves
in a clearly defined situation, namely, mode-I fracture.
Second, we follow a load procedure in which we impose
the control parameter. Third, we take care to ensure that
the energy detected, which is the “order parameter,” is not
contaminated from noise.

The samples are made of composite inhomogeneous ma-
terials, such as plaster, wood, or fiberglass. The experi-
mental results are similar for all the materials. In this
paper we present results for chipboard wood plates, which
are most representative of the observed behavior. The
chipboard we employed is made of glued short fibers ran-
domly oriented, and cracks when stressed without defoli-
ating. Each run is carried out in the following way. A
sample is placed in the apparatus and a pressure ramp is
applied. The rate of pressure increase, which is adjusted
so that the succession of microfractures does not proceed
too fast, is about 0.5 atmyh. In this way, the run lasts for
about 2 h. In several runs, we have changed the pressure
increase rate so that the sample cracks after a time span-
ning from 30 min to 5 h without noticing significant dif-
ferences. However, if the sample is loaded, then unloaded
before fracture, and loaded again, only a small number of
microfractures are detected before attaining the previous
load (Kaiser effect). In all the runs reported here, we have
increased the pressure monotonically. Several hundreds,
even thousands, of microfractures are detected prior to the
destruction of the sample.

With the data acquired we are able to replay a “movie”
of the run, plotting the location of the microfractures as the

pressure is increased (Fig. 2). Figures 2(a)–2(e) show the
localization of microfractures at pressure intervalssm 2

1dy5 , p , my5, wherem  1, . . . , 5 andp  PyPc is
the normalized pressure,Pc being the fracture pressure.
Figure 2(f) shows all the microfractures registered. The
final distribution of microfractures agrees well with the
observed crack pattern. It has been noticed [8] that as
the applied stress is increased, microfractures tend to nu-
cleate and form a major fault, eventually causing the failure
of the material. If microfractures are tightly clustered, it
can be suspected that the material is severely damaged. It
is therefore natural to try to quantify the extent to which
microfractures are grouped together. Several measures of
disorder have been proposed [18,19] that can be applied
to this case. We have proceeded as follows. We look
for the distribution of microfractures that happen within a
given pressure interval. The sample surface is divided in
squares and the number of microfracturesni inside each
square is evaluated. The entropyS is then computed:
S  2

P
i qi ln qi , whereqi  ni yN, N being the total

number of microfractures in the pressure interval. To com-
pare between different pressure intervals, each of them
having a different number of microfractures, the entropy
for each interval is normalized to the equipartition entropy
Se (the entropy ofN events evenly distributed through the
grid), so a normalized entropys  SySe is obtained. The
valuess  1 ands  0 correspond, respectively, to total
disorder and extreme concentration. We have used a grid
containing a number of squares of the same order as the
averageN . In this way, the smallest structure that can be
detected has a size of about 2 cm, which is slightly larger
than the typical size of the clusters of microfractures. The
value ofs slightly depends on the grid size; the aspect of
the curve, however, remains the same for the different grids
we have used.

In Fig. 3 s is plotted versusp. It can be seen that
s monotonically decreases as the control parameter is
increased. In this way, the extent to which faults have

FIG. 2. Localization of microfractures for one sample asP is
increased. The microfractures occurring at five equal pressure
intervals are represented in (a)–(e). Pressure grows from (a) to
(e). In (f) all the microfractures occurring during the run are
plotted.
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FIG. 3. Normalized entropys versusp. The linear fit (dashed
line) is a guide for the eye. Eleven samples were used to
calculate the average and the error bars. (For pressures less
than p  0 .2, it is not possible to calculates due to the small
number of microfractures.)

developed can be grasped. This measure may provide a
nondestructive, albeit damaging test. While this is valid
for the other materials we have tested, we are not in a
position to state that the decrease of entropy follows in all
cases the same law. More work is needed to develop this
method, but with present results the point where half the
critical pressure is reached can be already predicted with
an error of620 % at s ø 0 .8 (see Fig. 3).

We now study the behavior of the released energy as
a function of P. The instantaneous energý released
by a sample is shown in Fig. 4(a) as a function ofp.
The energy signal consists of bursts, which correspond to
microcracks. In particular, we are interested in analyzing
the dependence onP of the energy near fracture. In
percolation models, the order parameter diverges following
a power law as the control parameter is increased. A
critical exponent is then found. This is valid only close
to the phase transition, say within 5% of the critical value.
To do this, we first calculate the cumulated energyE,
i.e., the total energy released up to a pressureP. We
then search a law in the formE  E0 s

Pc2P

Pc
d2a , where

E0 and a are constants to be fitted. In Fig. 4(b) we
present such a fit for the normalized data of 11 wood
samples. We obtaina  0 .27 6 0 .0 5. This value shows
small variations between different samples of the same
material but presents a little dependency on the material.
For fiberglass, for instance,a  0 .22 6 0 .0 5. This is not
surprising since the behavior near the critical point, even
in numerical models [6], is expected to depend strongly
on microscopic features such as the geometry and the
type of the bonds. It would be tempting to compare this
figure to other exponents obtained in percolation models
[6,13] or in other experiments [17]. This would not be
reasonable, given the sensitivity to the specific details of
the model. Nevertheless, the power law behavior is clearly
seen close toPc. This is a good indicator that fracture
could be modeled using those frameworks, and described
as a critical phenomenon.

The probability density function foŕ is plotted in
Fig. 4(c). The upper and lower energy limits are, respec-

FIG. 4. (a) The energy released́as a function ofp for one
of the samples. Energy bursts correspond to microfractures.
(b) Cumulated normalized energyEyEmax versus reduced
pressuresPc 2 PdyPc, where Emax is the total energy. A
power fit has been done nearPc (solid line). The inset is a
zoom nearPc. (c) Histogram of´ from the events registered
in 11 wood plates. Energy intervals have a width of 5 times
the measurement precision. The fit lnN  ln ´0 2 g ln ´ is
shown.

tively, the strongest event recorded and the noise level.
A power law is obtained spanning through more than
two decades. This has also been observed in numerical
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simulations of the fracture of a bundle of fibers [20].
Again the exponent shows little variation between differ-
ent samples of the same material. For wood, the expo-
nent is g  21.51 6 0 .0 5. This value compares well
to the one given in [7] and [21], but it differs a little
from one material to another. For fiberglass, for example,
g  22.0 6 0 .1. Even if the exponent agreement is co-
incidental or if it is not universal, the power law behavior
strongly suggests a critical dynamics. An important re-
mark should be made here. This feature may depend on
the experimental procedure. In our experimentP is im-
posed and slowly increased, and this may easily trigger an
avalanche, as in the scenario of self-organized criticality.
If the loading is instead carried out by slowly increasing
the strain, the power law might not be found. A detailed
discussion about the dependence of the results on the load-
ing methods will be treated in a forthcoming article [12].

In summary, we have presented experimental data show-
ing a strong analogy between the formation of a crack in
composite materials and percolation in a fuse network. On
a qualitative level the microcracks clusterize around the
final crack. On a more quantitative level, if the system is
driven at imposed pressure, the data show the existence of
a critical exponent for the energy released by microfrac-
tures near the critical point, supporting the view that frac-
ture can be thought of as a critical phenomenon. We have
also shown that the probability density function of the en-
ergy can be fitted by a power law. Finally, we propose
that the localization entropy can provide some information
about the critical load before the fracture is reached.
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Abstract. The statistical properties and the localization of fracture precursors on heteregeneous materials
is studied by recording their acoustic emission as a function of the applied load. It’s found that the
microcrack cluster together as the load increases and the instantaneous acoustic energy has an invariant
power law distribution. The integrated acoustic energy presents a critical divergency close to the failure load
for the sample. These result support the idea that fracture can be viewed as a critical phenomenon. Finally
a measure of the concentration of microcraks, which allows us to predict the failure load, is introduced.
These properties are studied also when a periodic load is applied to the sample. It’s found that the Kaiser
effect is not strictly satisfied in heteregeneous materials.

PACS. 62.20.Mk Fatigue, brittleness, fracture, and cracks – 46.30.Nz Fracture mechanics, fatigue,
and cracks – 81.40.Np Fatigue, corrosion fatigue, embrittlement, cracking, fracture and failure

1 Introduction

Crack propagation in solid materials and its prediction
are very important subjects from a technological point of
view [1–3]. Traditionally, uncertainties and lack of knowl-
edge were taken into account in “safety factors”. However
these two subjects have always received a lot of attention
because a better understanding of fracture will certainly
improve the design of mechanical systems. This interest
comes not only from engineers but also from the physics
community, who more recently began to face fundamental
questions concerning the basic mechanisms and processes
involved in fracture [5]. Among the fundamental problems
recently studied one can mention the appearance of dy-
namical instabilities in the fracture propagation [6], the
statistical description of microcracks [7], and the study
of scaling laws of the roughness of the fracture surfaces
[8,9]. The most important question, which has not yet
been solved in general, is the prediction, starting from
first principles, of the critical load needed to break a sam-
ple. The case of heterogeneous materials is a special one.
Indeed the Griffith criterion [1,2] for a crack is derived
from first principles but the presence of defects in the ma-
terials may change considerably the load needed to break
the material. Thus it is not surprising that many differ-
ent analytical [10] and numerical approaches have being
explored, such as for example molecular dynamics [11–14]
and fuse networks [15,16].

a Permanent address: Departamento de F́ısica, Facultad de
Ciencias, Universidad de Navarra, 31080 Pamplona, Spain.
b e-mail: cilibe@physique.ens-lyon.fr

The effort to provide conceptually simple models of
fracture [17] is particularly valuable. Among those models,
percolation theory and self-organized criticality [18] stand
out. While they often fail to reproduce in detail the com-
plex phenomenology observed they can nevertheless pro-
vide meaningful insights. Comparison with experiments is
difficult, because of the inherent simplifications assumed
in the models. However qualitative features should be
amenable to experimental testing. Some results in this di-
rection were presented in a recent letter [19]. The main
motivation of our work is to try to investigate whether
these models reproduce the main characteristics of the
fracture process. In particular, we focus on the descrip-
tion of the fracture as a critical phenomenon [20–23], as
revealed, for instance, by the behavior of a characteristic
parameter of the system near failure. Here we discuss this
point and we provide experimental data to support it.

To do this, our main tool is the monitoring of the
acoustic emission (AE) from microfractures that occur be-
fore the final crack. Two things are obtained from the
signal. The first one is the position of microcracks. The
technique has been widely used in seismography, and to
map the nucleation and development of fractures. The sec-
ond one is the energy of the sound waves. This is a good
parameter to compare with the mentioned models: energy
will be one of the characteristic parameters of the system
when studying the critical character of fracture.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next sec-
tion, we describe the experimental setup. In Section 3,
we present the results concerning the localization of
microfractures. In Section 4, starting from the energy
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measurements, we discuss why and how fracture can be
viewed as a critical phenomenon. In Section 5, we briefly
discuss the Kaiser effect. Finally, some conclusions are
gathered in Section 6.

2 Experimental setup and procedures

The experiment was designed to obtain the energy and
position of microfractures from their AE. Usually the ap-
paratus employed in other fracture experiments involve
moving parts and electric motors that introduce a lot of
noise both acoustic and electric. Low noise is very im-
portant to have a large dynamic range of energy events.
We have built an electrically shielded setup without mov-
ing parts. It consists basically of two chambers between
which the sample is placed; pressurized air is injected in
one chamber, and the pressure difference supported by the
sample is the force that breaks it.

2.1 The samples

Several materials have been used. Most of the runs have
been carried out on two fibrous composite materials: chip-
board wood panel, which is made of small wood fibers
randomly oriented, and different fiberglass panels made
of a fiber fabric and an epoxy resin. Samples are circu-
lar, having a diameter of 22 cm, and a thickness of sev-
eral millimeters (typically 5 mm for wood panels, and
3 mm for fiberglass). The Young modulus of the samples
is 1.8×108 N/m2 and 1010 N/m2 for the wood panels and
the fiberglass respectively. The longitudinal sound velocity
is 1900 m/s for wood panels and 2200 m/s for fiberglass.
The choice of the materials was determined by their fea-
tures: they consist of small fibers, randomly oriented, and
they are elastic and heterogeneous.

2.2 The apparatus

The mechanical arrangement is composed by a metallic
cylindrical chamber with the sample closing the top side
(see Fig. 1). The inner diameter of the chamber is 20 cm
and its height is of 10 cm. To make the cavity airtight an
O-ring is placed between the sample and the chamber end
a second piece that fixes the sample in place is screwed.
A thin film of polyethylene is glued on the sample if the
material is porous. The force needed to stretch this plastic
is much smaller than the force supported by the sample.
Another metallic cylindrical piece covers the upper side of
the sample. It provides electric shield and protects from
projections when the sample breaks. The upper chamber
is at the atmospheric pressure. Pressurized air is slowly
injected in the bottom chamber. The time needed to break
a sample is typically 2 hours, but it can be changed from
10 minutes to 5 hours in order to study the dependence
of the result on the loading rate.
Pressure is monitored by a differential solid-state

pressure sensor which measures the pressure difference

Fig. 1. Sketch of the apparatus. (a) Top view. S: sample; DS:
displacement sensor; M: microphones. (b) Side view. HPR: high
pressure reservoir, E: electronic valve. The pressure supported
by the sample is P = P2−P1. (c) Outline of the acquisition sys-
tem. The signals from a differential pressure transducer (DPD)
and a displacement sensor (DS) are low-pass filtered at 10 Hz
in F, then sent to an analog to digital converter (ADC1). The
AE is detected by four microphones M1-M4, low-pass filtered
at 70 kHz and amplified in FA, then sent to an oscilloscope SC
and to an electronic device ED that integrates the sum of the
squared amplitudes during a time window of 30 ms. The result
is sent to the analog to digital converter ADC1. The device ED
also sends a trigger to SC and ADC2 each time that one of the
signals from M1-M4 goes above a fixed level. The electronic
valve EV controls the air flow from a high pressure reservoir
HPR. It is controlled by a feedback loop FBA that compares
a ramp generated at RB with the signal P or D selected by
switch S1. Feedback can be disabled at switch S2 so that EV
imposes a constant flow.

P = P2−P1 between the two chambers. The resolution of
this measurement is 0.002 atm. Typical fracture pressures
are of the order of 1 atm. The deformation at the center
of the sample is recorded with an inductive displacement
sensor (Linear Differential Variable Transformer 500 HR
from PM Instruments). The accuracy of the position mea-
surement is 10 µm. Just before fracture, the deformation
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at the center of the sample is typically of a few centime-
ters. The weight of the sensing element, which rests on the
sample, is just 25 g, so it is negligible when compared to
the force exerted by the pressurized air.

The pressure difference is established by means of
a feedback loop and an electronically controlled valve
(model 248A from MKS Instruments). This valve connects
the bottom chamber with a pressurized air reservoir, and
can control flows of up to 200 cm3/min with a precision
better than 0.1%, allowing us for both a short response
time and slow loading. The feedback loop can control ei-
ther the pressure or the displacement. Thus the sample
can be loaded at imposed stress or at imposed strain.
This is obtained by comparing in the feedback electron-
ics either the pressure or the displacement signal with a
reference ramp that increases linearly in time. The slope
of the ramp, which is set manually, determines the in-
creasing rate of the control parameter (the pressure or
the displacement). Finally, by switching off the feedback
loop and imposing a constant voltage to the valve, one can
load the sample at imposed flow, i.e. by imposing neither
the pressure nor the displacement but by supplying a con-
stant air flow to the bottom chamber (see Fig. 1). When
the feedback is on, the chosen control parameter of the ex-
periment is strictly regulated. Largest deviations from the
reference ramp are smaller than 1% and quickly corrected
(the characteristic time of the system is of about 0.1 s).

Four microphones (wide-band piezoelectric detectors
Pinducer VP-1093 by Valpey-Fisher) are used to record
the AE. They are screwed into holes made in one of the
metallic pieces (see Fig. 1). The acoustic contact between
the microphones and the sample is ensured by a thin layer
of honey.

The acquisition system is shown in Figure 1c. An ana-
log to digital converter (ADC1), connected to the control-
ling computer, captures continuously in time (at 8 points
per second) the pressure difference and the displacement
to produce the load curve. The signals detected by the
four microphones are amplified and low-pass filtered at
70 kHz to reduce noise and the filtered signals are sent
to a four channel digitizing oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS
420) and to an electronic device ED. Notice that above
60 kHz the amount of AE from the microcracks is neg-
ligible, in the materials we used. This has been checked
because our detectors and electronics have a full band-
width of 2 MHz and above 60 kHz the amount of AE
is negligible. The electronic device ED is used to trig-
ger one acquisition when the signal from any microphone
goes over a fixed level. The trigger level is set just above
the noise level. The oscilloscope is programmed to capture
the four waveforms detected by the microphones, and to
send them to the controlling computer, which arms again
the oscilloscope once the transfer is complete. The max-
imum transfer rate is 1.52 events per second. The elec-
tronic device ED also performs the sum of the square of
the AE amplitude detected by each microphone and inte-
grates it over a time window of 30 ms, which is longer than
the duration of acoustic events (typically in the range 2-
4 ms). The output is an analog signal ε proportional to the

energy of the AE. This signal, with those of instantaneous
pressure and displacement, are sent to another analog to
digital converter (ADC2), and stored till the end of the
run. Only 0.5 ms are needed for each transfer; the de-
vice is then automatically armed. Therefore, only a small
fraction of the energy may eventually be lost. The gain of
the energy measurement system has been adjusted to pro-
vide the largest possible dynamic range, between the final,
strongest crack, which is the only one that may saturate
the device, and the trigger level just above the noise. The
ratio between the energy of the biggest and of the smallest
detected events is about 10−4.

2.3 Acoustic data analysis

In Figure 2 we show a typical AE signal from a microfrac-
ture. The arrival time of these signals are used to compute
the position of the recorded microfractures at the end of
each experiment. This is done in the following way. First,
from the AE signals acquired by the oscilloscope, the ar-
rival time to each microphone is obtained. We have used
several schemes to find the point where the signal goes out
of the noise level. For example, one criterion was based on
the deviation of the amplitude from the mean, and another
on the integration of the absolute value of the amplitude
to find the beginning of the signal. All these algorithms
give the arrival time with a precision of about ± 1.5 µs.
With these data and the sound velocity, which we mea-
sured in several samples (see Sect. 2.1), the program finds
the location of microfractures. This is done in a recursive
way by successive approximations. The algorithm finds the
location that minimizes the difference between the mea-
sured arrival time to each microphone, and the calculated
arrival times of the position considered by the program.
The mean standard deviation for the calculated positions
is ± 3 mm. This comes mainly from uncertainties in the
detection of the arrival time. We are not able, however, to
find the position of every single microfracture that triggers
the acquisition system. For some of them, for example, the
uncertainty in the position is large and they are rejected.
A small fraction, about 1% of the total number of micro-
cracks, comes from outside the sample, and are caused by
external noise. The amplitudes of these events, produced
by noise, is very weak, and their contribution to the total
acoustic energy can be neglected. Finally, if events occur
at a faster rate than the data transfer capability, some
waveforms are lost, although their energy is recorded by
ED. As a result, we are normally able to locate about half
of the detected microfractures Their number spans from
500 to 3000, depending on the material.
The fact that the signal at the output of the electronic

device is proportional to the energy of AEs is strictly
true only if there is no sound attenuation in the mate-
rial. We have measured the attenuation coefficient and
we concluded that events coming from different positions
give almost the same energy signal. Variations in the mea-
sured energy are in the worst case 7% in fiberglass sam-
ples, 5% for wood and even smaller for plaster. As many
microfractures come from the central zone of the sample,
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Fig. 2. AE signal captured by the oscilloscope. Each waveform corresponds to one microphone (channel).

this figure should be typically much smaller. Besides, no
angular pattern is observed in the AE. Although micro-
cracks usually emit as a dipole [24] or as a quadrupole
[25], in our case the wavelength (of the order of some cen-
timeters) is much larger than the source size; therefore, it
is expected that diffraction of sound waves removes any
directionality. This is also found empirically. After inspect-
ing several hundreds of microfractures from one run, we
found that in 62.6% of the cases the biggest amplitude
was detected by the nearest microphone (as in Fig. 2),
in 34.3% of the cases the amplitudes were approximately
equal and only in 3.1% of the cases the strongest ampli-
tude was detected by a microphone other than the nearest.
In the last cases, the amplitude difference was very small.
For the events taking place at the center of the sample,
all microphones detect similar amplitudes. Given this two
facts – the absence of directionality and the weak atten-
uation – we have not taken into account the position of
microfractures to calculate their energy.

2.4 Fracture mode and load procedures

Near fracture, the displacement at the center of all the
samples we used, is bigger than their thickness. In this
case, flexion can be neglected [4,26]. It can be considered
that the plate is stretched from the borders, in a traction
with circular symmetry. Therefore as soon as the displace-
ment of the plate center is bigger than sample thickness
the fracture mode is mainly the mode I. Of course this
does not exclude the possibility that there is a small con-
tribution of a mode II and III .
In our experiments the load procedure is of utmost im-

portance. Our control system allows us to load the sam-
ple under sharply regulated conditions. To illustrate the
difference between loading the sample at imposed stress
or strain, we show in Figures 3a and 3b the loading
curve of a sample of wood loaded at imposed pressure
and of a sample of wood loaded at imposed displacement
respectively. Finally Figure 3c corresponds to a sample
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Fig. 3. Load curves of three samples: (a) wood sample at im-
posed stress; (b) wood sample at imposed strain; (c) fiberglass
sample at imposed stress.

Fig. 4. The localization of microfractures as p is increased.
The critical pressure Pc has been divided in five equal pressure
intervals. Microfractures detected in each interval are repre-
sented in plots (a) to (e) (increasing pressure). In (f) all the
microfractures are plotted.

of fiberglass loaded at imposed pressure. We no-
tice immediately the very different behaviour for the
wood plates between the imposed strain and the
imposed stress procedures. The latter is character-
ized by an almost linear behaviour till the frac-
ture point. In contrast the imposed strain proce-
dure presents a plastic behaviour induced by damage.
Finally the fiber glass load curve (Fig. 3c), is strongly non-
linear and the material becomes stronger at high stress.
This is due to the fact that the resin in which fibers are
embedded deforms first and then the fibers support the
applied stress.

3 Localization of microfractures

The acquired data allows us to examine the details con-
cerning the appearance and localization of microcracks.
A “movie” of the run can be replayed by representing on
a computer display the position of microfractures as P
is increased. We call Pc the pressure at which the sam-
ple breaks. To give an idea of the image that we get, the
pressure interval [0÷Pc] has been divided in five equal in-
tervals. The microfractures recorded during each of the
five intervals are plotted in Figures 4a to 4e. As P is
increased, more and more microfractures appear in the
sample. It should be noticed that if pressure is decreased
before reaching the critical load, and then the sample is
loaded again, only a small number of microfractures are
detected before attaining the previous maximum load: this
is the Kaiser effect [27] (see also Sect. 5).
An interesting feature is observed in the se-

quence shown in Figure 4. At the beginning, mi-
crofractures are roughly uniformly distributed. Af-
terwards, they begin to concentrate and to nucle-
ate, eventually producing a major fault. Final fail-
ure takes place in these nucleation sites. This had al-
ready been observed experimentally by Lockner et al.
[27,28] in granite samples. They distinguish three stages
in the process: randomly distributed microfractures,
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nucleation, and growth of the nucleation sites. The concen-
tration of microfractures can therefore be a good indicator
that the sample is approaching failure. In our experiment,
this feature has been quantified.

Several measures of disorder and localization that can
be applied to our experiment have been proposed [29,30].
One of them, for example, is the mean segment length
of the minimal spanning tree linking all the microfrac-
tures occurring in each pressure interval. Nevertheless, this
method does not prove satisfactory because of the slow
convergence of this quantity with the number of nodes,
which follows a square root law. More sophisticated ap-
proaches, such as computing the minimal spanning tree
of all possible subsets having a fixed number of microfrac-
tures and taking the smaller one – which has been success-
fully used [31] in other situations – could provide a better
measure.

The best and simplest method among those we have
tested is to calculate the entropy of the distribution of mi-
crofractures. To do this the interval of pressure [0 ÷ Pc]
is divided in equal intervals. For each pressure interval a
grid is drawn on the surface of the sample and the num-
ber of microfractures occurring in each square of the grid
ni is evaluated. Then the entropy is calculated as defined
by Shannon: S = −

∑

i qi ln qi, where qi is the probabil-
ity of occupation of a given square, i.e. qi = ni/N , N
being the total number of microfractures in the pressure
interval. This quantity depends on N , and therefore it
must be normalized to allow comparison between pres-
sure intervals with different N . The normalized entropy
is s = S/Se, where Se is the equipartition entropy, calcu-
lated for N microfractures evenly distributed through the
sample. Both the grid size and the pressure interval must
be chosen so that they contain a significant number of
microfractures. We have usually taken between 10 and 20
pressure intervals, and between 80 and 300 grid squares. It
should be noticed that the sample can be considered two-
dimensional because the thickness is in all cases smaller
than the square size. We have checked that the features
of s do not depend on these two parameters. The two ex-
treme values s = 1 and s = 0 correspond, respectively, to
a totally disordered set of microfractures and to the con-
centration of all microfractures in one grid square. The
analogous physical situations are a gas and a crystal.

The results obtained for two typical samples of wood
are show in Figure 5a, where s is plotted versus normalized
pressure p = P/Pc. The dashed line is a linear fit. At small
values of p the value of the localization entropy s is close
to 1 (for values of p smaller than 0.2 there is not a suffi-
cient number of microfractures to calculate the entropy).
The decrease of s is similar from one sample to another.
Besides, it does not depend on the loading procedure. In
fact, one of the samples shown has been broken impos-
ing the pressure and the other imposing the displacement.
This is not surprising, since in elastic materials the load-
ing schemes play an important role only very close to the
fracture.

The entropy here defined could be used to forecast the
critical load. For example, when s goes below s = 0.75

Fig. 5. (a) Normalized entropy s versus normalized pressure
p for two wood samples. One of them (circles) is loaded at
imposed pressure, and the other (crosses) at imposed displace-
ment. The dashed line is a fit for 20 wood samples. (b) Nor-
malized entropy s versus normalized pressure p for a sample
of fiberglass.

it can be stated that P is over 0.6 the critical value with
an error of 20%. Two remarks should be done concerning
these figures. First of all, the definition of entropy that we
have used, although normalized for the number of events,
still has a dependence on the grid size, namely, it depends
on log(K), where K is the number of squares of the grid.
The aspect of the curve, however, remains the same. This
dependence can be removed by using other definitions of
entropy. We have kept the simplest one to illustrate the
method. Secondly, entropy does not go to zero near fail-
ure because microfractures concentrate along a line, not
around a point.
The entropy s also displays a decrease in other mate-

rials, but the law is different in each case. In Figure 5b
the values obtained for a typical sample of fiberglass are
shown. It is seen that s decreases sharply at the begin-
ning and afterwards it remains approximately constant.
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Fig. 6. Energy bursts from AE (arbitrary units) recorded in
one wood sample. The dashed line is the cumulated energy E
normalized to Emax (maximum cumulated energy).

This can be explained as follows. As we discussed in Sec-
tion 2.4, the load curve (see Fig. 3c) indicates that the
material is tougher at the end than at the beginning of
the test. Fiberglass plates consist of glass fibers embed-
ded in a resin. When they are loaded, the weakest com-
ponent (the resin) breaks first, and then fibers begin to
crack at the places where resin has given up. Analyzing
the entropy we conclude that the nucleation of defects
takes place during the first stage; afterwards, events do
not further concentrate. It seems plausible that for other
materials the behavior of s will be very similar, exhibiting
a decrease which is the signature that microfractures are
concentrating around the sites where the final crack will
develop. This seems to be a good way to assess damage.

4 The behaviour of the released energy

We now turn to energy measurements. The output sig-
nal ε of ED of Figure 1 is proportional to instantaneous
AE energy. The energy ε recorded in a sample is shown
in Figure 6 as a function of P/Pc. In general, each burst
corresponds to one microfracture. Nevertheless, it can not
be asserted that each microfracture corresponds to the
breaking of one bond at a microscopic level. Maybe sev-
eral bonds break in avalanche. Moreover, it is likely that
the strength of each bond is different. This is the reason
why we take energy as a characteristic parameter of the
system. Although one could be tempted simply to take
into account the number of events, it is not a well-defined
variable. Because of this, energy (and in particular, en-
ergy from AE) was the variable of choice when study-
ing experimentally many related situations: the fracture
of granite [28], the acoustic emission from volcanoes [32],
chemically induced fracture [33], the fracture of plaster
samples cracked by piercing through them [34], and the
explosion of an spherical tank [35].

An interesting model that has been proposed for these
situations is the fuse network [16]. One aspect that is
captured in this model is time dynamics of the redistribu-
tion of the load as bonds are broken. In the fuse network,
a current is imposed between the two sides of the lat-
tice. When a fuse burns out, the current is redistributed.
Scaling laws are found near the total breakdown of the
network. The analogy between the variables in the fuse
network model and in the fracture experiment is the fol-
lowing: the electric current is formally equivalent to the
applied stress; the voltage across the lattice, to the strain;
and the conductivity, to the Young modulus. In order to
compare the model with fracture experiments, it is cru-
cial to load the sample at imposed stress, and this is the
reason for the stringent control of pressure in our setup.

Critical behavior is displayed by the divergence of the
characteristic parameter of the system as the control pa-
rameter is increased. This is valid only near the critical
point, i.e. near Pc. In contrast, other phenomena, such
as relaxation or saturation, are normally associated to
an exponential behavior. We then search a power law for
the energy as a function of the reduced control parameter
Pc − P

Pc
. As ε is an intermittent variable, we prefer to use

as susceptibility the cumulated energy E(P ) up to a pres-

sure P , that is E(P ) =
P
∫

0

ε
(

P
′

)

dP
′

. The cumulated en-

ergy E(P ) is plotted as a function of P in Figure 7. Notice
the strong increase of E(P ) when Pc is approached. In or-
der to check the critical divergence of E(P ) near Pc, E(P )
is instead plotted in Figure 7 as a function of the reduced

parameter
Pc − P

Pc
in log-log scale. Figure 7a corresponds

to an experiment done at imposed pressure, Figure 7b to
an experiment at imposed strain. We immediately see that
a critical divergency is observed only for the experiment
at imposed pressure. In Figure 7a the continuous straight

lines correspond to the fit E = E0

(

Pc − P

Pc

)

−α

. Both α

and Pc are adjustable parameters. In this way the value
estimated for Pc is more accurate than that obtained from
the loading curve. The values of Pc estimated from the fit
and from the loading curve differ of 0.4% at most. We find
that for wood panels, α = 0.27± 0.05 , and for fiberglass
α = 0.22 ± 0.05. Notice that the values for the critical
exponent, if ε (P ) (and not the cumulated energy) is con-
sidered, are α = 1.27 and α = 1.22 respectively for wood
and fiberglass. The values are consistently reproduced in
different samples of the same material. Because the mea-
surement incertitude we are not to able to say if the expo-
nents are the same or not. The dependence of the critical
exponent on the material would be not surprising, since
it is influenced by factors such as the type of the bonds,
even in numerical models. As we do not have access to the
microscopic structure of the material, we are not able to
compare this figures to the values obtained for one particu-
lar model. Besides, fracture could fall among some systems
whose description lies midway between standard percola-
tion and directed percolation [36]. The critical exponent
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Fig. 7. Cumulated energy E normalized to Emax as a function
of the reduced control parameter Pc−P

Pc
at the neighborhood of

the critical point. (a) Case of imposed pressure. The circles
are the average for 10 wood samples. The solid line is the fit
E = E0(

Pc−P

Pc
)−α. (b) Case of imposed strain. The circles are

the average for 5 wood samples. The insets in (a) and (b) are
a zoom near Pc.

found depends on features of the system such as the dis-
tribution of defects, hence it may change from one case
to another. In our opinion, the essential point is that a
power law divergence is observed. This supports a descrip-
tion of fracture based on those models.
It is important to stress that the load procedure is

paramount to find this. If strain, instead of stress, is im-
posed, this critical behavior is not found, as can be seen in
Figure 7b. This is revealed by the absence of a good power
fit, i.e., the characteristic parameter of the system does
not diverge at the critical point. It is easy to understand
the reason of the difference between the behaviours of the
sample submitted to the two different loading procedures.
When microfracture occurs the material is damaged to a
certain degree and it yields a little. If pressure is imposed,
the same load must be endured by the other bonds: the
same load is simply redistributed. Therefore it is likely

that other bonds will break as a follow-up. This mecha-
nism may easily trigger an avalanche. Now if displacement
is imposed, the material will yield; then the feedback sys-
tem will feel that strain is too high and will stop increasing
the pressure to compensate for it. A smaller load is there-
fore supported by the sample. A microfracture may then
have a stabilizing effect, because the material relaxes by
releasing some amount of energy. Note that in our case we
do not strictly impose strain if the relaxation is too large.
The displacement at the center still departs from a ramp
near fracture. To control this properly, pressure should
be decreased, and this would involve significant compli-
cations in the experiment. It is likely that the absence of
a critical exponent would be even more patent if this is
done. Finally, if flow is imposed critical behavior is not
found either. This is an intermediate situation between
imposed stress and imposed strain: in this case the prod-
uct PV (where V is volume of air) is imposed and the
system arranges itself to choose the stress and the strain.
It seems clear that fracture can be described as a criti-
cal phenomenon only if stress is imposed. This should be
emphasized since many fracture experiments and tests are
done at imposed strain.

More knowledge about the fracture process can be ob-
tained by examining the histogram of the energy released
by microcracks. In many related situations, a power dis-
tribution is obtained, such as the Gutenberg-Richter law
for earthquakes [37,38], where the exponent for the dis-
tribution of the released energy is about −1.5, or in the
avalanche magnitudes in the model of self-organized criti-
cality [18]. Interestingly, this has also been found in a nu-
merical simulation of the fracture of a bundle of fibers [39],
which may be more closely related to our case. In our ex-
periment, we observe that the energy released displays this
statistics as well: N(ε) ∝ ε−γ (see Fig. 8a). Where N(ε) is
the number of events with a given energy ε. The exponent
found is γ = 1.51± 0.05 for wood, and γ = 2.0± 0.1 for
fiberglass. An interesting point concerning this numbers
is that we do not appreciate any variation when changing
the loading conditions as described above. We would like
to emphasize, however, that the exponent of the power
law distribution is not constant during the run (the fig-
ures provided are for all the events taken together). This
has been observed also by Lockner [28]. Lockner has asso-
ciated different exponents to the stages of prenucleation,
nucleation and growth of the main crack. We observed
that the exponent at the first stages of the run, is a little
bit larger than at the end but, due to the smaller num-
ber of events detected in each run, we are at the limit of
the measure incertitude and we are not able to refine our
results to the same point, but they seem to confirm that.
We have also studied the distribution N(τ) of the time
interval τ between events. The result of this analysis is
show in Figure 8b where N(τ) is plotted as a function of
τ . We clearly see N(τ) has a power law dependence on τ .
Specifically, N(ε) ∝ τ−β with β = 1.9± 0.1 for wood and
2.7 ± 0.1 for fiberglass. The distribution do not depend on
the threshold we used . The fact that γ depends on P and
that β is very different from 1 might cast some shadows
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Fig. 8. (a) Histogram of the energy of AEs recorded in one
sample. The solid line is a power fit of exponent γ = 1.51. (b)
Histogram for the time interval τ between events. The solid
line is a power fit. The average and standard deviation for the
exponent calculated from 20 wood samples is 1.9± 0.1.

on the eventual description of fracture in the framework
of self-organized criticality (SOC). However the compar-
ison between SOC and our result is not straightforward
because SOC prescribes that the statistics of a SOC sys-
tem should be studied at a constant value of the control
parameter, whereas our exponents are obtained during a
very slow sweep of P .

5 Kaiser effect

In 1950 Kaiser discovered that the AE of a stressed metal
sample is zero if the applied stress is smaller than the
maximum previously applied one [41]. This effect, usually
called “Kaiser Effect”, was also discovered in rock materi-
als [42,43], but its existence was seriously questioned for
the Westerley Granite by Sondergeld and Estey in 1981
[44]. A good knowledge of this effect is very important be-
cause it can be very useful to know the maximum stress
to which a material has been submitted in the past. In or-
der to verify the validity of the Kaiser Effect on heteroge-
neous materials we applied a cyclic-load to our samples. As
an example in Figure 9a the stress applied to the sample

Fig. 9. (a) Imposed Pressure as a function of time. Definition
of the Kaiser pressure Pk. (b) Number of events, normalized
to the value obtained in the first cycle, as function of the cycle
number. (c) Energy released, normalized to the one obtained
in the first cycle, as a function of the cycle number. For all
the cycles, only the events detected at P < Pk are taken into
account in this figure.

is plotted as a function of time. We see that 7 cycles are
applied and the seventh is used to break the sample. We
define the Kaiser pressure Pk as the minimum among the
maximum pressure of the cycles. In Figures 9b and 9c
the number of events N and the energy E detected in the
different cycles and normalized to the values of the first
cycle, are plotted as a function of the cycle number nc.
In Figures 9b and 9c for all the cycles, the last one in-
cluded, i.e. the one which breaks the sample, only the
events detected at P < Pk are considered. We find that
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Fig. 10. Normalized energy bursts from AE and the cumu-
lative number of events (continuous line) as a function of the
normalized pressure, recorded during the last loading cycle.

from the second cycle on, N and ε are about the 15% of
the value found during the first cycle. The AE of the last
cycle is plotted as a function of P/Pc in Figure 10. We
notice that when Pk is reached, the AE goes back to the
usual behaviour. This means that all parameters revert to
the measured behaviour explained in the previous para-
graph. For instance, the same critical exponent and the
same energy distribution is found. The sample forgets ini-
tial cycling load. We made those experiments for the case
of imposed pressure. For the measures presented here we
are not able to state what exactly happens to entropy dur-
ing the cycles because of the little number of events after
the first one and because we are not able to localize all
of them. Looking at Figure 9, it seems that for the het-
erogeneous materials the Kaiser effect is not strictly valid.
We can rule out the hypothesis that the events measured
after the first cycle are caused by environmental and elec-
trical noise. Indeed the trigger level of the AE acquisition
system is always setted above the noise level and during a
cycle we have at most 1% of events due to the noise. The
events can be caused by new microcracks, by the shear of
different parts of the samples during the deformation or
by both. In Figure 11 the energy distribution of the first
cycle and the mean energy distribution of the others cycles
are plotted. We find two power laws with the same expo-
nent. Also the dependence of the energy and the numbers
of events as a function of the pressure is the same for the
first cycles and for the others. These results point that the
events occurred for the cycles after the first are caused by
new microcracks. Shearing events, i.e. events caused by
the shear of different parts of the samples, would result in
behaviours of E and N as a function of pressure different
from those due to microcracks. The spatial distribution
of shearing events would be the union of little parts of

N

Fig. 11. Histograms of the energy of AEs recorded during the
first cycle (squares) and the sum of the energy released dur-
ing the other cycle (circles) when the pressure is less then Pk.
The solid line is a power fit.

Fig. 12. The localization of microfractures for two different
samples. Left column: the events occurred during the first cy-
cle. Middle column: The events occurred during the other cy-
cles at pressure < Pk. Right column: the superposition of all
the microfractures occurred at pressure < Pk during the first
cycle (circles) and during the others (solid squares).

space with high density of events. The events of the cy-
cles after the first one that we have been able to localize,
Figure 12, are distributed all over the sample. So we can
conclude that the events are caused by new microcracks.
The entropy during the cycles after the first seems to be
constant. This fact is coherent and reinforce the validity
of the non-destructive test we proposed before. In conclu-
sion, the Kaiser effect for the heterogeneous materials is
not strictly valid, indeed we have a non-negligible num-
ber of new microcracks when we submit the sample below
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a stress previously applied. However, this effect can be suc-
cessfully used to investigate the stress history of a sample.
Measuring the entropy of the new microcracks, one could
known how the maximum stress, at which the sample has
been submitted in the past, is close to the critical stress.

6 Conclusions and discussion

We have presented experimental data on the fracture of
heterogeneous materials. One of the main motivation of
this work was the comparison between the experimental
results on the fracture heterogeneous materials and mod-
els such as percolation in a fuse network. These models
are certainly an over-simplification of reality, furthermore
they are more equivalent to mode III loading whereas our
experiment is more close to mode I (see Sect. 2.4). How-
ever it is remarkable the strong qualitative and quanti-
tative analogy of our results with those observed in nu-
merical simulations of these models. The monitoring of
acoustic emissions allows us to study the microfractures
occurring before the final crack. We have shown that these
precursors are more closely clustered as failure approaches.
The formation of clusters near failure is independent on
the loading procedure, showing that at least on a quali-
tative level percolation could be a good model for crack
propagation. A measure of the concentration of microc-
racks may provide practical knowledge about the degree
of damage suffered by the material. This method should be
improved to render better predictions; it could be done,
for example, by lowering the detection threshold of mi-
crofractures; it is likely that a higher number of events
would give more accurate values. Improvements in the lo-
calization accuracy would also contribute. Besides, other
measures of microfracture concentration could be tested
We have also show that the energy of acoustic emis-

sions is a good characteristic parameter of the system to
compare with the above models such as percolation in a
fuse network. We have shown that under certain condi-
tions (namely, that the loading is carried out at imposed
stress) the behavior of energy allows us to consider frac-
ture as a critical phenomenon, as displayed notably by the
existence of a power law divergence near failure and by the
statistical distributions of different variables. The lack of
quantitative agreement between the exponents found in
the experiment and those calculated in simulations of the
above mentioned models is not surprising, given that par-
ticular factors (such as geometry) strongly influence their
values. The relevant point is that brittle fracture in het-
erogeneous materials is amenable to be described in those
frameworks. We have also shown that the Kaiser effect
is not strictly valid in heterogeneous materials. However,
this effect can be used to investigate the stress history of
a sample of the material.
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Abstract. – The failure time of samples of heterogeneous materials (wood, fiberglass) is stud-
ied as a function of the applied stress. It is shown that in these materials the failure time is
predicted with a good accuracy by a model of microcrack nucleation proposed by Pomeau. It
is also shown that the crack growth process presents critical features when the failure time is
approached.

It is very well known that different materials subjected to a constant load may break after a
certain time, which is a function of the applied load [1-5]. Many models have been proposed to
predict this failure time, but the physical mechanisms remain often unclear [1-6]. Very recently
Pomeau proposed a model [6], which explains quite well the failure time of microcrystals [7]
and gels [8] submitted to a constant stress. This model is based on the interesting idea that
a nucleation process of microcracks has to take place inside the materials, in order to form
the macroscopic crack. This nucleation process is controlled by an activation law, as the
coalescence of a phase into another in a liquid-solid transition. Based on this prediction [6],
Pauchard et al. [7] found that if a constant load is applied to a bidimensional microcrystal, it

breaks after a time τ given by the equation τ = τ0e
P 2

0
/P 2

, where P is the applied pressure,
and τ0 and P0 are constants. Bonn et al. [8] found a similar law for gels. Pomeau predicted
that for three-dimensional microscopic systems the lifetime should be

τ = τ0e
(P0/P )4 , (1)

where τ0 is a characteristic time and P0 a characteristic pressure, which mainly depend on
the material characteristics, the experimental geometry and temperature. This idea is quite
interesting and it merits to be checked experimentally in heterogeneous materials, such as
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Fig. 1. – Sketch of the apparatus. S is the sample, DS is the inductive displacement sensor (which has
a sensitivity of the order of 1 µm). M are the four wide-band piezoelectric microphones. P = P1 −P2

is the pressure supported by the sample. P is measured by a differential pressure sensor (sensitivity =
0.002 atm) that is not represented here. EV is the electronic valve which controls P via the feedback
control system Ctrl. HPR is the high-pressure air reservoir.

fiberglass and wood pannels. Indeed, in two recent papers [9,10], we have shown that in these
materials the microcracks preceding the main crack form something like a coalescence around
the final path of the main crack.

Driven by these observation we decided to study the behaviour of these materials as a
function of time and to check whether eq. (1) could be useful in order to predict the sample
life time. To do this we monitor the acoustic emission (AE) released before the final break-up
by a sample placed between two chambers between which a pressure difference P is imposed.
In fig. 1 a sketch of the apparatus is shown. We have prepared circular wood and fiberglass
samples with a diameter of 22 cm and a thickness of 4 mm (wood) and 2 mm (fiberglass).
In our samples the AE consists of ultrasound bursts (events) produced by the formation of
microcracks inside the sample. For each AE event, we record the energy ε detected by the
four microphones, the place where it was originated, the time at which the event was detected
and the instantaneous pressure and deformation of the sample. The energy is defined as the
integral of the sum of the squared signals. A more detailed description of the experimental
methods can be found in [9, 10].

We first investigate the behaviour of the samples as a function of time when they are
submitted to a constant load. Our interest is focused on the lifetime of the sample, on the
behaviour of the released acoustic energy near the fracture and on the distributions of energy
and time elapsed between two consecutive events. The behaviour of the energy as a function
of time for a system submitted to a constant load has been studied by geologists, but they
were not specially interested in what happened near the fracture [11-13].

We first imposed a constant strain to our samples, as has been made for crystals. As strain
is fixed, every microcrack leads to a pressure decrease, so the system reaches a stationary
state. This is because a microfracture weakens the material. In the absence of microcraks
the pressure remains constant. One sample was submitted to a large deformation (close to
the fracture) and it did not break after three days. Therefore, at imposed strain, the effect
observed in microcrystals is not valid for heterogeneous materials. On the other hand, if a
constant stress is applied to the system, it will break after a certain time which depends on
the value of the applied pressure. The reason for this is that after every single microcrack the
same load must be endured by the weakened sample, so it becomes more and more unstable.
We have submitted several samples to different constant pressures and we have measured the
time until the break-up (the lifetime τ). The values obtained are well fitted by eq. (1), that is
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Fig. 2. – Measures on wood samples: a) The time τ needed to break the wood samples under an
imposed constant pressure P is here plotted as a function of 1/P 4 in a semilog scale. The dashed
line represents the solution proposed by Mogi [11] (τ = ae−bP ). The continuous line is the solution

proposed by Pomeau for microcrystals (τ = τ0e
(P0/P )4). In the plot τ0 = 50.5 s and P0 = 0.63 atm.

Every point is the average of 10 samples. The error bar is the statistical uncertainty. For the fiberglass
samples, we find τ0 = 44.6 s and P0 = 2.91 atm. b) The cumulated energy E, normalized to Emax,
as a function of the reduced control parameter τ−t

τ
at the neighborhood of the fracture point (case

of imposed constant pressure). The circles are the average for 9 wood samples. The solid line is the
fit E = E0(

τ−t
τ

)−γ . The exponent found, γ = 0.26, does not depend on the value of the imposed
pressure. In the case of a constant pressure rate the same law has been found [9,10].

the exponential function predicted by Pomeau; the lifetime expression τ = ae−bP proposed by
Mogi [11], on the other hand, does not conform to our data [14]. In fig. 2a τ is plotted vs. 1

P 4

in a semilog scale, and a straight line is obtained. Even if the pressure difference is very small
the sample will eventually break, although the lifetime can be extremely long. For example,
using eq. (1) and the best-fit parameters of fig. 2a, one estimate τ ≃ 5000 s at P = 0.43 atm.
Halving the imposed pressure causes τ to become extremely large: τ = 4.4 · 1037 years at
P = 0.21 atm).

When a constant pressure is applied to the sample, the acoustic emission of the material is
measured as a function of time. We find that the cumulated acoustic energy E diverges as a
function of the reduced time τ−t

τ , specifically E ∝ ( τ−t
τ )γ with γ = 0.27 (see fig. 2b). Notably,

the exponent γ, found in this experiment with a constant applied pressure, is the same as the
one corresponding to the case of constant stress rate [9]. Indeed it has been shown [9,10] that
if a quasi-static constant pressure rate is imposed, that is P = Apt, the sample breaks at a
critical pressure Pc and E released by the final crack precursors (microcracks) scales with the
reduced pressure or time (time and pressure are proportional) in the following way:

E ∝

(

Pc − P

Pc

)γ

=

(

τ − t

τ

)γ

, (2)

where τ = Pc/Ap in this case. Thus it seems that the real control parameter of the failure
process is time, regardless of the fact that either a constant pressure rate or a constant pressure
is applied.

To find a general law, which is valid for a time-dependent imposed stress, we intend to
generalize eq. (1) which is valid only for a constant imposed pressure. In the case where the
pressure changes with time, it is reasonable to consider the entire history of the load. Therefore
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Fig. 3. – The imposed time-dependent pressure (bold dotted line) is plotted as a function of time in the

case of wood samples. The continuous line is the integral in time of the function f(P ) = 1
τ0

e−P4

0
/P4

.

On the basis of eq. (3) the predicted breaking time τ is obtained when the integral of f(P ) is equal to 1.
The horizontal distance between the two vertical dashed lines in each plot represents the difference
between the predicted and the measured breaking time. In a) a constant pressure has been applied
during about 700 s, then the load is suppressed and then the same constant load is applied again. The
difference between the lifetime predicted by eq. (3) and the experimental result is of 3%. b) Here two
pressure plateaux of different value are successively applied to the sample. The difference between the
measured and the predicted lifetime is of 5%. In c) an erratic pressure is applied to the sample. Here
the error is of 10%.

we consider that

1

τ0
exp

[

−

(

P0

P

)4
]

is the density of demage per unit time. The certitude of breaking is obtained after a time τ
such that

∫ τ

0

1

τ0
e−(

P0

P
)4dt = 1, (3)

where τ0 and P0 have the previously determined value. Notice that this equation is equivalent
to eq. (1) when a constant pressure is applied.

To test this, we have applied the load to the sample following different schemes. We have
first applied successive pressure plateaux in order to check whether memory effects exist. In
fig. 3a the pressure applied to the sample is shown as a function of time. A constant load has
been applied during a certain time τ1, then the load is suppressed and then the same constant
load for a time interval τ2 is applied again. The sample breaks after a loading a time τ1 + τ2

which is equal to the time needed if the same load had been applied continuously without the
absence of load during a certain interval. Therefore there is a memory of the load history.
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Fig. 4. – A load linearly increasing at different rates Ap has been applied to different samples. The
measured breaking times are plotted as a function of Ap in a log-log scale; circles and squares represent
the measures on wood and fiberglass samples, respectively, at T = 300 K. Bold triangles represent
measures on wood samples at T = 380 K. The lines are the lifetime calculated from eq. (3) using the
best-fit values for P0 and τ0. These experiments show that eq. (3) describes well the lifetime of the
samples submitted to a time-dependent pressure.

The lifetime formula (eq. (3)) is also valid if different constant loads are applied successively
(fig. 3b). This concept can explain the violation of the Kaiser effect in these materials [10].

If the load is not constant, the lifetimes resulting from the proposed integral equation are
still in good agreement with experimental data. A load linearly increasing at different rates Ap

has been applied to different samples. The measured breaking times are plotted in fig. 4 along
with a curve showing the values computed from eq. (3). Even if a quasi-static load is applied
erratically (fig. 3d), the calculated lifetime agrees with the measured one. These experiments
show that eq. (3) describes well the lifetime of the samples submitted to a time-dependent
pressure.

The question is to understand why eqs. (1) and (3) work so well for a three-dimensional
heterogeneous material. Indeed, in the Pomeau formulation

P0 = G

(

η3Y 2

kT

)1/4

, (4)

where Y is the Young modulus, T the temperature, K the Boltzmann constant and η the
surface energy of the material under study. G is a geometrical factor which may depend on
the experimental geometry, on defect shape and density.

In our experiment, we found P0 = 0.62 atm for wood, which has Y = 1.8 · 108 N/m
2
, and

P0 = 2.91 atm for fiberglass, which has Y = 1010 N/m
2
. Thus the ratio between the values of

P0 found for the two materials is closed to the ratio of the square root of their Young moduli.
In contrast temperature does not seem to have a strong influence on τ . In fact we changed

temperature from 300 K to 380 K, which is a temperature range where the other parameters,
Y and η, do not change too much. For this temperature jump one would expect a change in
τ of about 50% for the smallest pressure and of about 100% for the largest pressure. Looking
at fig. 4 we do not notice any change of τ within experimental errors which are about 10%.
In order to maintain the change of τ within 10% for a temperature jump of 80 K one has to
assume that the effective temperature of the system is about 3000 K. Notice that this claim
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is independent of the exact value of the other parameters and G.
These observations seem to indicate that the nucleation process of microcraks is activated

by a noise much larger than the thermal one. Such a large noise can be probably produced
by the internal random distribution of the defects in the heterogeneous materials that we
used in our experiments. This internal random distribution of material defects evolves in time
because of the appearance of new microcracks and the deformation of the sample. Therefore
this internal and time-dependent disorder of the material could actually be the mechanism
that activates the microcrak coalescence and play the role of a very high-temperature. Similar
conclusions about a disorder-induced high temperature have been reached in other disordered
systems [15]. This is an important point that merits to be deeply explored. Simple numerical
simulations which we performed in fuse networks seem to confirm this hypothesis.

As a conclusion we have shown that a model based on the nucleation of microcracks is in
agreement with experimental data of failure of two heterogeneous materials. This model seems
to be quite general because it also explains the failure of gels [8] and microcrystals [7]. It will be
certainly interesting to test it in other materials. However many questions remain open. The
first one concerns the high temperature of the system. The second is related to the behaviour
of acoustic energy close to the failure time. Indeed if AE is considered as a susceptibility [16] it
is not easy to put together the observed critical divergency with a nucleation process. Probably
the standard phase transition description can be only partially applied to failure because of
the intrinsic irreversibility of the crack formation. All of these are very interesting aspects of
this problem which certainly merit to be clarified in the future.
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Abstract. – The statistical properties of failure are studied in a fiber bundle model with
thermal noise. We show that the macroscopic failure is produced by a thermal activation of
microcracks. Most importantly, the effective temperature of the system is amplified by the
spatial disorder (heterogeneity) of the fiber bundle. These results give new insight to the study
of thermally activated cracks and they can be useful in the study of electrical networks.

The problem of failure of heterogeneous materials represents a formidable challenge for
physicist and engineers, not only for its importance in civil and industrial applications, but
also for some relevant statistical aspects. Many models have been proposed to give more insight
into these processes and their statistical properties [1–6]. However, even minimal models, in
spite of their apparent simplicity, can seldom be solved analytically. This motivates studies
on a class of models which aim at capturing the “essentials” of the physical phenomenon
(involving severe simplification), and are amenable to an analytical treatment.

Among them, the democratic fiber bundle model (DFBM) receives a broad interest in
the scientific community. In its original formulation [7, 8] N parallel fibers are connected to
two rigid bars. A tensile force F = Nf0 is then applied to the bars, and redistributed over
the unbroken fibers, which are supposed to be elastic and brittle, with a failure threshold fc

which is randomly assigned to each fiber (here disorder comes into play). All of the fibers
are supposed to be subjected to the same load (mean-field hypothesis). A lot of extensions
of this model have been considered, such as plastic behaviour [9], load sharing rules [10–12],
and many others.

However all of these models cannot explain the delayed failure of a material subjected
to a constant load (creep test). Motivated by several experimental [13–15] and theoretical
results [16, 17] we introduced in the standard DFBM a thermally activated process [18, 19].
In a classical DFBM [1, 3, 4, 7, 20, 21], which is a deterministic model, it is not possible to
observe stochastic phenomena such as nucleation. Introducing thermal noise into the system
we transformed the DFBM in a stochastic model, so that such a process becomes observable.

The purpose of this letter is to extend the results of our previous work [18, 19] and those
obtained analytically by Roux [22]. Adding a thermal noise to the classical DFBM, one can
reproduce several features of a material subjected to a creep-test. Furthermore, we prove that,
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Fig. 1 – Fiber bundle and the fuse network with thermal noise. It is very well known [1] that in
two dimensions a fuse network driven at imposed current has a one-to-one correspondence with the
DFBM, where the input current I is equivalent to the force F , the voltage to the displacement and
the resistance to the spring stiffness. In a fuse network each fuse is an electrical resistance which is a
source of Nyquist noise (voltage generators vj(t) in the figure). It is easy to see that the fuse current
ij = I/N + vj(t)/R. Thus the current in each fuse is modulated by its thermal noise which has a
Gaussian distribution of variance KT . The problem is to compute how the fuse network driven at
imposed current will be destroyed by its own thermal noise and the influence of the network disorder
on this process. In the case of the springs one can think that the springs have a viscous damping
which, because of the fluctuation dissipation theorem, is a source of thermal noise.

for such a process, the noise is in some way enhanced by the network disorder. We describe
here only the main results, leaving the details for a longer report [23].

We simulate the behavior of an elastic heterogeneous medium subjected to an imposed
tensile force using a DFBM with thermal noise. In its standard formulation each fiber of the
net is subjected to a local force fi = f0

N
N−n

, where n is the number of broken fibers, that is
the load is democratically redistributed over all the fibers.

To take into account a thermal activated process we add a random noise contribution ∆f to
the local force: fi(t) = f0

N
N−n

+∆fi(t). We assume that ∆f(t) is a normally distributed noise

with 0 mean value and variance KT . The terms ∆fi(t) are supposed to be uncorrelated(1)
for each fiber i and for each time step t. In order to clarify the physical role of thermal noise
we plot in fig. 1 the fuse network, which is the electrical analogue [1] of the fiber bundle.

Each fiber has its own failure threshold fc(i), which is definitely assigned before the load
is applied. Each fiber breaks if fi(t) > fc(i). In a homogeneous net all the thresholds are
equal. Conversely, in the case of an heterogeneous net fc(i) is randomly assigned following a
distribution G0(fc). We stress that the threshold distribution is not quenched: it is assigned
at time t = 0, that is G(fc, 0) = G0(fc), but it changes during the breaking process. Moreover,
the way G(fc, t) evolves reveals to be crucial for the dynamics of the system.

We first consider the homogeneous case where the failure threshold fc ≡ 1 is the same for

all of the fibers, that is G0(fc) = δ(fc − 1). Let P (η) =
∫ ∞

η
1√

2πKT
exp

[

− x2

2KT

]

dx be the

probability that the thermal noise has an amplitude larger than η. The force present on each
fiber is f = f0

N
N−n

, so that the probability that a single fiber breaks in a time step is

p1 = P (1 − f) = P

(

1 − f0
N

N − n

)

. (1)

Thus the expected number of fibers that break in a time step is

RN = (N − n) · p1 = (N − n) · P
(

1 − f0
N

N − n

)

. (2)

(1)That is the expectation function E [∆fi(t1) ∆fj(t2)] = 0 for i �= j or t1 �= t2.
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As in the limit N → ∞ the ratio n
N

becomes independent of N , we can introduce the function
φ(t), representing the fraction of broken fibers at time t:

φ(t) = lim
N→∞

n

N
. (3)

It is easy to prove [23] that the following differential equation describes the evolution of φ(t):

dφ(t)

dt
= (1 − φ(t)) · P

(

1 − f0

1 − φ(t)

)

. (4)

The failure time τ is defined as the time at which all the fibers are broken. One finds that
in the limit φ ≪ 1 and 2

√
2 KT < (1− f0) it is possible to write an approximated solution of

eq. (4), where the thermal noise follows a normal distribution:

τ ≃
√

2πKT

f0
exp

[

(1 − f0)
2

2KT

]

(5)

and

φ(t) ≃ −1 + C

C2
ln

(

τ − t

τ

)

, (6)

where C = (1−f0)f0

KT
.

In order to check these analytical results we have done numerical simulations on the fiber
bundle. In the following we will assume, without loss of generality, F (t) = F , f (c) = 1 and
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a) b)

Fig. 2 – Homogeneous net (KTd = 0) in a creep-test. a) Evolution of φ as a function of time (KTd = 0,
KT = 0.008, f0 = 0.6). The continuous line is obtained by solving eq. (4) numerically, the dashed
line represents the analytical expression given by eq. (6), and circles are the direct estimation of φ
from the simulation of DFBM. In order to estimate φ we repeated the simulation 100 times with given
parameters and we normalized the failure time of each realization to the value of τ given by eq. (5).
In the inset the same data are plotted as a function of 1 − t/τ in semilog scale. b) The normalized
time τ ′ = τ f0/

√
2πKT is plotted as a function of (1 − f0)

2/(2KT ) for different values of imposed
force: � f0 = 0.45, ◦ f0 = 0.54, ▽ f0 = 0.70. The continuous line is obtained from eq. (5).
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Fig. 3 – Heterogeneous net. Evolution as a function of φ of the threshold distribution at f = 0.6,
KT = 0.006 and KTd = 0.005. (a) Evolution of G(fc) at φ = 0 (⋄), φ = 0.05 (◦), φ = 0.1 (+) and

φ = 0.15 (�). (b) Evolution of the integral distribution N(f < fc) =
∫ fc

0
G(x)dx at the same φ used

in (a).

N = 1000. We have also checked greater values of N (up to N = 106) and we found that
the results do not change sensitively. For each value of the parameters KT and F , we have
repeated the experiments at least 10 times in order to estimate the scattering of the results
in different realizations.

In fig. 2a we plot the time evolution of φ as a function of time obtained either by solving
eq. (4) numerically, by the analytical expression (6) and by direct numerical simulation of the
fiber bundle with N = 1000. One sees that the numerical data agree with the theoretical
prediction, thus eq. (4) well describes the dynamics of the system.

We then studied the dependence of the failure time τ on f0 and KT . The prediction
of eq. (5) can be accurately checked by plotting τ ′ = τ f0/

√
2πKT as a function of (1 −

f0)
2/(2KT ). We observe (see fig. 2b) that the numerical values collapse on the single straight

line of slope one, verifying in this way eq. (5) and the hypotheses done to get this equation.
In the disordered case the breakdown threshold fc is no longer a constant for all the fibers.

This makes the problem more difficult, because to describe the dynamics of the system one
has to take into account the time evolution of the threshold distribution, which is coupled
with φ(t) in the following way:















∂G(fc, t)

∂t
= −G(fc, t) · P

(

fc −
f0

1 − φ(t)

)

,
∫ ∞

0

G(fc, t)dfc = 1 − φ(t) .
(7)

This system is far too complex to be integrated exactly, so one has to study its evolution
by direct numerical simulation to get some guess. To do this we used an initially normal
distribution G0(fc) of mean value 1 and variance σ2

0/2 = KTd. In fig. 3 we show the evolution
of G(fc, t) as a function of the fraction of broken bonds φ. We see that the distribution is
eroded on the left side whereas the right side it remains unchanged. Thus one can make the
hypothesis that the dynamics is controlled by the weakest fibers which are the first to break.

Further, one can take into account (see fig. 3) that 90% of the unbroken bonds have a
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Fig. 4 – Heterogeneous net (KTd �= 0) in a creep-test. a) Dependence of failure time τ on 1/KT at
f0 = 0.45. The different symbols correspond to different values of KTd: ◦ KTd = 0, ⊳ KTd = 0.02,
� KTd = 0.04. Notice that both τ and dτ/dKT decrease as KTd increases, that is the more the
media become heterogeneous, the smaller τ and the dependence on KT of τ are. The continuous
line is obtained from eq. (8). b) The normalized time τ ′ = τ/τ0 with τ0 as in eq. (10) is plotted as
a function of (1 − f0)

2/(2KTeff) for f0 = 0.6 and KT = 0.006. The continuous line is obtained from
eq. (8). The different symbols correspond to different values of KTd: ▽ KTd = 0.01 ◦ KTd = 0.005,
× KTd = 0.0025, ⊳ KTd = 0.00125.

threshold fc larger than an fmin, which on a first approximation is a linear function of φ,
specifically fmin ≃ [1−

√
π σ0(1−φ)]. One can make the hypothesis that only the fibers with

f > fmin play an important role in supporting the applied load.
Using these hypotheses one finds [23] that (in the limits of φ ≪ 1, f0 > 0.3, 2

√
2 KT <

(1 − f0) and
√

πσ0 < (1 − f0)) a good approximation of the failure time is

τ ≃ τ0 exp

[

(1 − f0)
2

2KTeff

]

, (8)

KTeff ≃ KT ·





1

1 −
√

π σ0

2(1−f0)





2

, (9)

τ0 =
2
√

2πKT

(f0 −
√

π σ0) [1 + exp[ −
√

π σ0 (1−f0)
KT

]]
. (10)

One notices that in the homogeneous case (KTd = 0) eq. (8) reduces to eq. (5), while for
KTd �= 0 there is an effective temperature(2) KTeff which is an increasing function of the
disorder variance KTd (the divergence is outside the approximation limits). Moreover, the
correction on KT due to KTd enters eq. (9) in a multiplicative way. One could argue that it
is clear that disorder should reduce the failure time of the system. What is not obvious at all

(2)We observe that the variation of τ0 due to σ0 introduces just a logarithmic correction on τ : the process is
entirely dominated by the exponential term. Hence KTeff plays the role of an effective temperature.
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is the way in which this happens, that is the disorder amplifies the effective temperature of
the system.

Another interpretation of eq. (8) and eq. (9) is that the disorder changes the critical force
from fc = 1 (in the ordered case) to a smaller value (1 −

√
πσ0/2) in the disordered case.

We consider that the interpretation in terms of KTeff is the best one. Indeed one can show
(see [22]) that if the dynamics were dominated by the fibers with thresholds in the tails of
G0(fc) then KTeff = KT + KTd. The interpretation given in eq. (9) stresses the difference
between a tail-dominated dynamics and a dynamics dominated by the fibers with fc > fmin.

In order to check these results we have done numerical simulations keeping KTd fixed to
constant (not zero) values. In fig. 4(a) we plot the dependence of τ as a function of 1/KT
for different values of KTd. We notice that for the same values of KT , τ decreases by several
orders of magnitude by increasing the disorder noise. Most importantly, we see that for any
values of KTd the leading dependence of τ on KT is the same as in the ordered case (compare

eq. (5) and eq. (8)), but the values of prefactor τ0 and exponent A = (1−f0)
2

2KTeff
depend on KTd.

Specifically, increasing KTd the value of A decreases whereas τ0 increases. The prediction of
eq. (8) can be accurately checked by plotting τ/τ0 as a function of (1 − f0)

2/(2KTeff). We
observe (see fig. 4(b)) that, as in the homogeneous case, the numerical values collapse on a
single straight line of slope one, verifying in this way eq. (8). Looking at fig. 4(a) and from
eq. (8) we also notice that the derivative of τ with respect to KT decreases as a function of
KTd. Thus the disorder reduces the dependence of τ on temperature.

Summarizing, the following conclusions can be extracted from the numerical and the ana-
lytical results: a) The failure time τ decreases as disorder noise variance KTd increases, that
is the more the medium is heterogeneous, the smaller the failure time is (see fig. 4(a)). b) As
disorder noise variance KTd increases, the difference between failure times τ at different values
of thermal noise variance KT decreases, that is the failure time τ becomes less sensitive to
the effective value of thermal noise (not zero as well), as shown in fig. 4(a).

The main goal of this simulation was to check the role of the disorder on the thermally
activated breakdown of the fiber bundle model. We have shown both analytically and numeri-
cally that disorder plays an important role in the dynamics of the system, in that it induces an
effective temperature Teff which is higher than the thermodynamic one. This effective temper-
ature is equal to the thermal-noise temperature multiplied by a factor which is an increasing
function of disorder variance (see eq. (9)). Two important hypotheses have been done to get
this result. The first is that the threshold distribution evolves as a function of the fraction of
broken bonds. The second is that the tails of the distribution do not play an important role
and to estimate τ one has to consider only the part of the distribution containing about 90%
of the unbroken bonds. Similar conclusions about a disorder-induced high temperature in
nucleation processes have been reached in other disordered systems such as foams [24]. This
is an interesting result because it seems to be a quite general property of disordered systems
where a thermally activated process with long-range interactions may be present.
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Abstract

The statistical properties of failure are studied in a fiber bundle model with thermal noise. We show that the macroscopic

failure is produced by a thermal activation of microcracks. Most importantly, the effective temperature of the system is

amplified by the spatial disorder (heterogeneity) of the fiber bundle. The case of a time-dependent force and the validity of

the Kaiser effects are also discussed. These results can give more insight to the recent experimental observations on thermally

activated crack and can be useful to study the failure of electrical networks. © 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 05.70.Ln; 62.20.Mk; 61.43.−j

Keywords: Fiber bundle model; Kaiser effects; Nucleation; Heterogeneity; Thermal noise

1. Introduction

Material failure is a widely studied phenomenon not only for the very important technological applications but

also for the fundamental statistical aspects, which are not yet very well understood. Many models have been proposed

to give more insight into the statistical analysis of failure. Among the most studied ones we can mention the fuse

and the nonlinear spring networks [1–7], which can reproduce several features of crack precursors experimentally

observed in heterogeneous materials subjected to a quasi-statically increasing stress [8–13], specifically, the power

law behavior of the acoustic emission observed in several experiments close to the failure point. However, the

nonlinear spring networks and the other related models, in their standard formulation, are unable to describe the

behavior of a material subjected to a creep-test, which consists in submitting a sample to a constant stress till the

failure time. Creep-tests are widely used by engineers in order to estimate the sample lifetime as a function of the

applied stress. Modified fuse networks have been proposed to explain the finite lifetime of a sample subjected to

a constant stress. In Ref. [4], e.g., the Joule effect has been considered to explain delayed crack. Instead in Refs.

[5,6], phenomenological force dependence of the fiber lifetime has been proposed, but not very well justified from

a physical point of view. These models do not explain the recent experimental results on 2D crystals [14], gels [15]

and heterogeneous materials [16].
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These experiments show that the lifetime τ of a sample, subjected to an imposed stress P is well predicted by

the equation

τ = τ0 exp

(

α
Γ dY d−1

KTeffP 2d−2

)

, (1)

where τ0 is a constant, Γ the surface energy, Y the Young modulus, K the Boltzmann constant, α a constant

which depends on the geometry, Teff an effective temperature and d the dimensionality of the system. Eq. (1)

was first derived by Pomeau and Gobulovı̀c [17,18] for d = 2 and 3. It has been generalized to any d in Ref.

[15]. The main physical hypothesis behind Eq. (1) is that the macroscopic failure of a material is produced by

a thermal activation of microcracks [17,18]. In the original Pomeau’s theory [17], Teff of Eq. (1) coincides with

the thermodynamic temperature T while, experimentally, Teff ≫ T [14–16]. Eq. (1) is based on the idea that the

sample failure is due to the thermal nucleation of one defect (microcrack) initially present inside the material [17].

However, experimentally it has been observed that the macroscopic failure is in some way related to the nucleation

of many defects; this important point will be discussed at the end of this paper. Using reasonable values for the

material constants in Eq. (1) [16], one sees that thermal fluctuations are too small to activate the nucleation of

microcracks in times τ measured in the experiments. It has been measured that the temperature needed to have

the measured lifetimes τ should be of the order of several thousands kelvin. Specifically, it has been estimated

that for wood Teff ≥ 3000 K [16], in 2D crystals 1000 K < Teff < 2500 K [14] and Teff > 1010 K for gels

[15]. In several materials, the lifetime τ of the sample is not influenced, in the limit of experimental errors (20%),

by a variation of the temperature T from 20 to 90◦C. In contrast, experiments on 2D crystals [14] show that

τ depends on T . Furthermore, the lifetime statistics is close to Gaussian in Refs. [14,16]. Thus, Eq. (1) seems

to give the right dependence on P of the sample lifetime but there are lot of experimental observations that are

not completely in agreement with a standard nucleation problem. To explain these results, it has been supposed

[16] that the lifetime τ of the sample depends on the heterogeneity of the material and that disorder in some

way enhances 2 thermal fluctuations so that the nucleation time of defects becomes of the order of the measured

ones.

Motivated by these experimental observations and to check the validity of our hypothesis, we proposed [19,20]

a model based on a democratic fiber bundle model (DFBM) with thermal noise. The DFBM is the simplest spring

network proposed a long time ago by Pierce [21] to study cable failure. The DFBM has been studied by several

authors [1–3,22,23], and it turns out to be a quite realistic model for long flexible cables, low-twist yarn and

more generally for composite heterogeneous materials. In a classical DFBM, which is a deterministic model, it is

not possible to observe stochastic phenomena such as nucleation. Introducing thermal noise into the system, we

transformed the DFBM in a stochastic model, so that processes such as nucleation become observable.

The purpose of this paper is to extend the results of our previous work [19,20] and those obtained analytically

by Roux [24]. We will show that, adding to the spring network a noise, which plays the role of a temperature, it is

possible to reproduce the behavior of a material subjected to a creep-test. Furthermore, we can prove that, for such

a process, the noise is “amplified” by the network disorder.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the modified DFBM model is introduced. In Section 3, the

statistical features of the model are studied analytically. Specifically, we compute how failure time τ is related to the

disorder of the material when the bundle is subjected to a constant force. In Section 4, the results of Section 3 are

verified numerically. In Section 5, we study the lifetime in the general case of a bundle subjected to a time-dependent

force F(t). We also propose a formula, which allows us to estimate the failure time τ by knowing the whole history

2 The term “enhances” has to be understood in the sense that the effect of the disorder is such that the system behaves like if the real temperature

is bigger.
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of the medium, that is to say, the time dependence of the imposed force F(t). In Section 6, we give a comprehensive

explication of some facts related to Kaiser effect, with a comparison between the experimental data and the numerical

results obtained with our model. Discussion and conclusions follow in Section 7.

2. The model

We simulate the behavior of an elastic heterogeneous medium subjected to an imposed tensile force F using a

DFBM with thermal noise. For this purpose, we model the medium as a system of N parallel elastic fibers whose

extremities are fixed on a rigid support as shown in Fig. 1. This model, widely studied in the quasi-static regime

[1–4], is equivalent to N springs in parallel subjected to a total tensile force F . Specifically, we have studied the

model by using the following rules:

1. The external applied force F produces a local force fi on each fiber. F is democratically distributed in the net:

F =
∑N

i=1fi .

Fig. 1. (a) Modified DFBM: N fiber in parallel, with the edges fixed on a rigid support are subjected to an externally imposed force F which is

distributed democratically on the net, i.e., all fibers (not broken) are affected in the same way. Each fiber is also subjected to a random (zero mean,

normally distributed), addictive force �fi(t), where it is intended that �fi(t) is a realization of a white, time-independent stochastic process.

Name n(t) the number of broken fibers at time t ; we derive the following expression of local force fi for the ith fiber: fi = (F/(N−n(t)))+�fi .

(b) The equivalent of the fiber bundle model is the fuse network. One can think to our model as a fuse network where the Nyquist noise of several

resistances (current generators �Ii ) are the noise generators for each bond.
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2. The local force fi on the ith fiber produces a local strain ei . Being the media elastic, force and displacement are

linked by the Hooke’s law:

fi = Yei, (2)

where Y is the stiffness, which is assumed to be the same for all the fibers: Yi = Y .

3. The strength of each fiber is characterized by a critical stress fc(i): if at time t the local stress of the ith fiber

fi(t) is greater than a critical stress fc(i) of the fiber cracks, and the local force falls to zero at time t +1. Further,

we assume that in this process some energy ǫi , proportional to the square of local force fi , is released. For sake

of simplicity, we will assume ǫi = 0.5f 2
i /Y . The critical stress fc(i) is a realization of a random variable that

follows a normal distribution of mean 〈fc〉 and variance KTd:

fc(i) ∼ Nd(〈fc〉,KTd). (3)

We call Nd the disorder noise.

4. Each fiber is subjected to an additive random stress �fi(t), which follows a zero mean normal distribution of

variance KT:

�fi(t) ∼ NT(0,KT) (4)

t being the time. We call NT the thermal noise. We assume that �fi(t) is a white random process, which is

independent in each fiber, i.e., the correlation function E[�fi(t1) ·�fj (t2)] = 0 if t1 �= t2 or i �= j . A time step

of the model corresponds to the application of the noise to all fibers. 3

The first three items are those used in the standard formulation of the fiber bundle model. A new feature, which is

similar to a thermal activation process, is introduced in procedure (4) to explain the dependence of the failure time

on a constant applied stress. The model has the following properties. We see from procedure (1) that there exists a

long-range interaction between the fibers, i.e., under the specified boundary conditions, the breaking of some fibers

produces an increase of the local force on the other ones. Indeed if a number n(t) of fibers is broken at time t , then

the local force on each of remaining fibers is

fi(t) =
f0N

N − n(t)
+ �fi(t), (5)

where f0 = F/N is the initial force per fiber. Procedure (2) specifies the elastic behavior of fibers. Procedure

(3) models the heterogeneity of the medium: if there is no disorder noise (i.e., KTd = 0) all the fibers are strictly

equal, and if there is no thermal activation (i.e., KT = 0) the medium breaks down instantaneously when F = Nfc.

Conversely, if KTd > 0 fibers begin to crack before the final breakdown of the media. The assumption that all

the disorder in the model appears in the strength distribution rather than in the elastic constants may be argued by

noticing that the effective elastic constant of a single fiber is essentially the average of the local elastic constant

along the fiber, while the strength is determined by its weakest point [2]. A thermal activation process is introduced

in procedure (4) to explain the dependence of failure on time; while procedures (1)–(4) are standard procedures,

procedure (4) is new with respect to DFBM.

In this paper, we want to study the failure time τ of the sample as a function of f,KT and KTd.

3 A special comment has to be made on the source of the noise from a physical point of view. The simplest way of understanding this point is

to remind that the DFBM has a one to one correspondence with a fuse network driven at imposed current. As a fuse is an electrical resistance

the source of noise is the Nyquist noise on the resistance. In the case of the springs, one can think that the springs have a damping, which is a

source of thermal noise because of the fluctuation dissipation theorem.
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3. Analytical results

3.1. The energy barrier

Eq. (1) has been obtained by Pomeau by considering that the final fracture of a material is produced by a thermally

activated nucleation process of microcracks. The energy barrier of this processes has been estimated by using the

Griffith criterion [25] for the stability of a fracture in an elastic medium. In this section, we want to construct a similar

criterion for the bundle by using the same procedure used in Refs. [17,25]. More specifically, we compute the energy

barrier that the system has to overcome in order to break the bundle when nfibers are broken and a total constant force

F is applied. We begin by noticing that the strain energy in the bundle with a constant tensile force is UE = 1
2F

2λ

where λ = 1/[Y (N −n)] is the bundle compliance. The change in the potential energy due to the damage extension

is �UA = −F 2�λ. Thus, the mechanical energy is UM = UA +UE = −F 2/[2Y (N − n)] +F 2/2YN. The energy

Uf used to break n fibers can be computed by considering the energy needed by n fibers to reach the elongation

corresponding to fc, i.e., Uf = f 2
c /2Yn. Thus, the total energy (for Y = 1) is

Etot =
1

2

[

F 2

N
−

F 2

N − n
+ f 2

c n

]

. (6)

At n = nc = N − F/fc, this energy has a maximum

Emax =
f 2

c N

2

(

F

Nfc
− 1

)2

. (7)

This means that for n > nc, the force per bond is larger than fc. Thus, the bundle is unstable and will break.

Following Pomeau’s activation model, the minimum energy per fiber Emax/N has to be compared to KT to estimate

the lifetime of the bundle. Thus, the lifetime of the sample has a different functional dependence than Eq. (1):

τ = τ0 exp

[

f 2
c

2KT

(

f

fc
− 1

)2
]

, (8)

where f = F/N . Comparing Eq. (1) with Eq. (8), we see that the functional dependence of τ on f is different for

the bundle (Eq. (8)) and for a solid (Eq. (1)). This difference is obviously due to the different geometry of the tensile

force redistribution in the bundle and in the solid. In Section 4, we will show, using numerical data, that Eq. (8)

well describes the behavior of the lifetime of the bundle, measured in numerical simulations. However, Eq. (8) can

be obtained by a statistical analysis of the DFBM with noise. A similar analysis has been performed by Roux [24]

and in the next section we extend his analysis.

3.2. Statistical analysis

We describe here only the main results. The details of the calculation can be found in Appendices A and B.

3.2.1. The lifetime of the homogeneous fiber bundle

We first consider the homogeneous case where the threshold force fc ≡ 1 is the same for all of the fibers. Let

P(η) =
∫ ∞
η

1/
√

2πKT exp(−x2/2KT) dx the probability that the thermal noise has an amplitude larger than η. The

mean force present on each fiber is f = f0N/(N − n).

It can be proved that in the limit N → ∞, the ratio n/N becomes independent of N (see Appendices A and B).

Thus, we can introduce the function φ(t) (fraction of broken fibers at time t) and the complementary function φc(t),
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defined as

φ(t) = lim
N→∞

n

N
, (9)

φc(t) = 1 − φ(t). (10)

In Appendices A and B, we show that one can write the following equation for φ(t):

φ(t) =
∫ t

0

φc(ζ ) · P
(

1 −
f0

φc(ζ )

)

dζ, (11)

that is,

dφ(t)

dt
= φc(t) · P

(

1 −
f0

φc(t)

)

. (12)

The failure time τ is defined as the time at which all the fibers are broken. In Appendices A and B, we show that in

the limit φ ≪ 1 and 2
√

2KT < (1 − f0) it is possible to write an approximated solution of Eq. (12) with a normal

distribution of the thermal noise. This solution is

τ ≃
√

2πKT

f0
exp

(

(1 − f0)
2

2KT

)

, (13)

and

φ(t) ≃ −
1

C
ln

(

τ − t

τ

)

, (14)

where

C =
(1 − f0)f0

KT
.

Notice that, except for logarithmic corrections, the main dependence of τ on f0 and of KT in Eqs. (8) and (13) is

the same.

3.2.2. The lifetime of the disordered fiber bundle

In the disordered case, the breakdown threshold fc is a random variable. In order to find an analytical solution

of τ as a function of f , one has to make several approximations, which are described in Appendices A and B.

When fc is normally distributed with mean 〈fc〉 = 1 and variance KTd = 1
2σ

2
0 , one finds that in the limit of

φ ≪ 1, 2
√

2KT < (1 − f0) and 2
√

2KTd < (1 − f0) a good approximation of the failure time is

τ ≃ τ0 exp

(

(1 − f0)
2

2KTeff

)

(15)

with

KTeff ≃
KT

(1 −
√
πσ0/2(1 − f0))2

, (16)

and

τ0 =
2
√

2πKT

(f0 −
√
πσ0)[1 + exp(−

√
πσ0(1 − f0)/KT)]

. (17)

One notices that for KTd �= 0, there is an effective temperature, which is an increasing function of the disorder

variance KTd. This important observation will be numerically checked in Section 4.
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4. Numerical results

In this section, we check the analytical results obtained in Section 3 on a numerical simulation on the fiber bundle.

In the following, we will assume without loss of generality fc = 1 and N = 1000. We have checked that the results

do not change considerably up to N = 106. For each values of the parameters KT, F,KTd we have repeated the

experiments at least 10 times in order to estimate the scattering of the results in different realizations.

4.1. Failure time at constant force

4.1.1. The homogeneous case

In order to study the behavior of failure time τ , we started by imposing a force F(t) = F constant in time

(creep-test). If both disorder noise and thermal noise are zero (i.e., KT = KTd = 0), the system either breaks at time

τ = 0 only if F ≥ Nfc or it does not break at all otherwise. Conversely, if thermal noise is not zero (i.e., KT �= 0),

we observe (Fig. 2a) that failure time τ has an exponential dependence on (1 − f0)
2 for any fixed value of KT,

specifically

τ ∼ exp[α(1 − f0)
2], (18)

where α is a fitting parameter, which is a function of KT. Furthermore, at constant f0 (see Fig. 2b), the failure time

τ depends on KT as follows:

τ ∼ τ0 exp

(

A

KT

)

, (19)

whereA is a function off . We notice that these results are similar to those predicted by the activation model discussed

in Section 3 and that the lifetime is well described by Eq. (8). More precisely, one can check the predictions of

Eq. (13) by plotting in Fig. 2c log(τf0/
√

2πKT) as a function of (1 − f0)
2/2KT. We see that all data collapse

on a single straight line of slope 1, verifying in this way the hypotheses made to obtain Eq. (13). In Fig. 3, we

plot the time evolution of φ as a function of time. The continuous line is the numerical solution of Eq. (12). The

circles correspond to the mean values obtained in several direct numerical simulations of the DFBM. In the inset,

we compare the result of the direct numerical simulation with the approximated solution (Eq. (14)) of Eq. (12).

Figs. 2 and 3 show that the hypotheses made to obtain Eqs. (13) and (14) are well verified by the numerical

integration of the model.

4.1.2. The heterogeneous case

We are now interested in studying the dependence of the failure time τ on disorder noise. To this aim, we have

done simulations keeping KTd fixed at constant (non-zero) values. In Fig. 4, we plot the dependence of τ/
√

2πKT,

at f0 = 0.54, as a function of 1/KT for different values of KTd. We notice that for the same values of KT, τ decreases

by several order of magnitude by increasing the disorder noise. Most importantly, we see that for any values of KTd

the leading dependence of τ on KT is the same of the ordered case (Eq. (19)), but the value of A and τ0 depend

on KTd. Specifically, increasing KTd the value of A decreases whereas τ0 increases. Using Eqs. (15) and (16), one

obtains that A in the heterogeneous case is

A = 0.5(1 − f0)
2

(

1 −
√
πσ0

2(1 − f0)

)2

. (20)

From the best fits of the numerical data of Fig. 4, one can measure the values of A as a function of f and KTd. The

prediction of Eq. (20) can be accurately checked by plotting 2A/(1 − f0)
2 as a function of

√
2πKTd/(1 − f0). In
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Fig. 2. Homogeneous net (KTd = 0) in a creep-test. (a) Failure time τ as a function of (1 − f0)
2 for several values of the thermal noise variance

KT ((×)KT = 0.0045; (�)KT = 0.006; (▽)KT = 0.01). The continuous lines are the fits with Eq. (18). (b) τ as a function of 1/KT for several

values of imposed force fN: (�) f0 = 0.45; (�) f0 = 0.54; (▽) f0 = 0.7. The continuous lines are the fits with Eq. (9). (c) τ ′ = τf (2πKT)−1/2

as function of (1 − f )2/2KT. The same symbols as in (b) are used. The continuous line is obtained from Eq. (13).

Fig. 5, we clearly see that the numerical values of 2A/(1 − f0)
2, obtained for different values of f0, collapse on the

same curve, which agrees quite well with the theoretical prediction, continuous curve, obtained using Eq. (20).

The dependence of τ on KTd is plotted in Fig. 6 for several values of f and KT. The continuous lines are the

predictions of Eq. (15). We see that the main dependence of τ on KTd is very well described by Eq. (15). The

deviation at large KTd are due to the approximations made to get the analytical expression (Eq. (15)). This equation

and numerical results show that τ0 increases as a function of KTd. Therefore, the observed reduction of the sample

lifetime for increasing KTd is mainly due to a decrease of A. In looking at Fig. 4 and from Eq. (15), we also notice

that the derivative of τ with respect to KT decreases as a function of KTd. Summarizing, the following conclusions

can be extracted from the numerical and the analytical results:
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Fig. 3. Time evolution of φ at f = 0.6, KT = 0.008 and KTd = 0. The continuous line corresponds to a solution obtained by the numerical

solution of Eq. (12). The dashed line is instead the approximated solution (Eq. (14)) of Eq. (12). The symbols (�) correspond to the results of

the direct numerical simulation of the DFBM. These data are plotted in the inset as a function of 1 − t/τ in a semi-log scale.

1. The failure time τ decreases as the disorder noise variance KTd increases, i.e., the more the medium is hetero-

geneous, the smaller the failure time is, see Fig. 4.

2. As the disorder noise variance KTd increases, the derivative of τ with respect to KT decreases, i.e., failure time

τ becomes less sensitive to the effective value of the thermal noise variance, as shown in Fig. 4.

Thus the role of the spatial disorder is that of multiplying KT by a factor, which is an increasing function of KTd.

This is equivalent to say, as we already mentioned in Section 3, that an approximation of KTeff is given by Eq. (16).

Furthermore, Figs. 4 and 6 show that the disorder reduces the dependence of τ on the variation of the temperature T .

Fig. 4. Heterogeneous bundle (KTd �= 0). Dependence of the lifetime τ on 1/KT at f0 = 0.45. The different symbols correspond to different

values of KTd: (�)KTd = 0; (▽)KTd = 0.02; (�)KTd = 0.04. Notice that both τ and dτ/dKT decrease as KTd increases, i.e., the more the

media become heterogeneous, the smaller is τ and the dependence on KT of τ .
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Fig. 5. Dependence of 2A/(1 − f0)
2 (A is defined in Eq. (20)) as a function of

√
2πKTd/(1 − f0) for different values of f0:

(�) f0 = 0.45; (�) f0 = 0.54; (∗) f0 = 0.7. The continuous line is the theoretical prediction obtained from Eq. (20). The symbols (▽)

correspond to a numerical simulation done with uniform distribution at f0 = 0.54. In this case, the x-axis is 0.8D/(1 − f0) (see Appendix B.2).

4.2. Comparison with experimental results

These results allow us to give a reasonable explanation of the experimental observations reported in Section 1.

In fact, experiments show that the lifetime τ of very heterogenous materials is independent of T [16], while the

lifetime τ of quite homogenous materials as 2D crystals depends on temperature T [14]. This is consistent with the

numerical results of our model. As shown in Fig. 4, when KTd is small as in 2D crystals the dependence of τ on KT

Fig. 6. The lifetime τ is plotted as a function of the disorder noise variance KTd for several values of KT and of f0 and

different threshold distributions. The continuous lines represent predictions of Eq. (15) for the Gaussian distribution and

Eq. (B.15) for the uniform distribution. Discrete points are the results of numerical measures. For the Gaussian distribution,

(�)KT = 0.01, f0 = 0.54; (�)KT = 0.01, f0 = 0.45; (�)KT = 0.007, f0 = 0.54; (⊳)KT = 0.01, f0 = 0.6; ( )KT = 0.0073, f0 = 0.45.

For the uniform distribution, (+)KT = 0.01, f0 = 0.54; (▽)KT = 0.01, f0 = 0.45.
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Fig. 7. Lifetime distribution for a single fiber (a) and (b) for N = 1000. f0 = 0.54 and KT = 0.021 in both cases.

remains important, whereas this dependence becomes negligible when KTd is huge (like in chip-board panel wood

and fiberglass). In any case disorder noise induces an effective temperature much larger than the thermodynamic

one T .

4.3. Failure time distribution

We have studied the distribution of failure time τ when the parameters KT and F are constants, in the case of a

single fiber and in the case of a net of many fibers. Clearly, in the case of a single fiber the probability of failure is

constant in time, so that τ follows a Poisson’s law (Fig. 7). Conversely, in the case of a net of fibers one sees that

τ is normally distributed. This result is coherent with experimental results, which show that in highly disordered

materials and large aspect ratio the sample lifetime distribution is Gaussian.

5. Generalization to a time-dependent imposed force

In Ref. [16], we proposed to generalize Eq. (8) such that it may be applied to any time-dependent pressure;

a similar procedure is proposed here. Suppose that 1/τ(F ) is the damage density per unit time of the medium

subjected to a force F . For an arbitrary load F(t), the total damage density at time t is

I (t) =
∫ t

0

1

τ0
exp

[

−
(1 − F(t ′)/N)2

2KTeff

]

dt ′, (21)

thus the certitude of failure is attained when I (t) = 1. Notice that this yields Eq. (8) if F(t) = F .
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Fig. 8. Failure time τ as a function of the slope M in the case of a linear (in time) imposed force F = Mt. The theoretical prediction of Eq. (22)

(continuous line) confirms the results obtained in numerical simulations. In these simulations, N = 1000, KTd = 0, (�)KT = 0.005 and

(�)KT = 0.02.

Fig. 9. A sinusoidal force (dotted line) is applied to the bundle. The dashed line represents the numerical integration of the integral in Eq. (21).

The circles indicate the occurrence of breaking events. Finally, the continuous line is the fraction of broken fiber φ as measured by the direct

numerical simulation of the fiber bundle. The time predicted by Eq. (21) perfectly agrees with that of the direct numerical simulation. In this

simulation, N = 1000, KTd = 0 and KT = 0.003.
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In order to verify whether this equation holds, we have done simulations imposing F(t) with different dependen-

cies on time.

As an example, we consider a linear dependence on time of F : F = Mt. Inserting this linear dependence in

Eq. (21), we can approximately compute the dependence of τ on the slope M getting for M ≪
√

2KT/π :

τ =
1 −

√
2KTδM

M(1 + 0.5
√

2KT/δM)
, (22)

where

δM = ln

(

√

2KT

π

1

M

)

.

In Fig. 8, we plot τ as a function of M . Symbols are the computed values and the continuous line is the prediction

of Eq. (22). The agreement between theoretical prediction and numerical simulations is quite good.

Further, we apply to the bundle a sinusoidal force as shown in Fig. 9. In this figure, the dotted line is the external

applied force and the dashed line represents the numerical integration of the integral in Eq. (21). The circles indicate

the occurrence of breaking events. Finally, the dotted line is the fraction of broken fiber φ as measured by the direct

numerical simulation of the fiber bundle. We clearly see that the lifetime predicted by Eq. (21) perfectly agrees with

that of the direct numerical simulation. This shows that Eq. (21) gives a good estimate of the breaking time for a

periodic forcing.

6. Kaiser effect

In 1950, Kaiser [26] discovered that the acoustic emission of a stressed metal sample is zero if the applied stress is

smaller than the previously applied maximum. This effect, usually called Kaiser effect, was also discovered in rock

materials [27,28], but its existence was seriously questioned for the Westerley granite [29] and for heterogeneous

materials as wood and fiberglass [11]. In our simulation, we call event the simultaneous breaking of several fibers,

and size of the event the number s(t) of fibers which break. The energy ǫ associated to an event is the sum of the

energies released by the fibers that crack, i.e.,

ǫ =
s(t)

2Y

(

F

N − n(t)

)2

. (23)

The potential energy of a fiber that breaks is proportional to its accumulated elastic potential energy. If we assume

that the acoustic energy is proportional to this potential energy, then ǫ may be compared to the acoustic energy

measured in the experiments [10,11]. The cumulative energy Ea(t) is the sum of ǫ from 0 to t .

In order to check the behavior of our model with respect to the Kaiser effect, we have imposed cyclic forces

F = F0[1 − cos((2π/Tω)t)] to the net (the continuous line in Fig. 10a). If KT = 0, i.e., in a classic DFBM, the

Kaiser effect is strictly valid: no events appear after the first period. Conversely, if KT > 0, events (spots in Fig. 10a)

are produced after the first. In Fig. 10b, the number of events Ni (continuous bars) and the energy Ei (dashed bars)

released during the ith cycles are plotted, normalized to the values of the first cycle, as a function of the cycle

number i. The released energy E2 and the number of events N2 occurred during the second cycle are not negligible

as they represent about the 50% of E1 and N1. From the second cycle (i ≥ 2), Ni and Ei grow with i. During the

fourth cycle, the energy released E4 becomes bigger than the energy E1 released during the first cycle. The number

of events Ni grows slower than the released energy Ei so that the average energy Ei/Ni released by an avalanche

during the ith cycle grows as a function of i. The behavior of Ei/Ni is represented by circles in Fig. 10b. The rates
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Fig. 10. (a) Imposed force F = F0[1 − cos((2π/Tω)t)] as a function of time in a single realization; discrete points represent the occurrence of

breaking events. (b) Number of events Ni (continuous bars) and the energy Ei (dashed bars) released during the ith cycles, as functions of i.

Both these quantities are normalized to the values of the first cycle. Discrete points represent the normalized mean energy (Ei/Ni)/(E1/N1) of

an event occurred during the ith cycle. We observe that Kaiser effect is not valid, i.e., there are a large number of events after the first cycle. The

parameters of this simulation are: N = 1000, KT = 9 × 10−3 and KTd = 1.5 × 10−2.

of Ni and Ei after the first cycle depend on KT and KTd. The statistic of events is very similar to experimental

observations in heterogeneous materials [11]. In conclusion, we have shown that the Kaiser effect is valid only if

the thermal noise is negligible. Conversely, if a thermal noise is present, the Kaiser effect is not observed.

7. Conclusions and discussion

To simulate the failure of heterogeneous materials, we used a DFBM with thermal noise. We observe that the

breakdown of the system occurs through the coalescence of many microcracks which are driven by the thermal

fluctuations and which appear at different times. Thus, the lifetime τ of the DFBM with thermal noise follows a law,

which is similar to an activation processes. The main goal of the simulation was to check the role of the disorder

on the lifetime of the system. We have shown both numerically and analytically that the most important effect of

the disorder is that of producing an effective temperature of the system, which is larger than that of the thermal

noise. This effective temperature (Eq. (16)) is equal to the thermal noise temperature multiplied by a factor, which

is an increasing function of the disorder variance. This important result is independent on the specific distribution
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of thresholds. In this sense, we can say that the disorder “amplifies” the thermal noise temperature. It is important to

stress that thermal noise and disorder play different roles: indeed it is the thermal noise, which drives the cracking

process, while the disorder just enhances its effect. Two important hypotheses have been done to get this result. The

first is that the threshold distribution evolves as a function of the fraction of broken bonds. The second is that the

tails of the distribution do not play an important role in the fracture process. To estimate τ , one has to consider only

the part of the distribution containing about 90% of the unbroken bonds. The effective temperature of Eq. (16) is

quite different from the result recently obtained by Roux [24]. He finds that the effective temperature is the sum of

KT and KTd. Indeed our result is not directly comparable with that of Roux because he estimates the time needed to

cut the first fibers. This time is negligible with respect to the total lifetime of the bundle. Furthermore, the number

of bonds contained in the tails does not affect the resistance of the system (e.g., in the case of the Gaussian only 2%

of the bonds have a threshold in the tails).

Our results not only demonstrate that the disorder enhances the role of thermal noise but Eq. (16) and Fig. 4

clearly show that when the disorder noise variance KTd increases, the absolute value of the derivative dτ/dKT

decreases, i.e., the failure time τ becomes less sensitive to variation of the effective value of thermal noise (not zero

as well). The conclusion, that in an activation processes disorder noise induces an effective temperature larger than

the thermodynamic one, has been reached for other disordered systems such as foams [30]. This kind of disorder

induced enhancement of the thermodynamic temperature is an interesting result because it could be a quite general

property of disordered systems, where a thermal activated process with long-range correlation is present.

It is interesting to compare the results of our model with the recent experimental observations on the lifetime of

samples submitted to a constant applied stress. It has been shown that in wood and fiberglass [16], gels [15] and

2D crystals [14], the dependence of the lifetime on the applied stress is well predicted by the Pomeau model on

the delayed fracture (see Eq. (1)). However, we already mentioned in Section 1 that in all of the experiments the

estimated temperature was higher than the thermodynamic one and in Ref. [16] we argued that the heterogeneity

of the material may enhance the role of temperature. The theoretical and numerical results of this paper give new

insight to this argument. The fiber bundle and the Pomeau model have a different dependence on the applied load

(compare Eqs. (1) and (8)). This difference comes from the fact that the energy barrier is different in a real crack

and in the bundle. Thus, we neglect this difference and we focus on the role played by the disorder. The Pomeau

model is based on the idea that failure of the sample is due to the thermal nucleation of one defect (microcrack)

initially present inside the material [17]. In contrast, this model and experiments show that the failure is due to the

coalescence of many microfractures appeared at different times. We think that a good theoretical model to describe

the dynamic of the DFBM and various real materials submitted to an external force could be made transforming in

a statistical model the one of Pomeau. In that model, the nucleation of a microcrack is the elementary process, i.e.,

the sample break when a certain number of microcracks have nucleated. In this case, the parameters Y, Γ and Teff

of Eq. (1), become average parameters. The strong time-dependent fluctuations of the internal forces induced by the

heterogeneity (defects, microcracks, etc.) can be considered as a sort of noise so that, in our statistical model, Teff

must depend on the thermal temperature but also on the disorder in the medium. As we have already mentioned, our

numerical and analytical results on the fiber bundle also show that the dependence on the lifetime on temperature

decreases when the disorder increases. These results could explain why in very disordered materials, such as wood

and fiberglass, the lifetime τ seems to be independent of temperature while τ strongly depends on temperature in

weak heterogeneous materials such as 2D crystals.

The comparison of the lifetime of the bundle with those of real materials merits a special comment. Indeed in the

bundle we consider as unit of time a complete update of all the fibers. One can assume that the characteristic time in

a real material is the time needed to redistribute the stress after that a microfracture has occurred. This time, which

is given in a first approximation by the size of the sample divided by the sound speed, is of the order of 10−5 s [16].

This means that the largest observed experimental time correspond to roughly 1010 time steps of the bundle. This
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very large τ are reached for very small KT and KTd where our approximation becomes more precise. Thus, we may

assume that the comparison of this theoretical results with experiment could be rather realistic.

In the last part of the paper, we have introduced the concept of density of damage per unit time finding an equation

(Eq. (21)), which predicts the lifetime τ of the DFBM for any time-dependent imposed force. These numerical results

agrees with experiments on wood and fiberglass [16]. Finally, we have shown that the validity of Kaiser effect is

linked to the value of the thermal noise KT and of the disorder noise KTd.
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Appendix A. Analytical results

A.1. The homogeneous case

Consider the homogeneous case where the threshold force fc is the same for all of the N fibers composing the

bundle. Let

P(η) =
∫ ∞

η

GT(x) dx =
∫ ∞

η

1
√

2πKT
exp

(

−
x2

2KT

)

dx (A.1)

be the probability that the thermal noise has a fluctuation larger than η. If n is the number of broken fibers at time t ,

then the force present on each fiber is f = f0N/(N − n). Thus, the probability that a single fiber breaks in a time

step is

p1 = P(fc − f ) = P

(

fc −
f0N

N − n

)

. (A.2)

The expected number of fibers that break in a time step is

RN = (N − n) · p1 = (N − n) · P
(

fc −
f0N

N − n

)

. (A.3)

Notice that if this expression is smaller than 1 (i.e., RN < 1), one may think of 〈t〉 = 1/RN as the expected time

between two consecutive microcracks.

These expressions allow us to get several analytical results. Indeed, it can be easily proved that as N → ∞ the

ratio n/N becomes independent of N :

nt

N
=

1

N

t
∑

i=1

RN (i), (A.4)

nt

N
=

1

N

t
∑

i=1

(N − ni) · P
(

fc −
f0N

N − ni

)

, (A.5)

nt

N
=

t
∑

i=1

(

1 −
ni

N

)

· P
(

fc −
f0

(1 − ni/N)

)

. (A.6)
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We can introduce the function φ(t) (fraction of broken fibers at time t) and the complementary function φc(t),

defined as

φ(t) = lim
N→∞

nt

N
, (A.7)

φc(t) = 1 − φ(t). (A.8)

Turning the sum in Eq. (A.6) into an integral, one can write the following equation for φ(t):

φ(t) =
∫ t

0

(1 − φ(ζ )) · P
(

fc −
f0

1 − φ(ζ )

)

dζ, (A.9)

that is,

dφ(t)

dt
= (1 − φ(t)) · P

(

fc −
f0

1 − φ(t)

)

. (A.10)

The failure time τ is defined as the time at which all of the fibers are broken. It can be expressed in terms of φ(t)

by the condition

φ(τ) = 1. (A.11)

In the homogeneous case, we assume fc ≡ 1 for all of the fibers. Unfortunately, no exact solution of (A.10) is known,

so one has to make some approximations to get an analytical result. The crucial point is that in the direct numerical

simulation of DFBM one observes that φ ≪ 1 for most of the time: this allows us to write 1/(1 − φ) ≃ 1 + φ and

to approximate P(η) using an asymptotic development

P(η) =
1

2

(

1 − erf

(

η
√

2KT

))

≃
√

KT

2π

1

η
exp

(

−
η2

2KT

)

.

Thus, one can write

dφ

dt
≃

√

KT

2π

1 − φ

(1 − f0/(1 − φ))
exp

(

−
(1 − f0/(1 − φ))2

2KT

)

≃
√

KT

2π

1 − φ

1 − f0 − f0φ
exp

(

−
(1 − f0 − f0φ)

2

2KT

)

being f0φ ≪ 1, one may write

dφ

dt
≃

√

KT

2π

1

1 − f0
exp

(

−
(1 − f0)

2

2KT

)

exp

(

2(1 − f0)f0φ

2KT

)

, (A.12)

dφ

dt
= B exp(Cφ) (A.13)

B and C being defined as

B =
√

KT

2π

1

1 − f0
exp

(

−
(1 − f0)

2

2KT

)

, (A.14)

C =
(1 − f0)f0

KT
. (A.15)

At this point, one turns to the integral equation
∫

exp(−Cφ) dφ = B

∫

dt.
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The last equation can be integrated as

exp(−Cφ)

C
= −Bt +

1

C
, (A.16)

where the initial condition is φ(0) = 0.

We verified numerically that this equation describes the system behavior for small φ. Moreover, one finds that as

φ becomes big enough, say φbreak ≃ 0.1, the system undergoes a cascade of microcracks until the final breakdown,

which occurs after a little time. Eq. (A.16) seems to represent closely the system’s behavior for almost all the time.

Thus, one can write the following estimation for the failure time τ :

τ ≃
1

CB
=

√
2πKT

f0
exp

(

(1 − f0)
2

2KT

)

. (A.17)

This expression of τ agrees with both numerical simulations and theoretical results of [24].

Using (A.17) into (A.16), one finds

τ − t

τ
= exp(−Cφ), (A.18)

ln

(

τ − t

τ

)

= −Cφ.

Finally, one finds

φ(t) = −
1

C
ln

(

τ − t

τ

)

. (A.19)

We verified (see Fig. 3) that these equations agree very well with numerical data, actually even for values of φ

comparable to 1. From Eq. (A.18), one obtains that t ≃ 0.95τ at φ = 3/C. Thus, the system undergoes a fast

cascade of microcracks until the final break up for φ > φbreak = 3/C:

φbreak =
3KT

f0(1 − f0)
=

3(1 − f0)

2f0(ln τ − 0.5 ln(2πKT/f 2
0 ))

. (A.20)

This equation verifies that φ ≪ 1 for any value of f0 if KT is small enough.

Appendix B. The disordered case

In the disordered case, the breakdown threshold fc of fibers is a random variable. Let G(fc) be the distribution

of thresholds, i.e.,
∫ ∞
η

G(fc) dfc is the fraction of fiber with threshold bigger than η. The crucial point is that the

distribution of fc evolves with time (i.e., φ) as fibers break, in such a way that
∫ ∞

0

G(fc, φ) dfc = 1 − φ. (B.1)

The expected fraction of fibers which break at a given time t is

Rφ =
∫ ∞

0

P

(

fc −
f0

1 − φ

)

G(fc, φ) dfc. (B.2)

We use the definition of P(η) (see Eq. (A.1)) to write

Rφ =
∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

(ξ−f ′
0)

GT(x)G(ξ, φ) dξ dx =
∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

ξ

GT(fc − f ′
0)G(ξ, φ) dξ dfc, (B.3)

where f ′
0 = f0/(1 − φ).
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The function ψ(fc, ξ) = GT(fc − f ′
0)G(ξ, φ) is integrated in the plane (fc, ξ) within the region Re which is

defined by the intervals ξ ≤ fc < ∞ and 0 ≤ ξ < ∞. In Eq. (B.3), one may invert the order of the integration by

considering that the intervals defining region Re are: 0 ≤ ξ < fc and 0 ≤ fc < ∞. Therefore, Eq. (B.3) becomes

Rφ =
∫ ∞

0

GT

(

fc −
f0

1 − φ

)

dfc

∫ fc

0

G(ξ, φ) dξ. (B.4)

Thus, in the disordered case one may turn Eq. (A.10) into

dφ

dt
=

∫ ∞

0

GT

(

fc −
f0

1 − φ

)

dfc

∫ fc

0

G(ξ, φ) dξ (B.5)

with the condition imposed by Eq. (B.1). Notice that if the delta distribution with normalization (B.1) is chosen for

G then one gets from Eq. (B.5) the equation for the homogeneous case equation (A.10). Eq. (B.5) is far too complex

to be integrated analytically. However, one can greatly simplify this framework by assuming that the dynamics is

controlled by the weakest fibers which are the first to break. This hypothesis can be checked in a direct numerical

simulation using for G0(fc) a Gaussian and an uniform distribution centered at fc = 1. The result of the numerical

simulation are shown in Fig. 11 for the Gaussian distribution. We clearly see that the weakest fibers break first and

that the distribution evolves just on the left side.

Starting from this numerical evidence of the behavior of G(fc), one can find an approximated analytical solution

of Eq. (B.5).

B.1. Case of the normal distribution for thresholds

Let the initial distribution G0(fc) of thresholds be a normal distribution of variance KTd = 1
2σ

2
0 and mean value

〈fc〉 = 1. In Fig. 11, we see that (for 2
√

2KT < (1 − f0)) when φ increases the distribution is deformed on the left

side, whereas the right side remains unchanged. On a first approximation, one can take into account this behavior

by splitting the distribution at time t :

G(fc) =
1

√
πσ0

exp

(

−
(fc − 1)2

σ 2
0

)

for fc > 1, (B.6)

and

G(fc) =
1

√
πσ0

exp

(

−
(fc − 1)2

σ 2
d

)

for fc < 1, (B.7)

where σd depends on φ. The normalization condition (B.1) yields σd = σ0(1 − 2φ), which roughly agrees with the

numerical data. Thus, the integral in Eq. (B.4) becomes

Rφ =
1

√
π

∫ 1

0

exp

(

−
(fc − f0/(1 − φ))2

σ 2

) (

1 − erf

(

1 − fc

σd

))

σd dfc

2σ0σ

+
1

√
π

∫ ∞

1

exp

(

−
(fc − (f0/(1 − φ)))2

σ 2

) (

σd

σ0
+ erf

(

fc − 1

σ0

))

dfc

2σ
. (B.8)

In order to find an analytical expression for Eq. (B.8), one has to consider that in the case of a Gaussian distribution

90% of the unbroken fibers have a threshold fc > fmin = (1 − 1
2

√
πσd). One can make the hypothesis that only

these fibers, with a large threshold, play an important role in supporting the applied load. The mathematical counter
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Fig. 11. Heterogeneous net. Evolution as a function of φ of the threshold distribution at f = 0.6, KT = 0.006 and KTd = 0.005. (a) Evolution

of G(fc) at φ = 0 (�), φ = 0.05 (�), φ = 0.1 (+) and φ = 0.15 (�). The fraction φ = 0.15 corresponds to t ≃ 0.9τ . (b) Evolution of

the integral distribution N(f < fc) =
∫ fc

0 G(x) dx at the same φ used in (a).

part of this hypothesis is that only the part of the distribution with fc > fmin has to be taken into account. Thus, in

the first integral of Eq. (8) the lower integration limit becomes fmin = (1 − 1
2

√
πσd) = [1 −

√
πσ0(

1
2 − φ)] and

we can use erf(x) ≃ 2x/
√
π . After applying these approximations, one gets

Rφ =
1

√
π

∫ 1+
√
πσ0/2

fmin

exp

(

−
(fc − f0/(1 − φ))2

σ 2

) (

fc − fmin

σ0
√
π

)

dfc

σ

+
1

√
π

∫ ∞

1+
√
πσ0/2

exp

(

−
(fc − f0/(1 − φ))2

σ 2

)

(1 − φ)
dfc

σ
. (B.9)
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Taking into account that, within the integration limits of the first integral, (fc −fmin) is almost constant with respect

to the variation of exp(−(fc −f0/(1−φ))2/σ 2), one can take the mean value of (fc −fmin). Therefore, one obtains

the following approximated result:

Rφ =
1 − φ

2

[

2 − erf

(

fmin − f0/(1 − φ)

σ

)

− erf

(

1 + (
√
πσ0/2) − f0/(1 − φ)

σ

)]

. (B.10)

In this equation, one can use the asymptotic approximation of the error function erf(x) ≃ 1 − exp(−x2)/x
√
π .

Thus, one gets the equation describing the time evolution of φ:

dφ

dt
≃ Bn(1 − φ) exp(Anφ), (B.11)

where the coefficients An and Bn are the following:

An =
(1 − 1

2

√
πσ0 − f0)(f0 −

√
πσ0)

KT
, (B.12)

Bn =
√

2π

KT

1 + exp(−
√
πσd(1 − f )/KT)

2(1 − 1
2

√
πσ0 − f0)

exp

(

−
(1 − 1

2

√
πσ0 − f0)

2

2KT

)

. (B.13)

Following the same procedure used in the homogeneous case, one finds that the failure time is

τ ≃
2
√

2πKT

(f0 −
√
πσ0)(1 + exp(−

√
πσd(1 − f )/KT))

exp

[

(1 − f0)
2

2KT
·
(

1 −
√
πσ0

2(1 − f0)

)2
]

. (B.14)

Notice that for σd → 0, one recover Eq. (A.17) for the lifetime in the homogeneous case. In Section 4, we have

seen that the τ predicted by Eq. (B.14) agrees very well with the results of the numerical simulations.

B.2. The uniform distribution

The same calculation can be done taking for G(fc) in Eq. (B.1) a uniform distribution of mean value 〈fc〉 = 1

and width D. We find in this case that

τ ≃
2
√

2πKT

(f0 − 0.8D)(1 + exp(−0.8D(1 − f0)/KT))
exp

[

(1 − f0)
2

2KT
·
(

1 −
0.8D

2(1 − f0)

)2
]

, (B.15)

where the factor 0.8D comes from the fact that in the case of the uniform distribution, 90% of the unbroken bonds

have fc > fmin(1 − 1
2 0.8D).

Appendix C. Discussion

One observes that in both cases of uniform and normal distributions, the presence of a disorder on thresholds have

the same effect over the general behavior of the system. In particular, one sees that disorder enhances the effect of

thermal noise, in that it decreases in a multiplicative way the exponents in (B.14) and (B.15). We stress that thermal

noise and disorder play different roles: indeed it is the thermal noise which drives the cracking process, while the

disorder just enhances its effect. The effective temperature of Eq. (16) is quite different from the result recently

obtained by Roux. He finds that the effective temperature is the sum of KT and KTd. Indeed, our result is not directly

comparable with that of Roux because he estimates the time needed to cut the first fibers. To compute this time,
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Roux considers that the threshold distribution is almost quenched. This is certainly correct at the very beginning of

the dynamics but it is not at longer times as we have shown in previous sections. In any case, the time needed to

cut the first fibers is negligible with respect to the total lifetime of the bundle if (1 − f0) >
√

2KTd. Furthermore,

the number of bonds which have the threshold in the tails of the distribution does not affect the resistance of the

system, e.g., in the case of the Gaussian only 2% of the bonds have the threshold in the tail and in the case of a

uniform distribution there are no tails.
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Abstract. The acoustic emission of fracture precursors, and the failure time of samples of heterogeneous
materials (wood, fiberglass) are studied as a function of the load features and geometry. It is shown that
in these materials the failure time is predicted with a good accuracy by a model of microcrack nucleation
proposed by Pomeau. We find that the time interval δt between events (precursors) and the energy ε are
power law distributed and that the exponents of these power laws depend on the load history and on the
material. In contrast, the cumulated acoustic energy E presents a critical divergency near the breaking

time τ which is E ∼

�
τ−t

τ

�
−γ

. The positive exponent γ is independent, within error bars, on all the
experimental parameters.

PACS. 62.20.Mk Fatigue, brittleness, fracture, and cracks – 05.70.Ln Nonequilibrium and irreversible
thermodynamics – 61.43.-j Disordered solids

1 Introduction

Heterogeneous materials are widely studied not only for
their large utility in applications but also because they
could give more insight to our understanding of the role
of macroscopic disorder on material properties. The statis-
tical analysis of the failure of these materials is an actual
and fundamental problem which has received a lot of at-
tention both theoretically [1–7] and experimentally [8–12].
When an heterogeneous material is stretched its evolu-
tion toward breaking is characterized by the appearance
of microcracks before their final break-up. Each microc-
rack produces an elastic wave which is detectable by a
piezoelectric microphone. The microcraks constitute the
so called precursors of fracture. It is very well known
that these materials subjected to a constant load may
break after a certain time, which is a function of the
applied load. Many models have been proposed to pre-
dict this failure time, but the physical mechanisms re-

a Present address: Université de la Polynesie Francaise, Je-
une Équipe Terre Ocean, BP 6570, FAA’A- Tahiti, French
Polynesia

b e-mail: sergio.ciliberto@ens-lyon.fr
c Present address: SPCSI, CEA-Saclay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette

Cedex, France
d Present address: École Centrale de Lyon, 36 avenue Guy

de Collongue, 69131 Ecully, France

main unclear [3,4,13,14]. Very recently it has been pro-
posed [15,16] a model, which explains quite well the fail-
ure time of microcrystals [17] and gels [19] submitted to a
constant stress load. This model is based on the idea that
a nucleation process of a microcrack has to take place in-
side the materials, in order to form the macroscopic crack.
This nucleation process is controlled by an activation law,
as the coalescence of a phase into another in a liquid-
solid transition. Based on this prediction [16], Pauchard
et al. [17] found that if a constant load is applied to a bidi-
mensional microcrystal [18], it breaks after a time τ given

by the equation τ = τ0e
P 2

0
/P 2

, where P is the applied pres-
sure, and τ0 and P0 are constants. Bonn et al. [19] found
a similar law for gels. Pomeau predicted that for three-
dimensional microscopic systems the life-time should be:

τ = τ0 exp

(

P0

P

)4

(1)

where τ0 is a characteristic time and P0 a characteristic
pressure, which mainly depend on the material character-
istics, the experimental geometry and temperature. The
idea, that the life time of a material might be due to a
thermally activated process,has been proposed long time
ago by Mogi [20] and Zhurkov [13]. They got a different
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expression for τ

τ = τ0 exp

(

−
P

P0

)

· (2)

This equation was accurately checked in many homoge-
neous materials and it shows a good agreement with ex-
perimental data [13]. However it has to be stressed that
equations (1, 2) are certainly first order approximation
because they neglect the tensorial nature of crack pertur-
bations and their long range interactions [6]. These ideas
are quite interesting and it is important to check exper-
imentally whether they can be applied in heterogeneous
materials, such as fiber glass and wood panels [21]. In two
recent papers [9,10], we have shown that in these materi-
als the microcracks, preceding the main crack form some-
thing like a coalescence around the final path of the main
crack. The purpose of this paper is to investigate more
deeply the behaviour of these materials, and specifically
the statistical properties of fracture precursors and their
relationships with the failure time. The paper is organized
as follows: in Section 2 we describe the different experi-
mental settings. In Section 3 we study the time failure for
the samples submitted to a constant load (3.1) and its
statistical properties (3.2). Then we generalize to a time
dependent load. In Section 4 the statistical behaviour of
the fracture precursors is studied as a function of the load
features and the geometry. Discussion and conclusions fol-
low in Section 5.

2 Experimental setups

In order to verify the dependence of the results on the ge-
ometry and on the fracture’s mode, we used three different
experimental setups. We performed mode-I fracture exper-
iments both with a classical tensile machine (TM) and a
high pressure chambers (HPC). In the case of the TM the
stress distribution is very simple but, due to moving me-
chanical parts, we have to deal with a large acoustic noise.
In order to avoid noise and to detect reliably microcracks
with a weak sound emission, we have designed a set-up in
which there are no moving parts except the sample itself,
the HPC. Here, the stress distribution is very complicated
but numerical calculations [22] show that the experience
can be thought of as a Mode-I test with circular symme-
try. Finally, we used a flexion-machine to perform mode-I
tests.

2.1 Samples

Several materials have been used. Most of the runs have
been carried out on two fibrous composite materials: chip-
board wood panel, which is made of small wood fibers
randomly oriented, and different fiberglass panels made
of a fiber fabric and an epoxy resin. The Young modulus
of the samples is 1.8 × 108 N/m

2
and 1010 N/m

2
for the

wood panels and the fiberglass respectively. The Poisson’s
modulus is ν = 0.35 for both materials. The longitudinal

sound velocity is 1900 m/s for wood panels and 2200 m/s
for fiberglass. The choice of the materials was determined
by their features: they consist of small fibers, randomly
oriented, and they are elastic and heterogeneous. The ge-
ometry of the samples, which depends on the experimental
set up used to test it, is described in the following sections.

2.2 High pressure chambers (HPC)

A circular wood or fiberglass sample having a diameter of
22 cm and a thickness between 1 and 5 mm is placed be-
tween two chambers between which a pressure difference
P = P2−P1 is imposed(see Fig. 1b). If the deformation of
the plate at the center is bigger than its thickness, which
is the case here, the load is mainly radial [23,24]. There-
fore, the experience can be thought of as a Mode-I test
with circular symmetry. The pressure difference P sup-
ported by the sample is slowly increased and it is mon-
itored by a differential transducer. This measure has a
stability of 0.002 atm. The fracture pressure for the dif-
ferent tested materials ranges from 0.7 to 2 atm. We reg-
ulate P by means of a feedback loop and an electronically
controlled valve which connects one of the two chambers
to a pressurized air reservoir. The time taken to correct
pressure variations (about 0.1 second) is smaller than the
characteristic time of the strain rate. An inductive dis-
placement sensor (Linear Differential Variable Transducer
500HR from PM Instrumentation) gives the deformation
at the center of the plate with a precision of about 10 mi-
crons (the deformation just before fracture is of the order
of one centimeter, depending on the material). The appa-
ratus is placed inside a copper box covered with a thick
foam layer to avoid both electrical and acoustic noise.
Four wide-band piezoelectric microphones (Valpey-Fisher
Pinducer VP-1093) are placed on the side of the sample
(see Figs. 1a, b). The signal is amplified, low-pass filtered
at 70 kHz , and sent to a digitizing oscilloscope and to
an electronic device which measures the acoustic energy
detected by the microphones. The signal captured by the
oscilloscope is sent to a computer where a program auto-
matically detects the arrival time of the acoustic emissions
(AE) at each microphone. If the signal is detected by more
than two microphones, a calculation yields the position of
the source inside the sample. A fraction of the detected
events are rejected, either as a result of a large uncertainty
of the location, or because they are regarded as noise.
The mean standard error for the calculated positions is
about 6 mm, which results mainly from the uncertainty
of the arrival time. The electronic device that measures
the energy performs the square of the AE amplitude and
then integrates it over a time window of 30 ms, which is
the maximum duration of one acoustic event. The out-
put signal is proportional to the energy of the events, and
its value is sent to the computer. The dynamic range for
the energy measurement is four decades, and the device is
adjusted in such a way that only the strong sound emit-
ted by the final crack saturates it. The global results of
the measurements are the following: a list of the positions
of microcracks, the strain of the samples and the energy
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Fig. 1. (a, b) Sketch of the high pressure chamber (HPC) apparatus. S is the sample, DS is the inductive displacement sensor
(which has a sensitivity of the order of 1 µm). M are the four wide-band piezoelectric microphones. P = P1 −P2 is the pressure
supported by the sample. P is measured by a differential pressure sensor DPD( sensitivity 0.002 atm). EV is the electronic valve
which controls P via the feedback control system Ctrl. (c) Sketch of the tensile machine. An uniaxial force, which is measured
by a piezoresistive sensor, is applied to the sample by a stepping motor. Four wide-band piezoelectric microphones measure the
acoustic emissions emitted by the sample. Experiments have been done using rectangular (20 × 29 cm) wood samples of 4 mm
thickness. The whole apparatus is surrounded by a Faraday screen.

Fig. 2. The bending machine (BM). A vertical force is imposed in the center of the sample by using weights (up to 65 kg), so
that the sample is broken by bending. The edges of the sample can be clamped or free. The displacement is measured by the
sensor DS.

released as a function of the control parameter P . Further
details of the setup are described elsewhere [9,10,21,22].

2.3 Tensile machine (TM)

The experimental apparatus consists of a tensile machine
(see Fig. 1c) which can apply a maximum force of about
23000 N. During the load we measure the applied force F ,
the strain, the AE produced by microcracks and the time
at which the event was detected. The data acquisition set-
up is the same used with the HPC. The samples have a

rectangular shape of size l = 30 cm, w = 20 cm and
thickness of 2 mm. More details of the experimental setup
can be found in [25].

2.4 Bending-machine (BM)

The apparatus is a three-points flexion machine, Figure 2.
The rectangular sample lies horizontally with fixed edges
and vertical load is imposed in its center. The size of the
samples is l = 8 to 22 cm, w = 1 to 2 cm, and the thickness
is 0.2 cm. With this setup we only used fiberglass samples.
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We can load the sample up to 65 kg (that is the machine
critical load) by minimum steps of 100 g. An inductive
displacement sensor, similar to the one used in the HPC,
has been used to measure the displacement of the center of
the sample f . The sensor is connected to a computer that
samples the signal at 1 Hz. The failure time τ is obtained
by the analysis of the signal f(t); The uncertainty of τ is
then 0.5 s. No acoustic emissions are measured with this
apparatus. More details are described in [26].

3 The failure time

The aim of this section is to study the lifetime τ of het-
erogeneous materials and to check whether equation (1)
could be useful in order to predict it. We first investigate τ
when samples are submitted to a constant load using the
HPC and the BM . Then we consider the case of a time
dependent load, and we try to generalize equation (1).

3.1 Constant load

We first impose a constant strain to our samples (using
all the apparatus), as it has been made for crystals [17].
As strain is fixed, every microcrack leads to a pressure de-
crease: in fact each microcrack weakens the material, so
that a lower pressure is needed to keep the strain constant.
It follows that if the imposed strain is small enough1, the
system reaches a stationary state, where the pressure re-
mains constant and no more microcracks are detected [22]
(see Fig. 3b). One sample was submitted to a large defor-
mation (i.e. close to the critical value) and it did not break
after three days. Therefore, at imposed strain, the effect
observed in microcrystals is not valid for heterogeneous
materials.

On the other hand, if a constant stress is imposed to
the system, no matter which apparatus we use, it will
break after a certain time which depends on the value of
the applied load. This can be done by imposing a constant
pressure with the HPC (see Fig. 3a) or a constant force
with the TM and BM. The reason for this is that after ev-
ery single microcrack the same load must be endured by
the weakened sample, so that it becomes more and more
unstable. Using either the TM or HPC, we have submit-
ted several samples to different constant loads P and we
have measured the life-time τ . The values obtained are
well fitted by equation (1), that is the exponential func-
tion predicted by Pomeau. On the other hand, the life-time
expression τ = ae−bP proposed by Mogi [20] does not con-
form to our data [27]. The same law has been found exper-
imentally by Zhurkov [13]. However it’s worth noting that
his work deals mainly with homogeneous, visco-elastic and
plastic materials, whereas the materials we used are het-
erogeneous and elastic: this could explains why he found
a different dependence of τ on the imposed load. In Fig-
ure 4 τ is plotted versus

1
P 4 in a semilog scale and a

1 It is clear that if the imposed strain has to be smaller than
a critical value, at which the sample breaks instantaneously.

Fig. 3. A sample is submitted to a constant load with the
HPC. During the load we measure the pressure (continuous
line) and the deformation of the sample in its center (dashed
line). (a) A constant pressure is imposed to the sample. The
deformation increases continuously – even after that the pres-
sure has reached a constant value – till the sample fails. (b) A
constant deformation is imposed to the sample. In this case,
after a transient period, the pressure decreases till the system
reaches a stationary state (not shown in this picture).

straight line is obtained. Figure 4 corresponds to the case
of wood samples broken in the HPC, while in Figure 5
we show the points for fiberglass samples broken in the
BM. Each point corresponds to the mean value obtained
with 20 samples. Even if the load is very small the sam-
ple will eventually break, although the life-time can be
extremely long. For example, using equation (1) and the
best fit parameters of Figure 4a, one estimates τ ≃ 5000 s
at P = 0.43 atm. Halving the imposed pressure causes
τ to become extremely large: τ = 4.4 × 1037 years at
P = 0.21 atm).

The value of τ0 seems to depend on the geometry and
the material but not, within the error bar, on the sample
size. In fact, for the circular samples broken with the HPC,
we find τ0 = 50.5±0.2 s for wood and τ0 = 44.6±0.2 s for
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Fig. 4. Measurements on wood samples. The time τ needed
to break the wood samples under an imposed constant pres-
sure P is here plotted as a function of 1/P4 in a semilog scale.
The dashed line represents the solution proposed by Mogi [20]
(τ = ae−bP ). The continuous line is the solution proposed

by Pomeau for microcrystals (τ = τ0e
(P0/P )4). In the plot

τ0 = 50.5 s and P0 = 0.63 atm. Every point is the average
of 10 samples. The error bar is the statistical uncertainty. For
the fiberglass samples, we find τ0 = 44.6 s and P0 = 2.91 atm.

fiberglass. While in the the BM we find τ0 = 2.5 ± 0.3 s
and τ0 = 2.7 ± 0.3 s for the samples with W = 1 cm and
W = 2 cm respectively.

The value of P0 depends both on the geometry, the
size and the material of the sample, and indeed we find
P0 = 2.91 atm and P0 = 0.63 atm for fiberglass and wood
broken in the HPC. For the fiber glass samples broken
with the BM the values of P0 are P0 = 71.1 kg for W =
2 cm and P0 = 35 kg for W = 1 cm.

3.2 Statistic of the failure times

It is interesting to study the statistical distribution N(τ)
of the failure times. This information can give more insight
on the physical phenomena.

The main hypothesis of Pomeau is that the failure
of a sample is due to the thermal nucleation of one de-
fect. Thus one expects that the failure time τ follows a
Poisson’s distribution. This has been experimentally ob-
served in gels [19]. Conversely, in all the measures made
with the HPC and the TM the failure time follows a nor-
mal distribution. This is also the case for crystals [17].

This difference can be explained by the fact that in our
samples the failure is due to the nucleation and coalescence
of a large number of defects, each of one is thermally ac-
tivated and would eventually follows a Poisson’s law, if it

Fig. 5. Failure time τ of the samples in fiberglass broken with
the FM (clamped edges). The sample’s size are 22 × 2 × 0.2 cm
(a) and 22 × 1 × 0.2 cm (b). Each point represents the
mean value of 20 measures. Lines represent the best fit with

τ = τ0 exp
�

P0

P

�4
(solid line), τ = τ0 exp

�
P0

P

�2
(dashed-dotted

line), τ = A exp(−bP ) (dotted line), and τ = A P−b (dashed
line).

were isolated. Numerical simulations and analytical calcu-
lations seem to confirm this idea [28–30].

In the case of the experiments performed with the BM,
the failure time distribution N(τ) seems not to follow a
Poisson’s law nor a normal distribution, Figure 6a. In this
case we observed that the cumulative distribution

Q(τ) =

∫ τ

0
N(t)dt

∫ ∞

0
N(t)dt

is best fitted by the sum of two exponentials, Figure 6b.
We believe that this is due to the fact that the two com-
ponents of these samples (the resine and the texture of
glass fibers) give rise to different characteristic times. We
think that this “separation effect” is observed only with
the BM because of the small size of the samples.
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Fig. 6. Distribution of the lifetimes τ of 100 samples in
fiberglass broken with the BM (clamped edges) with a load
P = 54 kg. The sample’s size are 22 × 2 × 0.2 cm. a) The
histogram of τ shows that the distribution of lifetimes is not

Gaussian. b) The cumulative distribution Q(τ ) =
R

τ

0
N(t)dt

R
∞

0
N(t)dt

(solid line) is best fitted by the sum of two exponential terms
(dotted line).

3.3 Time dependent load

In order to find a law that holds for a time dependent im-
posed stress, we intend to generalize the equation (1). If
the pressure P changes with time, it is reasonable to con-
sider the entire history of the load. Therefore we consider
that

1

τ0

exp

[

−

(

P0

P

)4
]

is the density of damage per unit time, where τ0 and P0

are fitting parameters obtained in the constant load case.
The certitude of breaking is obtained after a time τ such
that:

∫ τ

0

1

τ0

exp

[

−

(

P0

P

)4
]

dt = 1 (3)

where τ0 and P0 have the previously determined value. No-
tice that this equation is equivalent to equation (1) when
a constant pressure is applied.

To check this idea, we have applied the load to the
sample (using the HPC) following different schemes. We
have first applied successive pressure plateaux in order to
check whether memory effects exist. In Figure 7a the pres-
sure applied to the sample is shown as a function of time.
A constant load has been applied during a certain time
τ1, then the load is suppressed and the same constant
load is applied again for a time interval τ2. The sample
breaks after a loading a time τ1 + τ2 which is equal to the
time needed if the same load had been applied continu-
ously without the absence of load during a certain interval.
Therefore a memory of the load history exists. The life-
time formula (Eq. (3)) is also valid if different constant
loads are applied successively (Fig. 7b). This concept can
explain the violation of the Kaiser effect in these materi-
als [10].

If the load is not constant, the life-times resulting from
the proposed integral equation are still in good agreement
with experimental data. A load linearly increasing at dif-
ferent rates Ap has been applied to different samples. The
measured breaking times are plotted in Figure 8 along
with a curve showing the values computed from equa-
tion (3). Even if a quasi-static load is applied erratically
(Fig. 7c), the calculated life-time agrees with the measured
one. These experiments show that equation (3) describes
well the life-time of the samples submitted to a time de-
pendent pressure.

3.4 The dependence of τ on the temperature

The question is to understand why equations (1, 3) works
so well for a three dimensional heterogeneous material.
Indeed, in the Pomeau formulation [16]

P0 = G

(

η3Y 2

KT

)1/4

(4)

where Y is the Young modulus, T the temperature, K
the Boltzmann constant and η the surface energy of the
material under study. G is a geometrical factor which may
depend on the experimental geometry, on defect shape and
density.

In our experiment with HPC, we found P0 = 0.62 atm
for wood, which has Y = 1.8 × 108 N/m2, and P0 =
2.91 atm for fiberglass, which has Y = 1010 N/m2. Thus
the ratio between the values of P0 found for the two mate-
rials is closed to the ratio of the square root of their Young
modula.

In contrast temperature does not seem to have a strong
influence on τ . In fact we changed temperature, from
300 K to 380 K which is a temperature range where the
other parameters, Y and η, do not change too much. For
this temperature jump one would expect a change in τ
of of about 50% for the smallest pressure and of about
100% for the largest pressure. Looking at Figure 8 we
do not notice any change of τ within experimental errors
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Fig. 7. The imposed time dependent pressure (bold dotted
line) is plotted as a function of time in the case of wood sam-
ples. The continuous line is the integral in time of the function

f (P ) = 1
τ0

e−P4

0
/P4

. On the basis of equation (3) the predicted

breaking time τ is obtained when the integral of f (P ) is equal
to 1. The horizontal distance between the two vertical dashed
lines in each plot represent the difference between the predicted
and the measured breaking time. In (a) a constant pressure
has been applied during about 700 s, then the load is sup-
pressed and then the same constant load is applied again. The
difference between the life-time predicted by (Eq. 3) and the
experimental result is of 3%. (b) Here two pressure plateaux
of different value are successively applied to the sample. The
difference between the measured and the predicted life-time is
of 5%. In (c) an erratic pressure is applied to the sample. Here
the error is of 10%.

Fig. 8. A load linearly increasing at different rates Ap has been
applied to different samples. The measured breaking times are
plotted as a function of Ap in a loglog scale; circles and squares
represent the measures on wood and fiberglass samples respec-
tively at T = 300 K. Bold circles represent measures on wood
samples at T = 380 K. The lines are the life time calculated
from equation (3) using the best fit values for P0 and τ0. These
experiments show that equation (3) describes well the life-time
of the samples submitted to a time dependent pressure.

which are about 10%. In order to maintain the change of
τ within 10% for a temperature jump of 80 K one has
to assume that the effective temperature of the system is
about 3000 K. Notice that this claim is independent on
the exact value of the other parameters and G.

These observations seem to indicate that the nucle-
ation process of microcracks is activated by a noise much
larger than the thermal one. Such a large noise can be
probably produced by the internal random distribution of
the defects in the heterogeneous materials that we used
in our experiments. This internal random distribution of
material defects evolves in time because of the appear-
ance of new microcracks and the deformation of the sam-
ple. Therefore this internal and time dependent disorder
of the material could actually be the mechanism that ac-
tivates the microcrack coalescence and play the role of a
very high temperature. Numerical simulations and ana-
lytical calculations, which we performed in fuse networks,
confirm this hypothesis [28–30]. Similar conclusions on the
role of disorder in the crack activation processes have been
reached by other authors [31,6]. The experimental test of
these models is a very important point which merits to be
deeply explored in the future.

4 Statistical behavior of fracture precursors

When a constant pressure is applied to the sample using
the HPC, the acoustic emissions of the material are mea-
sured as a function of time. We find that the cumulative
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acoustic energy E diverges as a function of the reduced
time τ−t

τ , specifically E ∝ ( τ−t
τ )γ with γ = 0.27 (see

Fig. 10). Notably, the exponent γ, found in this experi-
ment with a constant applied pressure, is the same of the
one corresponding to the case of constant stress rate [9].
Indeed it has been shown [9,10] that if a quasi-static con-
stant pressure rate is imposed, that is P = Apt, the sample
breaks at a critical pressure Pc and E realesed by the fi-
nal crack precursors (microcracks) scales with the reduced
pressure or time (time and pressure are proportional) in
the following way:

E ∝

(

Pc − P

Pc

)γ

=

(

τ − t

τ

)γ

(5)

where τ = Pc/Ap in this case. Thus it seems that the real
control parameter of the failure process is time, regard-
less of the fact that either a constant pressure rate or a
constant pressure is applied. In the case of constant load
rate (P = Apt or u = Bt) the system has not a charac-
teristic scale of energy or time: the histogram N(ε) of the
released energy and the histogram N(δt) of the elapsed
time δt between two consecutive events reveal power laws,
i.e. N(ε) ∼ ε−α and N(δt) ∼ δt−β . The exponents α, β
and γ do not depend on the load rate Ap or B [9,10]. Power
laws for similar magnitudes are found experimentally on
cellular glass [12], and numerically in a related process, the
dielectric breakdown [32]. The value of the exponents are
not too different. We are interested in studying the expo-
nents in different geometries and when a constant (creep
test), cyclic or erratic load are imposed. To check the de-
pendence of α, β and γ on the geometry we used the TM.
The force applied to the sample is slowly and constantly
increased till the sample fails. During the loading we mea-
sure the applied force F , the strain, the AE produced by
microcracks and the time at which the event was detected.

4.1 The dependence of α and β on the load features

In the experiments performed with the HPC, power laws
are obtained for the distributions of ǫ and of δt. As an
example of two typical distributions obtained at constant
imposed pressure, we plot in Figures 9a and b N(δt) and
N(δǫ) respectively. The exponents of these power laws (αc

for energies and βc for times) depend on P . In Figure 9c,
αc and βc are plotted versus P . Note that both exponents
grow with pressure. We observe that the rate of emissions
increases with pressure, so that the weight of big values
of δt decreases. This explains the fact that βc grows with
pressure. We have compared the histograms of energy ǫ
for several pressures, and we noticed that the number of
high-energy emissions is almost the same, while the num-
ber of low-energy emissions increase with pressure, so that
the exponent αc increases as well. Moreover, as the pres-
sure increases, the exponents αc and βc attain the values
α = 1.9±0.1 and β = 1.51±0.05 obtained in the case of a
constant loading rate [10]. We imposed to the sample a er-
ratic and an cyclic load, which are plotted as a function of
time in Figures 11a and b respectively. Power laws are ob-
tained for the distributions of ǫ and for δt. The exponents

Fig. 9. (a, b) Two typical time δt and energy ε distributions
obtained at imposed constant pressure (P = 0.56 atm). (c) The
exponents αc (empty circles) and βc (black points), plotted as
a function of the value of the imposed constant pressure. Note
that as the pressure increases, the values of the exponents tend
to those obtained in the case of constant pressure rate. The
error bars represent the statistical uncertainty.
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Fig. 10. The cumulative energy E, normalized to Emax, as a
function of the reduced control parameter τ−tτ at the neigh-
borhood of the fracture point (case of imposed constant pres-
sure). The circles are the average for 9 wood samples. The

solid line is the fit E = E0

�
τ−t

τ

�
−γ

. The exponent found,
γ = 0.26, does not depend on the value of the imposed pres-
sure. In the case of a constant pressure rate the same law has
been found [9,10].

of these power laws do not depend on the load behavior;
their value is the same of that at constant loading rate.
These and previous results [9,10], allows us to state that
if dP

dt 6= 0, the histograms of the released energy ε and of
the time intervals δt do not depend on the load history.
The fact that α and β do not depend on dP

dt seems to be
in contrast with the fact that αc and βc depend on P .
This result can be interpreted by considering that the mi-
crocracks formation process is not the same when dP

dt = 0

and dP
dt 6= 0. In the former case, imposed constant P ,

the mechanism of microcrack nucleation is the dominant
one and the nucleation time depends on pressure. In the
other case, dP

dt 6= 0, the dominant mechanism is not the
nucleation but the fact that, when pressure increases as
a function of time, several parts of the sample may have
to support a pressure larger than the local critical stress
to break bonds. The fact that at high constant pressure
αc and βc recover the value αc and βc has a simple ex-
planation. Indeed, in order to reach a very high pressure
Ph, dP

dt is different from zero for a time interval which is
comparable or even larger than the time interval spent at
constant pressure Ph. Thus at high constant pressure the
system is close to the case dP

dt 6= 0.

4.2 The dependence of γ on the load features

The measures performed with the HPC imposing an er-
ratic and a cyclic pressure, plotted respectively in Fig-
ures 11a and b, allow us to check the dependence of γ on

Fig. 11. The imposed pressure, normalized at Pmax, (solid
line) and the cumulative energy E, normalized to Emax,
(dashed line) are plotted as a function of time t. (a) An ex-
ample of erratic pressure. (b) A cyclic pressure.

the history of the sample, i.e. on the behavior of the im-
posed pressure. The cumulated energy E for the erratic
and the cyclic pressure, shown in Figures 11a and b as a
function of t, is plotted in log-log scale as a function of
the reduced parameter τ−t

τ in Figures 12a and b respec-
tively. We observe that, in spite of the fluctuations due
to the strong oscillations of the applied pressure, near the
failure the energy E, as a function of τ−t

τ , is fitted by a
power law with γ ≃ 0.27±0.02. In Figure 12c (reproduced
in Fig. 10 for the sake of clearness), E measured when a
constant pressure is applied to the sample is plotted as a
function of τ−t

τ . A power law is found in this case too [21].
The exponent γ is, within error bars, the same in the three
cases. Hence it seems not to depend neither on the applied
pressure history nor on the material [9,10,21].
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Fig. 12. The cumulative energy E, normalized to Emax, as a function of the reduced control parameter τ−t
τ at the neighborhood

of the fracture point. Figure (d) represent the measure taken, at imposed constant rate force, on the tensile machine. The other
figures represent measures made on the HPC apparatus at: imposed constant pressure (c), imposed cyclic pressure (a) and

imposed erratic pressure (b). The dotted lines are the fit E = E0

�
τ−t

τ

�
−γ

. The exponents found are: γ = 0.29 (a), γ = 0.25 (b),
γ = 0.29 (c) and γ = 0.27 (d). In the case of a constant pressure rate (on the HPC machine) the same law has been found [9,10].

Further, experiments made with the TM show that γ is
independent on the geometry. In fact we observe that the
behavior of the energy near the fracture as a function of
(

τ−t
τ

)

is still a power law of exponent γ ≃ 0.27, as shown
in Figure 12d.

5 Discussion and conclusions

We presented the results of experiments regarding fracture
of heterogeneous materials (chipboard and fiberglass).
When these materials are submitted to a strain, one ob-
serves acoustic emissions (precursors) before the samples
fails. We have measured the acoustic emissions and the
lifetime τ of the samples.

We have shown that equation (1) proposed by Pomeau
predicts well the functional dependence of τ on the ap-
plied load. However the original Pomeau’s theory is un-
able to explain some features that are observed in our
experiments, in microcrystals [17] and gels [19]. In fact
equation (1) is based on the idea that the fracture is due

to the nucleation of one preexisting defect, which is ther-
mally activated. We have shown that in our experiments
the fracture is due to the nucleation and coalescence of a
large number of defects, as confirmed by the presence of
acoustic emissions and the shape of the statistical distri-
bution of lifetimes. Moreover, we found that the lifetimes
are not affected, within the experimental errors (20%),
by the temperature. We have calculated that in order
to estimate the measured lifetimes, the temperature T
to insert in equation (1) and in equation (4) should be
about 3000 K. Similar results have been found in 2D crys-
tals [18] and gels, where the temperature T to insert in
equation (3) should be about 1000 K < T < 2500 K and
Teff > 1010 K respectively. As for wood and fiberglass,
also in gels the lifetime τ of the sample is not influenced,
in the limit of experimental errors, by a variation of the
temperature T from 20 to 90 ◦C. In contrast, experiments
on 2D-crystals [17] show that τ depends on T .

To explain these points we propose to modify in a sta-
tistical model the one of Pomeau. In this revised model
the failure of the sample is due to the nucleation and
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coalescence of a certain number of defects, each of which is
thermally activated. The parameters Y , η and T of equa-
tion (3), become average parameters, which keep into ac-
count that the interaction between defects have a tensor
nature and are long range [6]. To explain the fact that the
thermal temperature has a minor influence on the lifetime,
we suppose that the strong time-dependent fluctuations
of the internal forces induced by the heterogeneity (de-
fects, microcraks...) can be considered as a sort of noise.
Thus T depends on the thermal temperature but mainly
on the disorder in the medium. In this way the hetero-
geneity of the material enhances thermal fluctuations so
that the nucleation time of defects becomes of the order of
the measured ones. Recently Arndt et al. reached a similar
conclusion [31] using a different approach, which is coher-
ent with the generation of a time dependent distribution
of the microcrack ensemble [6]. Numerical simulation that
we have performed on a very simple model [29,30] are in
agreement with these results. This model allows us to gen-
eralize equation (1) to the case of a time dependent load,
and to explain the violation of the Kaiser effect in these
materials.

We also studied the statistical properties of the frac-
ture precursors. We have found that the histograms of the
energy and of time between two consecutive AE follow
power laws of exponents β and α respectively. In proxim-
ity of the fracture the cumulated energy follows a power
law, typical of phase transitions. Notably, the critical ex-
ponent γ seems to be independent on the geometry and
the applied load. Indeed if AE is considered as a suscep-
tibility it is not easy to put together the observed critical
divergency with a nucleation process. Probably the stan-
dard phase transition description can be only partially
applied to failure because of the intrinsic irreversibility of
the crack formation.

We thank P. Metz, M. Moulin and F. Vittoz for very useful
technical assistance.
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INTRODUCTION

Failure can occur in materials even though the
solid is stressed below its experimental breaking
threshold. The physical process, sometimes referred
to as subcritical rupture, leads to a delay in the time
for complete macroscopic failure of the solid, with a
strong dependence on the amplitude of the applied
stress. A possible driving mechanism for subcritical
damaging processes is thermal activation as supported
by the early experimental work of Zhurkov and Bren-
ner [1, 2]. Zhurkov introduced a kinetic concept of
strength of solids, where time to rupture follows an
Arrhenius–Eyring law with an energy barrier decreas-
ing with increasing stress [2]. However, a fundamental
ingredient not usually taken into account is the irre-
versibility of the rupture mechanism, leading to out of
equilibrium dynamics.

Temperature fluctuations in real materials are usu-
ally considered too weak to be able to overcome a
potential energy barrier estimated as the free energy
cost to reach Griffith’s critical crack length [3]. How-
ever, the energy cost would be much smaller if rupture
were considered as an irreversible process, where
thermal fluctuations need only to be able to break
atomic bonds one after another. In this paper, we
choose ab initio a distribution of stress fluctuations
directly linked to thermal fluctuations. Since our goal
is to describe irreversible crack growth, we are consid-
ering the general case of a preexisting initial crack in
a flat sheet of material. In order to clarify our
approach, we first derive the energy barrier corre-
sponding to our geometry within the framework of
Griffith’s energy concept. Then, we give analytical
solutions of our model that yield the complete growth
dynamics for the case of a single crack. Finally, we
compare the predictions of our model to the results
obtained with a numerical simulation of a bidimen-
sional elastic system in antiplane deformation.

ENERGY BARRIER 
FROM GRIFFITH’S ENERGY CONCEPT

Griffith’s prediction of a critical crack size beyond
which there is rupture, i.e., irreversible and fast crack
growth, is derived from a potential energy taking into
account elastic energy due to the applied stress 

 

σ and
surface energy 

 

γ needed to open a crack as a function of
a unique order parameter, the crack length l, which in
2D reads

(1)

whereY is the Young modulus.

This energy reaches a maximum for a critical crack
lengthlc beyond which no stable state exists except the
separation of the solid into two broken pieces. From
this expression of the energy, it is clear that a stressed
solid without a crack is in a metastable state with a life-
time depending on the possibility to nucleate a crack
with a critical length.

Here, the energy barrier estimated as the maximum
value of this potential energy scales as 

 

∆U

 

≈ σ–2 [4–6].
Taking into account the preexistence of a stable initial
crack of length l i and introducing stress intensity factors
Ki = 

 

σ(

 

πl i/2)1/2 and Kc = 

 

σ(

 

πlc/2)1/2, the energy barrier
becomes

(2)

Note that the energy barrier is a linear function of
the initial crack length multiplied by a function depend-
ing only on stress intensity factors. This choice for the
energy barrier implicitly assumes that there is a possi-
bility for the crack to explore reversibly states of crack
length between the initial and critical crack length and
cannot be a good description if irreversibility of crack
growth is to be taken into account.

U
πl2σ2

4Y
-------------– 2γl+=

∆U U lc( ) U l i( )–=

= γl i

K i

Kc
------

Kc

K i

------– 
  2

γl i f K i Kc,( ).=
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Abstract—Slow crack growth in brittle elastic materials is modeled as a thermal activation process where stress
fluctuations make it possible to overcome a breaking threshold through a series of irreversible steps. We study
the case of a single crack in a flat sheet for which analytical predictions can be made and compare them with
results from the equivalent problem of a 2D spring network.
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1This article was submitted by the authors in English.
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ENERGY BARRIER 
FOR AN IRREVERSIBLE CRACK GROWTH

Let us consider that thermal fluctuations induce
stress fluctuations in the material and that the corre-
sponding distribution of stress fluctuations is known.
Due to stress concentration at the crack tip, the proba-
bility that breaking occurs at the crack tip is higher than

anywhere else. Since the stress intensity factor K

 

≈ σ
gives a measure of stress intensity at the tip of a crack
with length l when the external load is 

 

σ, we choose for
convenience to work directly with this quantity. In addi-
tion, the threshold for rupture at the crack tip will be
given by a critical value of stress intensity factor Kc, as
is usually assumed in experiments. The main assump-
tion of our model is that stress intensity fluctuations x
follow a normal distribution:

with zero mean and variance 

 

〈∆K2

 

〉

 

∝ kT, where k is the
Boltzmann constant and T, temperature. The cumula-
tive probability that stress intensity fluctuations are

larger than a given value 

 

η is then P(

 

η) = (x)dx.

The higher this probability, the shorter the waiting time
for rupture to occur. Qualitatively, crack velocity
should be proportional to the probability of having fluc-
tuations larger than Kc – K:

(3)

whereE is a dimensional constant proportional to the
Young modulus. In equation (3), the last equality is
valid as long as kT

 

�

 

 η2/2E. We also introduced a typ-
ical velocity V0, which represents the crack velocity
during fast rupture. Since K is a function of crack length
l, Eq. (3) is a differential equation for crack evolution.
To solve this equation requires additional approxima-
tions as the dependence of the stress intensity factor on
crack length is nonlinear. First, we introduce a new
variable 

 

φ such that

This variable measures the amount of damage when
crack length grows from its initial value l i (

 

φ = 0) to its
ultimate stable value lc (

 

φ = 1). Then, from linearizing
Eq. (3), we get

(4)

l

p x( ) 1

2π ∆K〈 〉( )1/2
------------------------------- x2

2 ∆K〈 〉 2
-------------------– 

 exp=

p
η

∞∫

dl
dt
----- V0P η Kc K–>( )=

≅ V0
EkT
2π

---------- 
 

1/2 1
Kc K–
----------------

Kc K–( )2

2EkT
-----------------------–exp

φ l l i–( )/ lc l i–( ).≡

t τ 1
lc l i–

λ
------------φ 

 exp– 
 =

where

(5)

gives the lifetime of the sample before fast rupture, and

(6)

is a characteristic length scale.
The lifetime τ as it appears in Eq. (5) follows an

Arrhenius–Eyring law with an energy barrier depend-
ing on the initial and critical stress intensity factors in a
similar way as in Eq. (2), but, on the contrary, there is
no additional proportionality with initial crack length.

RESULTS FROM THE SIMULATION 
OF A 2D ELASTIC SPRING NETWORK

In order to check predictions from the previous anal-
ysis, we model a bidimensional elastic system as a
square lattice of springs whose ends can move only
along an axis perpendicular to the plane of springs and
passing through the fixed nodes of the lattice. The elas-
tic restoring force is chosen to be proportional to the
variation in displacement along the moving axis. This
is a simplified model of an antiplane deformation. A
constant force is applied at two opposite sides of the lat-
tice, the direction of the force being perpendicular to
the lattice, but reversed from one side to the other. Start-
ing from an equilibrium configuration, a force fluctua-
tion chosen with a normal distribution is applied in par-
allel to each spring, and a new static equilibrium con-
figuration is determined taking into account all the
force fluctuations. Hence, this procedure assumes that
fluctuations occur in a quasi-static way. Whenever the
force on a spring exceeds a breaking threshold fc, the
spring is cut, and since it is never repaired, the process
is irreversible. The crack itself is modeled as a series of
broken parallel springs, with the crack direction paral-
lel to the sides where the constant force is applied. The
size of the square lattice (100 × 100 springs) is chosen
to reduce finite size effects and obtain the correct scal-
ing of the stress intensity factor with applied stress and
crack length. The time scale in the simulation is given
as the constant time between two configurations of
force fluctuations in the system, and the length scale, as
the distance between two nodes of the lattice.

In Fig. 1, we plot the lifetimes averaged over an
ensemble of 30–50 simulations for samples with differ-
ent initial crack lengths and different temperatures. In
Fig. 1a, the logarithm of the lifetime is plotted as a
function of the energy barrier given by Eq. (2). For a
given initial crack length, a rather good scaling is
obtained for different temperatures. However, when the
initial crack length is changed, the scaling with the
energy barrier does not work at all. In Fig. 1b, the log-
arithm of the lifetime is plotted as a function of the
energy barrier given by Eq. (5). This energy barrier

τ 2 2πEkT
K i

-------------------------
l i

V0
------

Kc K i–( )2

2EkT
------------------------exp=

λ 2EkT
K i Kc K i–( )
---------------------------- l i=
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scaling appears to be correct whatever the initial crack
length or temperature is. The disappearance of the
dependence on initial crack length when going from
Eq. (2) to the energy barrier in Eq. (5) is a signature of
irreversibility.

We determine the characteristic length λ from crack
growth curves obtained by computing the statistical
average time it takes for the crack to reach a certain
length. In Fig. 2, which shows flowing time as a func-
tion of the crack length, the exponential behavior
obtained in Eq. (4) is recovered and yield a value of the
characteristic length λ. In the inset of Fig. 2, the linear
dependence of λ with temperature predicted by Eq. (6)
clearly appears for various applied forces and a given
initial crack length. The slight dispersion of data for a

given temperature corresponds to the additional depen-
dence on the stress intensity factor, but it is difficult to
check the exact dependence on those parameters due to
their small influence on the characteristic length.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have shown that taking into
account the distribution of stress fluctuations allows us
to describe thermally activated and irreversible crack
growth and leads to the correct scaling of lifetime with
applied stress and initial crack length. Previous predic-
tions based on Griffith’s potential energy do not apply
to our configuration because they fail to take into
account the irreversibility of the rupture process. It is
still a challenge to find the right way to include irrevers-
ibility in a problem of total potential energy minimiza-
tion. Finally, it is important to note that our results are
conditioned by the particular way stress noise is
included in the model, and more work needs to be done
to assert the validity of this choice.
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Abstract. We present a model of delayed fracture in elastic materials, which takes into account
the non-reversibility of the system. The results show reasonable agreement both with existing
experimental data and 2-D numerical simulations on mode-I fracture.

Delayed fracture receives a lot of attention from the
scientific community [1-5]. This interest is motivated
by the practical benefits that a better knowledge on
this subject would bring to several engineering do-
mains, such as construction and mechanical tech-
nology. In a recent work [6], Pomeau has proposed
a formula to predict the lifetime of an elastic sample
submitted to a constant load:

τ τ
σ

σ
= F

H
I
K

L
N
M

O
Q
P

−

0
0

2 2

exp ,
d

 (1)

where σ is the imposed load, d is the dimensional-
ity of the system, and τ0 and σ0 are constants de-
pending on the temperature, material and geometri-
cal features. This model has been used to explain
experimental results on gels [7], micro-crystals [8],
and composite materials such as chipboard and
fiberglass [9]. However, Eq. (1) is not completely
satisfactory, in that it is unable to explain some
experimental features. In Pomeau�s model, the frac-
ture is due to the nucleation of one pre-existing
defect which is thermally activated. The defect is
modelled as an elliptical hole, whose length L is
fluctuating randomly due to thermal noise in a re-
versible way - that is the defect can be opened and
closed. The fracture occurs when the amplitude of

thermal fluctuation is big enough to make L larger
than Griffith�s critical length [10] Lc. The lifetime τ is
calculated as the inverse of the probability to have
such a rare fluctuation. If this was the case, one
would expect that the lifetime follows Poisson�s dis-
tribution, whereas it has been found that in micro-
crystals, chipboard and fiberglass τ follows a nor-
mal distribution [9]. Moreover, other experimental
observations [11] (acoustic emissions) have shown
that in composites fracture is due to the nucleation
and coalescence of several defects.

We think that the crucial point is that fracture is
not a reversible phenomenon: once the defect has
been opened by thermal noise, that is, the sample
is damaged, it cannot be �repaired� by an opposite
fluctuation. In order to take into account non-
reversibility we propose to change the original model
in the following way. Let σ be the imposed stress on
the boundary of the sample. The stress σA on the tip
of the defect is then proportional to σ L  [12], that
is :

σ σ ηA t A L t( ) ( ),= +  (2)
where η(t) is a white gaussian term1 due to thermal
noise, and A is a constant which depends on the
1 <η> = 0 and Var[η] = KT, where K is Boltzmann�s con-
stant and T temperature.
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geometry and nature of the material. We assume
that the length of the defect L increases by dL when
σA is bigger than a threshold σc which is a material
dependent constant. The mean nucleation time dτ,
that is, the expected time to go from L to L + dL,
can be expressed as :

d dL
ob

KT

KT KT dL

c A

c A

c A
c A

τ
η σ σ

σ σ

π
σ σ

σ σ

=
> − 〈 〉

=

−
− 〈 〉

≅

− 〈 〉
− 〈 〉

F
H

I
K

F
HG

I
KJ

Pr { }

erf

( ) exp ( ) ,

2
1

2
2 2

 (3)

where <σA> = Aσ L . The lifetime τ is then calcu-
lated by integration between the initial length of de-
fect Lo and Lc:

τ
π

σ σ
σ σ

= − 〈 〉
− 〈 〉z F

HG
I
KJ

2
2

0

2

KT KT dL
L

L

c A
c A

c

( ) exp ( ) .  (4)

After change of variable y
KT

c A=
− 〈 〉σ σ

2
, one finds :

τ
π

σ
σ

σ σ

= −

−

z4 2 22 2
2

0

2
0

KT
A kT y y y dyc

A L
KT

c

d i exp( ) . (5)

Unfortunately the above integral admits no analyti-
cal primitive. However, we can find a lower and an
upper bound for lifetime. First, suppose that y << 1
so that the term 2 2KT y  can be neglected (this is
the case if L ≈ Lc). We are able to solve exactly Eq.
(5) and get an upper bound for τ:

τ
π

σ

σ

σ

σ σ
<

−
−

F
HG

I
KJ
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P

2 2
2 10

2KT
A A

A L
KT

c cexp ( ) . (6)

Now suppose that y >> 1, that is L << Lc. We can
get a lower bound for τ using the following argu-
ment:

y y dy y y

y dy y y
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2 2 0
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0

0
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2

2

2

0

0

exp( ) exp( )
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= −

>

z

z

Note that, as big values of y0 lead to small relative
errors, one can hope to get a tight approximation of

τ if σ σc A L
KT

−
>>0

2
1. This seems to be the case

for reasonable values of the physical parameters
and the temperature T. After some calculations one
finds :

2 2
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0
2π
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σ σ
τ
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A L A L
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<
F
HG

I
KJ  (7)

In both Eq. (6) and Eq. (7), τ is clearly dominated
by the same exponential term, so that one can write:

τ τ α
σ σ

=
−F

HG
I
KJ0

0
2

exp ( ) ,KT  (8)

where α =
A L2

0

2 , σ
σ

0
0

= c

A L  and τo depends

weakly on σ and other physical parameters. Fol-
lowing a more detailed derivation, it is possible to
obtain full growth dynamic of a single crack in addi-
tion to the previous result [13].

To verify the validity of our model we have com-
pared predictions given by Eq. (8) and Pomeau�s
one Eq. (1) with existing experimental data and a
new 2-D numerical simulation based on a well known
electro-mechanical analogy [14]. We model the
sample with a 2-D fuse network [15, 16] (see Fig.
2). A constant current I (the load) is injected into
the net by the upper busbar, it flows through the
fuse net, and exits by the lower busbar. The voltage
V in each node is calculated by the Kirchhoff�s laws.
Thermal fluctuations are modelled by a current noise
[17]. Each fuse burns (i.e. its conductivity goes to
zero) when its current i is greater than a threshold
value ic. The net fails when the current is unable to
pass through.

In Fig. 1 we plot existing experimental data rela-
tive to micro-crystals [8] (Fig. 1a) and chipboard [9]
(Fig. 1b) submitted to a constant load. In Fig. 3 we
plot the data obtained by 2-D simulations. The points
represent measured lifetimes; the lines represent a
fit to Eq. (8) (solid line) and a fit to Eq. (1) (dashed
line). One sees that in the case of micro-crystals
and simulations our model seems to give better pre-
dictions than Pomeau�s one. In the case of chip-
board one can hardly distinguish which model works
better. This is because the measure range of load σ
is too small. However, using the χ2 test we found
that the prediction of Eq. (8) is slightly more accu-
rate that the one in Eq. (1).
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3Failure time of elastic materials submitted to a constant load

In conclusion, we propose a prediction for de-
layed fracture in elastic solids. We assume that
the failure is due to a step by step irreversible growth
of a defect. Every growth-step dL is due to a ther-
mal nucleation process. According to Griffith�s cri-
terion, the failure will occur when the length of the

Fig. 1. Micro-crystals (a) and chipboard samples (b) have been submitted to a constant load σ. The lifetime
τ is plotted on a semi logarithmic scale as a function of (σ0 - σ)2 . The value of the critical load σ0 has been
extrapolated from the experimental data [8, 9]. The dashed line represents the original fit with Eq. (1)
proposed by authors. The solid line represents the fit with Eq. (8) predicted by our model.

Fig. 2. Sketch of the 2-D fuse network model. The
net is composed of fuses which form a grid of NxN
squares. The current I is injected into the net by
the upper busbar, it flows through the net, and exit
from the lower busbar. At the beginning all the fuses
have the same resistance R. When a fuse fails the
current cannot flow through (i.e. R = ∞ ), therefore it
is redistributed over the other fuses according to
Kirchhoff�s law.

Fig. 3. Numerical data obtained from numerical
simulation on a 10 x 10 fuse network. The critical
current ic = 1 is the same for all the fuses (homoge-
neous net). The lifetime τ is plotted on a semi loga-
rithmic scale as a function of (σ0- σ)2 = KT for differ-
ent values of the parameter KT ((°) KT = 0:15,(∆)
KT = 0:12, (  ) KT = 0:1). The dashed line repre-
sents the initial fit with Eq. (1) as proposed by some
authors. The solid line represents the fit with Eq. (8)
predicted by our model.

defect L reaches the critical length Lc. This model
seems to be quite general, in that it is in agreement
with both experimental data on different materials
(micro-crystals [8], chipboard and fiberglass [9]) and
2-D numerical simulations. Remarkably, the same
functional dependence of the lifetime τ on the load
σ is also found in simple simulations on the DFBM
[17].
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Several aspects of the model need to be more

deeply investigated. First, disorder is expected to
play an important role [9, 17]. Second, it would be
interesting to generalize Eq. (8) to the case of a
time dependent load. Finally, this model could be
useful to check statistical properties of fracture [11,
18-20] which remain little understood.
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Abstract. – Slow crack growth in a model of homogeneous brittle elastic material is described
as a thermal activation process where stress fluctuations allow to overcome a breaking threshold
through a series of irreversible steps. We study the case of a single crack in a flat sheet for which
analytical predictions can be made, and compare them with results from the equivalent problem
of a 2D spring network. Good statistical agreement is obtained for the crack growth profile
and final rupture time. The specific scaling of the energy barrier with stress intensity factor
appears as a consequence of irreversibility. In addition, the model brings out a characteristic
growth length whose physical meaning could be tested experimentally.

Introduction. – Although tensile rupture of atomic bonds requires a stress comparable
to Young’s modulus, brittle solids commonly rupture at a much lower applied stress (typi-
cally 3 orders of magnitude lower). Griffith’s pioneering work [1] has clarified the origin of
this apparent weakening, postulating that small cracks usually pre-exist in real solids, with
stress concentration at the crack tip strongly enhancing rupture. A somewhat similar and
quite striking effect is the occurrence of failure even though the solid is stressed below its
experimental breaking threshold (i.e., even if stress concentration due to flaws is taken into
account). The physical process, sometimes referred to as subcritical rupture, leads to a delay
in the time for complete macroscopic failure of the solid, with a strong dependence on the
amplitude of the applied stress.

A possible driving mechanism for subcritical damaging processes is thermal activation as
supported by the early experimental work of Brenner and Zhurkov [2,3]. Zhurkov introduced
a kinetic concept of strength of solids, where time to rupture follows an Arrhenius law with
an energy barrier decreasing with increasing stress [3]. Interestingly, there is still debate
about whether temperature fluctuations might be sufficient or not to nucleate microcracks and
trigger crack growth. Recent theoretical works [4–7] have emphasized the effect of disorder
in decreasing the effective energy barrier (conversely increasing the “effective temperature”).
Other authors [8, 9] have used equilibrium statistical thermodynamics to study how cracks

c© EDP Sciences
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might naturally appear from thermal fluctuations in an otherwise homogeneous material which
goes into a metastable state when stretched. However, another fundamental ingredient not
usually taken into account is the irreversibility of the rupture mechanism, leading to dynamics
out of equilibrium.

Temperature fluctuations in real materials are usually considered too weak to be able
to overcome a potential energy barrier estimated as the free-energy cost to reach Griffith’s
critical crack length. But, the energy cost would be much smaller if rupture were considered
as an irreversible process, where thermal fluctuations need only to be able to break atomic
bonds one after another. Irreversibility has already been taken into account by Golubovic et

al. [10], with the introduction of a minimum crack opening beyond which the crack cannot
heal back. However, Golubovic introduces a complex behaviour of stepwise growth involving
several bonds at a time, and eventually find that lifetime is dominated by a critical crack
length in the same fashion as predicted directly from Griffith’s criteria, albeit with a smaller
critical length and a different power law dependence on applied stress. In this paper, we
present a different approach by choosing ab initio a distribution of stress fluctuations directly
linked to thermal fluctuations. Since our goal is to describe irreversible crack growth, we are
considering the general case of a pre-existing initial crack in a flat sheet of material. In order
to clarify our approach, we derive first the energy barrier corresponding to our geometry in the
framework of Griffith’s energy concept. Then, we give analytical solutions of our model which
yield the complete growth dynamics for the case of a single crack. Finally, we compare the
predictions of our model to the results obtained with a numerical simulation of a bidimensional
elastic system in antiplane deformation.

Energy barrier from Griffith’s energy concept. – Griffith’s prediction of a critical crack
size beyond which there is rupture, i.e. irreversible and fast crack growth, is derived from a
potential energy taking into account elastic energy due to applied stress σ and surface energy
γ needed to open a crack as a function of a unique order parameter, the crack length ℓ. For a
bidimensional geometry consisting of a flat sheet with a crack perpendicular to the direction
of stress, the potential energy per unit thickness of the sheet reads

U = −πℓ2σ2

4Y
+ 2γℓ + U0, (1)

where Y is the Young modulus and U0 is the elastic energy in the absence of crack. This
energy reaches a maximum for a critical crack length ℓc beyond which no stable state exists
except the separation of the solid into two broken pieces. From this expression of the energy,
it is clear that a stressed solid without crack is in a metastable state with a lifetime depending
on the possibility to nucleate a crack with critical length.

Many authors [9–11] have used models essentially inspired by Griffith’s energy concept
to show that the lifetime should follow an Arrhenius law with an energy barrier scaling as
∆U ∼ σ−2 in a bidimensional geometry and ∆U ∼ σ−4 in a three-dimensional one. Following
these authors, but taking into account the pre-existence of a stable initial crack of length ℓi
and introducing stress intensity factors Ki = σ

√

π
2
ℓi and Kc = σ

√

π
2
ℓc, the energy barrier

becomes

∆U = U(ℓc)− U(ℓi) = γℓi

(

Ki

Kc

− Kc

Ki

)2

= γℓif
(

Ki,Kc

)

. (2)

Note that the energy barrier is a linear function of the initial crack length multiplied by a
function depending only on stress intensity factors. This choice for the energy barrier implicitly
assumes that there is a possibility for the crack to explore reversible states of crack length
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between initial and critical crack length, and cannot be a good description if irreversibility of
crack growth is to be taken into account.

Energy barrier for an irreversible crack growth. – Let us reflect on the fact that thermal
fluctuations induce stress fluctuations in the material. The uniaxial loading state of a ho-
mogeneous solid at fixed temperature is described by its free energy density: ϕ(σ) = σ2/2Y .
Treating stress as a fluctuating internal variable in a fixed volume V , the probability to find
a given stress is proportional to a Boltzmann factor exp[−ϕV/kT ]. Expanding free energy
about an equilibrium position σ, the distribution of stress σf is

p(σf) ≃
1

√

2π〈∆σ〉2
exp

[

−
(

σf − σ
)2

2〈∆σ〉2

]

, (3)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature and 〈∆σ〉2 = kT/(V ∂2ϕ/∂σ2) =
kTY/V [12]. When a crack is present, the stress concentration increases the probability
that breaking occurs at the crack tip rather than anywhere else. We assume that the stress
distribution at the crack tip remains the same as eq. (3), despite the strong divergence of
stress and the breakdown of linear elasticity. Since the stress intensity factor K ≈ σ

√
ℓ gives

a measure of stress intensity close to the crack tip for a crack with length measurement ℓ
when the external load is σ, we choose to work directly with this quantity. The threshold for
rupture at the crack tip will be given by a critical value of the stress intensity factor, Kc, as
is usual laboratory practice. The cumulative probability that stress intensity is larger than
a given value η is then P (η) =

∫

∞

η
p(x) dx. Since breaking is assumed to be an irreversible

process, the typical velocity of crack should be directly proportional to the probability to have
fluctuations giving stress intensity larger than η = Kc:

dℓ

dt
= V0P (η = Kc) ≃ V0

√

EkT

2π

1

Kc − K
exp

[

− (Kc − K)2

2EkT

]

, (4)

where E is a dimensional constant proportional to the Young modulus. In eq. (4), the last
equality is valid as long as kT ≪ η2/2E. We also introduced a typical velocity V0 which
represents the crack velocity when the condition for crack advance is verified at all times
(P = 1). This quantity is typically the ratio of a microsopic scale (interatomic distance) and
a characteristic time (inverse vibrational frequency). Since K is a function of crack length ℓ,
eq. (4) is a differential equation for crack evolution. To solve this equation requires additional
approximations since the dependence of the stress intensity factor on crack length is non-
linear. First, we introduce a reduced crack length φ ≡ (ℓ − ℓi)/(ℓc − ℓi) to measure crack
evolution as it grows from its initial value (φ = 0) to its ultimate stable value (φ = 1). Then,
the stress intensity factor can be written:

K ≈ σ
√

ℓ = σ
√

ℓi + (ℓc − ℓi)φ ≃ Ki

[

1 +
1

2

(

ℓc
ℓi

− 1

)

φ

]

, (5)

where the last equality is a reasonable approximation giving less than a 2% error on the
stress intensity factor as long as φ < 1/2 and ℓc < 2ℓi. Another approximation will be to
take K = Ki in the pre-factor of the exponential, because neglecting the variation in stress
intensity factor leads only to a logarithmic correction of the crack velocity. As a consequence
of the last approximation, the crack velocity will tend to be underestimated. The solution of
the differential equation (4) is then

t = τ

[

1− exp

[

− φ

φc

]]

, (6)
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where τ gives the lifetime of the sample before fast rupture:

τ = τ0 exp

[

(Kc − Ki)
2

2EkT

]

(7)

with

τ0 =
2
√
2πEkT

Ki

ℓi
V0

(8)

and φc is related to a characteristic growth length λ:

φc =
λ

ℓc − ℓi
=

2EkT

Ki(Kc − Ki)

ℓi
ℓc − ℓi

. (9)

Note that the crack velocity dℓ
dt

= λ/(τ − t) diverges as time comes closer to lifetime τ ,
which simply means that, when time τ is reached, slow crack growth due to thermal activation
is no longer the driving mechanism, and a crossover towards fast dynamic crack propagation
will occur. The lifetime τ appearing in eq. (7) follows an Arrhenius law with an energy barrier
function of initial and critical stress intensity factors similar to eq. (2), but instead, there is
no additional proportionality to initial crack length. A similar scaling for the energy barrier
was found by Marder [13].

Results from the simulation of a 2D elastic spring network. – In order to check predic-
tions from the previous analysis, we model a bidimensional elastic system as a network of
springs forming a square lattice whose nodes can move only along an axis perpendicular to
the undeformed plane of springs. The elastic restoring force of the spring is proportional to
the variation in displacement along the moving axis. This is a simplified model of an antiplane
deformation. A constant force is applied at two opposite sides of the lattice, the direction of
the force being parallel to the moving axis, but reversed from one side to the other. Starting
from an equilibrium configuration, an external force obtained from a normal distribution is
applied in parallel to each spring. A new static equilibrium configuration is determined to find
the fluctuations of spring forces. In this procedure, fluctuations are quasi-statically coupled
to a temperature bath. Making the elastic constant between force and displacement equal to
unity, the temperature coefficient kT is numerically identical to the variance of spring force
fluctuations. Whenever the force on a spring exceeds a breaking threshold fc, the spring is
cut and, since it is never repaired, the process is irreversible. The crack itself is modelled
as a series of broken parallel springs, with the crack direction parallel to the sides where the
constant force is applied. The size of the square lattice (100 × 100 springs) is determined to
reduce finite-size effects and obtain the correct scaling of stress intensity factor with applied
stress and crack length. The time scale in the simulation is given as the constant time between
two configurations of force fluctuations in the system, and the length scale as the distance
between two nodes of the lattice.

The distribution of lifetimes τ obtained in the simulations is a decreasing exponential with
a typical width

√

〈∆τ2〉/τ ≈ 0.5. In figs. 1 and 2, we plot the lifetimes averaged over an
ensemble of 10 to 50 simulations for samples with different initial crack lengths and different
temperatures. In fig. 1, the logarithm of the lifetime is plotted as a function of the energy
barrier given by eq. (2) and scaled by the temperature coefficient kT . For a given initial crack
length, a good scaling is obtained at various temperatures. However, when the initial crack
length is changed, the scaling with the energy barrier does not work at all. In fig. 2, the
logarithm of the lifetime scaled by τ0 is plotted as a function of the energy barrier given by
eq. (7). This energy barrier scaling appears to be correct whatever the initial crack length or
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Fig. 1 – Logarithm of lifetime as a function of the energy barrier as predicted by eq. (2). Failure of
data to scale with initial crack length is the main observation. Straight lines are a guide for the eye.

temperature. It seems that the lack of dependence on initial crack length in the energy barrier
given by eq. (7) is a signature of irreversibility. Indeed, if one considers the potential energy
landscape obtained from eq. (1), we can describe a growth process where small irreversible
steps δ occur, with the energy barrier to overcome each of these steps proportional to the
derivative of the potential energy. It can be seen from eq. (1) that this energy barrier would
be expressed only as a function of stress intensity factor as in eq. (7). For each step, the
energy barrier can be written ∆U = dU

dℓ
δ = (K2

c −K2)δ/Y , and the waiting time for the crack
to advance with step δ is given by an Arrhenius law. Integrating the time it takes to go from
ℓi to ℓc gives in the limit δ ≪ ℓi the following scaling relation:

τ ≈ exp

[

K2
c − K2

i

Y kT
δ

]

. (10)

Although this approach does correct the problem of scaling with ℓi, it completely fails to give
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Fig. 2 – Logarithm of lifetime as a function of the energy barrier as predicted by eq. (7). Scaling
works for various temperatures and initial crack lengths. The straight line, slope 1, is the prediction
from eq. (7). The inset shows failure of scaling with energy barrier as predicted by eq. (10).
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Fig. 3 – Rescaled time as a function of rescaled crack length for various initial crack lengths and
temperatures. For each set of data, λ is extracted as the only fit parameter since lifetime is known.
The solid line corresponds to eq. (6).

the correct scaling of the energy barrier with stress intensity factors; furthermore, for a given
initial crack length, temperature scaling is lost as can be seen from the insert in fig. 2.

To determine the characteristic growth length λ which appears in our model, it is necessary
to look at the complete growth dynamic. As for lifetimes, there is a strong dispersion in growth
curves obtained for different simulations with the same temperature and initial crack length.
In order to get statistical information about crack growth, we determine the average time it
takes for the crack to reach a certain length. In fig. 3, which shows flowing time as a function
of crack length, the exponential behaviour obtained in eq. (6) is recovered and yields a value
of λ. In fig. 4, we plot λ scaled by the coefficient α = 2Eℓi/[Ki(Kc −Ki)] as a function of kT .
The linear dependence of λ on temperature predicted by eq. (9) appears clearly for various
initial crack lengths and applied forces. In addition, the correct rescaling of data with initial
crack lengths is mainly related to the linear dependence of λ on ℓi. Dispersion of data for a
given temperature and initial crack length occurs systematically above prediction of the model
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Fig. 4 – Linear dependence of λ/α on the temperature coefficient kT for various initial crack lengths
and applied forces. The solid line shows the behaviour expected from the model (slope = 1).
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(see solid curve in fig. 4). This can be understood as a consequence of the approximations in
our model underestimating crack velocity. This interpretation is consistent with the increase
in dispersion of the data as ℓc increases.

Conclusion. – We have shown that by taking into account distribution of stress fluctua-
tions, we can describe thermally activated and irreversible crack growth and obtain the correct
scaling of lifetime with applied stress and initial crack length. Previous predictions based on
Griffith’s potential energy [9–11] fail to take into account irreversibility of the rupture process,
thus do not apply to our configuration. Our challenge is to find a way to include irreversibility
in a problem of total potential energy minimization, since simple arguments fail to give the
correct behaviour. More work should be done to check that stress divergence at the crack
tip does not preclude the derivation of stress distribution presented in this paper. Direct
comparisons with experiments can be performed to test the relevance of the characteristic
length scale for crack growth introduced in our model, as well as scaling of both lifetimes and
characteristic growth length on initial crack length.
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Abstract. A random fuse network, or equivalently a two-dimensional spring
network with quenched disorder, is subjected to a constant load and thermal
noise, and studied by means of numerical simulations. Rupture is thermally
activated and the lifetime follows an Arrhenius law where the energy barrier is
reduced by disorder. Due to the non-homogeneous distribution of forces from
the stress concentration at microcrack tips, spatial correlations between rupture
events appear, but they do not affect the energy barrier’s dependence on the
disorder; they affect only the coupling between the disorder and the applied
load.
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The cooperative effect of load and disorder in thermally activated rupture

The effect of quenched disorder on dynamics is a recurring problem in many physical
systems with elastic interactions. The motions of vortex lines in supraconductors, charge
density waves in Bragg glasses, magnetic domains walls, and contact lines in wetting
show a competition between elastic interactions and pinning by disorder [1, 2]. While
many studies have focused on systems driven above a critical depinning threshold, an
important issue remains: understanding the subcritical regime, when thermally activated
creep motion occurs [3, 4].

Rupture in disordered brittle solids falls in the same class of problems [5]. Elastic
interactions tend to make a crack propagate in a straight direction while disorder creates
roughness [6] or causes spatially diffuse damage [7, 8]. In the subcritical rupture regime,
a very important quantity for safety reasons is the lifetime, i.e. the mean time for a
sample to break under a prescribed load. The lifetime follows an Arrhenius law [9, 10], but
thermal noise is generally too small compared to recent theoretical estimates of the energy
barrier [11]–[13] to explain experimental observations in heterogeneous materials [14]–
[16]. For athermal systems, disorder actually reduces the energy barrier and can be
seen as an effective temperature [17]. In order to clarify the role of disorder in thermal
systems, one-dimensional thermal and disordered fibre bundles models (1D-TDFBM) have
been introduced to model the thermally activated rupture of a heterogeneous material
subjected to a constant external load [18]–[22]. The TDFBM considers an elastic system
in equilibrium at constant temperature where statistical force fluctuations occur in time
due to thermal noise. This is very different from previous thermal random fuse models [23]
where rupture results from an increase in fuse temperature due to dissipation through a
generalized Joule effect until reaching a critical melting temperature. In a TDFBM, elastic
energy is the equivalent of dissipation in the thermal random fuse model but does not
cause rupture when the system is at mechanical equilibrium; rupture is caused by elastic
force fluctuations analogous to Nyquist noise.

One problem with the 1D-TDFBM investigated up to now is that the load is shared
equally among all the unbroken fibres. This is not a realistic load-sharing rule for
experimental geometries where elasticity causes stress concentration at microcrack tips
and leads to a non-uniform redistribution of stress. In this paper, we show that spatial
correlations between rupture events in 2D do not affect the dependence of the energy
barrier on disorder, only the coupling between disorder and the applied load.

First, we discuss briefly results obtained by several authors [18]–[22] on the 1D-
TDFBM. The system considered is made of a set of N parallel fibres, each carrying an
initial force f0 and behaving as a linear elastic spring with unity stiffness. Each fibre j can

carry a maximum force f
(j)
c before it breaks. Quenched disorder is introduced in the system

by distributing thresholds f
(j)
c according to a Gaussian distribution of mean 〈f (j)

c 〉 = 1

and variance Td; for each fibre, the value f
(j)
c is a time-independent constant. Contrary

to the case for non-thermal 1D-DFBM where the system evolves due to a progressive
increase in total current, we consider that the total force applied to the 1D-TDFBM is
kept constant. Dynamics is introduced in the system by introducing fluctuations in spring
forces due to thermal noise. We write fj for the average force on fibre j. The fluctuations
in force δfj that occur in time on fibre j are assumed to follow a Gaussian probability
distribution with 0 mean value and variance T , where T represents the thermodynamical
temperature in the unit of square force. When the total force on a fibre fj + δfj is larger

doi:10.1088/1742-5468/2006/06/P06020 2
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than the threshold f
(j)
c , the fibre breaks. The remaining fibres share equally the total

force: this is a so-called democratic model. The bundle will break completely as soon
as the average force on each fibre exceeds the breaking threshold. Roux has shown that
the mean time to break the first fibre follows an Arrhenius law where disorder acts as an
additive temperature [18]:

τ ∼ exp

(

(1 − f0)
2

2(T + Td)

)

(1)

with f0 the initial force carried by each fibre of the bundle. In the general case where
many fibres break before total rupture of the bundle, the lifetime obeys an Arrhenius law
with a different general form:

τ ∼ exp

(

U(f0, Td)

T

)

. (2)

An approximate expression of U for low disorder is [19, 20]

U = 1
2

(

1 − f0 − β1

√

Td

)2

(3)

with β1 =
√

π/2. For higher disorder, Politi et al [21] have shown numerically that U
is determined to a very good approximation by the minimum value of the rate at which
fibres break. More precisely, if n is the number of broken fibres and N the total number
of fibres then Φ = n/N is the fraction of broken fibres and Φ̇ its time derivative. The
value Φ∗ for which Φ̇ is minimum obeys an implicit equation [21, 22]:

exp
[

irfc2(2Φ∗)
]

(1 − Φ∗)2 = α

where irfc is the inverse of the complementary error function and α = f0/
√

2πTd. Then,
U can be approximated as4

U = 1
2

(

1 − f0 − β2

√

Td

)2

with β2(α) = α
√

2π
Φ∗

1 − Φ∗

+
√

2 irfc(2Φ∗). (4)

Note that the coupling coefficient β2 depends on both disorder Td and applied load f0.
Equation (4) predicts that the variation of U with Td for a fixed f0 is non-monotonic [22].
However, when α > 1/4 (this condition corresponds to Φ∗ < 1/2 which would be expected
in practice for most materials), U decreases when Td is increased with f0 constant. In
that case, the function β2 has a lower value β2(1/4) = β1/2 and an asymptotic behaviour

for large α (Φ∗ → 0), β2(α) ≃
√

2 lnα + 1/
√

2 lnα [21].
To study the effect of a non-uniform force redistribution on the rupture dynamics of

the TDFBM, one could keep a 1D geometry and introduce a finite range of interaction
between fibres [24]. Instead, we work directly in a 2D geometry more closely related to
a real experiment. The above described 1D-TDFBM is equivalent to a system of parallel
fuses where forces are transformed in currents and displacements in electric potentials.
A 2D square fuse network is then equivalent to a square lattice of springs in antiplane
deformation. Specifically, each node of the N × N nodes square lattice can move along
an axis perpendicular to the plane of springs at rest. A constant force F is applied at

4 This is the correct expression of U . It has been published with several typographic mistakes as equation (35)
in [22].
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two opposite sides of the lattice in antiplane configuration. In the initial equilibrium
configuration of the lattice, the springs subjected to a load f0 = F/N are called ‘parallel’
springs while the unloaded springs (zero force) are called ‘orthogonal’ springs.

Like in 1D, the fluctuations in force δfj on spring j follow a Gaussian probability

distribution with 0 mean value and variance T , and the rupture thresholds f
(j)
c follow a

Gaussian distribution of mean 〈f (j)
c 〉 = 1 and variance Td. The timescale in the simulation

is the (constant) time between two configurations of force fluctuations in the system. The
whole network is a square with sides 100 springs wide; thus, the lattice contains about
2 × 104 springs. Whenever we choose rupture thresholds from the Gaussian distribution,
there is a non-zero probability of obtaining a negative threshold: P<0 = 1

2
erfc(〈fc〉/

√
2Td).

For a system with 2×104 springs, we can safely consider that no spring will spontaneously
break when there is no load (f0 = 0) and at zero temperature if P<0 < 10−5; thus
Td < 0.055 when 〈fc〉 = 1. In practice, we will work with Td < 0.05.

First, let us consider a lattice with no disorder in the rupture thresholds and all
the springs initially intact. When thermal noise is on, some springs will start to break.
Due to stress concentration effects, as soon as one of the parallel springs is broken, the
neighbouring springs are subjected to a larger force. If that new force exceeds the rupture
threshold then the neighbouring spring will also break, and the force on the next neighbour
will be even higher. This process will result in the rupture of the whole network in an
avalanche started from a single rupture event. Numerically, this will occur in our lattice
as soon as f0 > f 1

c , where f 1
c (≃0.785) is the critical threshold of the homogeneous lattice

at T = 0 when one parallel spring is broken. In that case, the rupture time will be directly
related to the probability of breaking a single spring in the network and, if the lattice is
disordered, we will recover essentially the result given by equation (1) [18]. In the rest of
the paper, we will be interested only in the case where several springs break before the
final avalanche occurs, i.e. when f0 < f 1

c .

For a fixed value of the applied force f0 and a fixed value of the disorder Td, we
measure as a function of temperature T the lifetime, i.e. the rupture time averaged over
as many as 100 numerical experiments. We find that lifetime follows an Arrhenius law and
obtain numerically U(f0, Td) as defined by equation (2). We see in figure 1 the collapse of
the data for a range of values 0.04 < f0 < 0.77 and 10−4 < Td < 0.05. Some of the data
points are more scattered around the expected behaviour (solid line) than others because
the ratio of the standard deviation over the mean of the rupture time increases when
T becomes small. This property, already mentioned in [18], makes achieving numerical
convergence of the mean difficult in some cases.

To compare the barrier U(f0, Td) for the 2D geometry with the one of the 1D-TDFBM,

we plot in figure 2
√

2U/(1− f0) as a function of β2

√
Td/(1− f0). We clearly see that the

functional form for β2 is not correct, but also that the data for various values of disorder do
not rescale very well. The first immediate reason for the discrepancy is that for Td = 0, the
energy barrier of the 2D network U0 = U(f0, 0) (determined numerically) is not (1−f0)

2/2
as in 1D. This is due to the preferential redistribution on the nearest neighbours of the
force carried by a fibre before rupture. Taking into account the effective energy barrier
in 2D does not improve the comparison with the 1D-TDFBM. After replacing 1 − f0 by√

2U0 in equation (4), we see in the inset of figure 2 that it is not enough to get a good
collapse of all the data on the theoretical prediction (solid line).
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Figure 1. Scaled rupture time versus Arrhenius factor U/T . Various symbols
correspond to different values of disorder and applied force. The solid line
corresponds to log y = x.

We find that the barrier decreases with disorder following the linear curve:
√

U(f0, Td) =
√

U0 − b
√

Td for 10−4 < Td < 0.05 and a fixed value of f0. Thus, it
turns out that equation (3) is a much better functional form than equation (4), even
though it is an approximate expression in 1D. Looking at equation (3) or equation (4), we
can make an analogy with the 1D case and say that the second coefficient b corresponds
to an effective value βe/

√
2 which is now only a function of f0. On figure 3, we see the

collapse of all the data when we plot
√

U/U0 as a function of βe(f0)
√

Td/
√

2U0.
The coupling coefficient βe increases almost linearly with f0 up to values close to f 1

c

(figure 4). However, when f0 gets very close to f 1
c , there is an abrupt decrease in the

value of βe. This is related to the fact that rupture is now controlled by a single event
as in equation (1). Indeed, although equation (1) does not follow the general scaling
property of equation (2), we can estimate a value βe for each temperature value used
in the simulation. The average value found for βe from equation (1) (square symbols in
figure 4 with an error bar corresponding to variations with temperature) is a reasonable
estimate of the numerical value.

The functional behaviour of βe is very different from that of the 1D model
(equation (4)) where β2 depends on both f0 and Td. As an example, we plot in figure 4
β2(f0) for fixed values of Td. Not only is the functional dependence clearly different from
the numerical estimate βe(f0) but also β2 decreases with Td at fixed f0. In that sense, the
load and the disorder do not act cooperatively in 1D.

The key point in 2D is that the spatial correlations between rupture events depend on
the strength of stress intensification. This is illustrated in figures 5(a)–(c) which shows the

doi:10.1088/1742-5468/2006/06/P06020 5
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Figure 2. Comparison between the numerical value of U in 2D and equation (4) in
1D (solid line). Inset: same scaling, but using the numerical value U0 = U(f0, 0)
for the 2D lattice.
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Figure 3. Collapse of all the numerical data using an effective value βe which
is only a function of f0 and not of Td, contrary to the case for β2, which is a
function of Td.
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Figure 4. Numerical values of βe as a function of f0 (circles). The dashed and
dotted lines correspond to β2 as predicted by equation (4) when Td = 0.001 and
Td = 0.01. Close to f1

c , the values found for βe are close to values predicted by
equation (1).

broken fibres just before the final avalanche for different values of f0 and a fixed value of
Td. For very small loads, damage is scattered everywhere in the sample. At higher loads,
damage becomes less scattered and growth of straight cracks occurs. Finally, figure 5(d)
shows that for a load close to the critical threshold, only very few events occur. A similar
transition was observed for zero disorder or annealed disorder models with a power law rate
of rupture [25]–[27]. In contrast to these models where the transition occurs on changing
the exponent of the power law, we observe a transition resulting from the competition
between stress intensification and quenched disorder.

To understand this transition in our model, let us consider the increase in force due
to stress intensification when a spring breaks. If the increase is small compared to

√
Td,

there will be very little spatial correlation between rupture events occurring preferentially
at the weakest springs. For a given disorder, there is always a force f0 small enough for
observing this rupture regime, similar to the 1D-TDFBM case. In contrast, if the increase
due to stress intensification is large compared to

√
Td, it is easier to break a spring next

to an already broken spring, and the rupture will proceed mainly by growth of multiple
cracks. In spite of very different regimes of spatial correlation between rupture events,
we have the remarkable result that the energy barrier dependence on Td is unchanged.
Spatial correlations only affect the coupling coefficient βe, increasing quasi-linearly with
f0 and independent of Td.

The multiplicative amplification of disorder due to βe is a mechanism that will create
a load-dependent reduction of the energy barrier in thermally activated rupture. It will

doi:10.1088/1742-5468/2006/06/P06020 7
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Figure 5. Image of the broken fibres (black dots) just before the final rupture for
Td = 0.01 and f0 = 0.05 (top left), f0 = 0.1 (top right), f0 = 0.3 (bottom left);
Td = 0.004 and f0 = 0.75 (bottom right). The arrow shows the loading direction.

have an effect on the order of magnitude and load dependence of the rupture time which
could help in understanding experiments on heterogeneous materials [14].

In conclusion, we have studied thermally activated rupture of a 2D elastic spring
network subjected to a constant load and thermal noise. We find that spatial correlations
between rupture events are controlled by a competition between quenched disorder and
force inhomogeneities due to stress concentration. For low spatial correlations, the energy
barrier scales naturally like in the 1D model. Remarkably, the appearance of spatial
correlations does not affect the functional dependence of the energy barrier on disorder,
only the coupling coefficient βe which is independent of disorder and increases quasi-
linearly with the applied load f0. This is an important result showing that the applied
load contribute to amplify in a cooperative way the effect of disorder on the lifetime.
The observed cooperative effects of load and disorder in 2D subcritical rupture could be
relevant to the creep regime of other physical systems with elastic interactions [1, 2] and
also to crackling noise [28].
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3  INSTABILITES

3.1 Convection de Rayleigh-Bénard avec rotation aut our de 
l’axe vertical 

Il s’agit du projet de recherche qui m’a permis d’intégrer, en tant que postdoc, 
l’équipe de Guenter Alhers à l’Université de Californie à Santa Barbara en Août 
1999.  

Le sujet de recherche était la convection de Rayleigh-Bénard [1] avec une rotation Ω

autour de l’axe vertical. Les expériences étaient menées sur des mixtures gazeuses (He-Xe, 

Ar-CO2, etc.) soumises à haute pression (entre 30 et 90 atm). Les cellules convectives étaient 

cylindriques, le diamètre étant de 10 cm, et l’épaisseur pouvant varier entre quelques 

centaines de microns et quelques millimètres. La technique de mesure utilisée était 

l’ombroscopie, permettant de visualiser le laplacien du champ de température (intégré sur 

l’épaisseur) de la cellule convective. Ceci nous permettait d’étudier les propriétés des 

structures spatiales (patterns) et temporelles qui se forment au-delà du seuil d’instabilité 

primaire, et de caractériser le type de bifurcation observée. 

Dans les premiers mois de mon stage post-doctoral, je me suis occupé de la mise en 

oeuvre et à la calibration du montage expérimental. J’ai ensuite commencé le projet : l’étude, 

jamais menée auparavant, de la convection de Rayleigh-Bénard avec rotation pour un fluide 

en condition non-Boussinesq (i.e. lorsque les propriétés de transport du fluide dépendent, de 

manière non négligeable, de la température). La structure spatiale qui se forme au-delà du 

seuil d’instabilité primaire cT∆  dans un fluide non-Boussinesq est hexagonale. De très 

récentes simulations numériques, conduites par B. Echebarria et H. Riecke [2], prédisent que 

les amplitudes des trois rouleaux constituant la structure hexagonale observée dans la 

convection de Rayleigh-Bénard d’un fluide non-Boussinesq commencent à osciller 

périodiquement et avec un déphasage tel que la somme des trois amplitudes reste constante 

lorsqu’une rotation 0>Ω  est imposée à la cellule (figure 3.1).  
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Figure 3.1- Diagramme de bifurcation (a) sans et (b) avec rotation. 

L’objectif de ces mesures était de vérifier expérimentalement la validité de telles prédictions. 

Nous avons observé que la rotation tend à détruire les hexagones. L’oscillation de la structure 

hexagonale n’a donc pas lieu. Malgré le large rapport d’aspect de la cellule convective (~ 60), 

la destruction des hexagones est probablement liée à la taille finie du système (prise comme 

infinie dans les simulations numériques).   

Nous avons ensuite observé un autre phénomène induit par la rotation : une rotation de 

la transformée de Fourier bidimensionnelle. La vitesse angulaire ω  de celle-ci est liée à la 

vitesse de rotation de la cellule par l’équation : 
c

c

T

TT
c

∆
∆−∆

Ω= 3ω , où c est une constante et 

cT∆  la température seuil d’instabilité primaire.  

____________________________________________________ 

[1] H. Bénard, Rev. Gen. Sci. Pures Appl. 11, 1261 (1900); Ann.Chim. Phys. 23, 62 (1901) 

[2] B. Echebarria et H. Riecke, Physica D 139 (2000) 97-108 

3.1.1 Mes publications sur le sujet :  

I. Hexagonal pattern instabilities on a non-Boussinesq fluid in rotating Rayleigh-Bènard 
convection: Experimental results : A.Guarino and V. Vidal. Physical Review E vol 69 
066311 (2004)
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Hexagonal pattern instabilities in rotating Rayleigh-Bénard convection of a non-Boussinesq fluid:
Experimental results
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Motivated by the Küppers-Lortz instability of roll patterns in the presence of rotation, we have investigated
the effects of rotation on a hexagonal pattern in Rayleigh-Bénard convection. While several theoretical models
have been developed, experimental data cannot be found in the literature. In order to check the validity of the
predictions and to study the effects of rotation on the behavior of the system, we present experimental results
for a non-Boussinesq Rayleigh-Bénard convection with rotation about the vertical axis. Rotation introduces an
additional control parameter, namely the dimensionless rotation rateV=2pfd2/n, wheref is the rotation rate
(in Hz), d is the thickness of the cell, andn is the kinematic viscosity. We observe that the cell rotation induces
a slow rotation of the pattern in the opposite directions<V310−4d in the rotating frame. Moreover, it tends to
destroy the convective pattern. No oscillation of the hexagonal pattern over the range of its existence
sVø6d has been observed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.69.066311 PACS number(s): 47.54.1r, 47.27.Te, 47.20.Ky

I. INTRODUCTION

Experiments allowing a quantitative comparison with the-
oretical investigations are essential to check available theo-
ries and to suggest new directions in theoretical studies. This
has been particularly successful for Rayleigh-Bénard convec-
tion: the convective system consisting of a thin, wide hori-
zontal fluid layer confined between two parallel rigid plates
and heated from below has become a paradigm of pattern
formation [1–3].

A fluid is non-Boussinesq when the dependence of its
properties on temperature is not negligible[4,5]. Theory
[6–11] predicts that in a non-Boussinesq Rayleigh-Bénard
convection, hexagons are formed via a subcritical bifurcation
when the Rayleigh numberR, which is proportional to the
temperature differenceDT between the bottom and the top
plate, increases above its critical valueRc (i.e.,DT.DTc). In
terms of the adimensional parameter«=DT/DTc−1, the bi-
furcation diagram shows that hexagons are stable for
«a,«,«b and rolls are stable for«.«r (Fig. 1). Previous
experiments confirmed the validity of those theoretical pre-
dictions [12–18]. However, the effect on a convective non-
Boussinesq fluid of a rotation about a vertical axis has still
not been experimentally investigated, while several theoreti-
cal models have been developed. Motivated by the Küppers-
Lortz instability of roll patterns in the presence of rotation,
we have investigated experimentally the effects of rotation
on a hexagonal convective pattern. Rotation breaks the up-
down symmetry and introduces an additional control param-
eter, namely the dimensionless rotation rateV=2pfd2/n,

where f is the rotation rate(in Hz), d is the thickness of the
cell, andn is the kinematic viscosity[19,20]. Theory[20–24]
agrees in predicting that in the presence of rotation, the hex-
agonal pattern is still the primary instability. Disagreement is
over the secondary instability, i.e., what happens when one
keeps increasing the control parameter«. Some[20–22] pre-
dict that the steady hexagons lead to oscillating hexagons via
a Hopf bifurcation whenV.VKL, whereVKL is the rotation
rate above which the Küppers-Lortz instability is predicted
[19]. Others[23,24] predict that, in the presence of rotation,
the steady hexagons go to modulated(in space and time)
hexagons via a supercritical bifurcation. They also predict
that if one keeps increasing«, the modulated hexagons them-
selves become unstable and a regular pattern breaks down,
leading to a temporally and spatially chaotic state. In this
case, the disordered state locally exhibits a structure with
hexagonal symmetry which rotates in time.

In order to check which one of these theories predicts the
real behavior of the system, we have performed some experi-
ments of Rayleigh-Bénard convection on a non-Boussinesq
fluid sSF6d with rotation about the vertical axis. The results
are compared to the theoretical predictions and help to gain a
better understanding of the consequences of rotation on the
system behavior.

II. APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

All experiments have been performed in a Rayleigh-
Bénard convection cell with a circular cross section of radius
r =4.17±0.005 cm, rotating around the vertical axis. A de-
tailed description for the experimental setup can be found in
[25]. The fluid (gas) is SF6 at a pressure of
107.839±0.001 psi; the Prandtl numbers is 0.797. The top
plate is a sapphire and the bottom plate is an optical flat
diamond-machined aluminum surface[26]. We have used a
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paper sidewall. The spacingd between the two plates is
710±1mm, corresponding to an aspect ratioG=r /d
=58.80±0.15. The mean temperature of the fluid has been
fixed atT=40 °C. In these conditions, forV=0, we expect a
temperature differenceDTc=18.99 °C for the onset of the
convective regime(from R=agd3DT/kn=1708, wherea is
the coefficient of thermal expansion,g is the acceleration of
gravity, andk is the thermal diffusivity). The vertical thermal
diffusion time is tn=d2/k=1.121 s, «a=−5.17310−4, «r
=0.016, and«b=0.0613. Shadowgraph visualization has been
used to image the system[25]. The camera, set in the rotat-
ing frame, takes images of the cell from above. The distance
between the pixels is 263±1mm. For each experiment, first
V is imposed to the system, and then the temperature differ-
enceDT (given«). We then wait 1.5 hs.4817tnd in order to
let the top and bottom plates’ temperatures equilibrate. Then
we take 256, 512, or 912 pictures. The elapsed timedt be-

tween two consecutive images varies between 0.39 and
300 s.

The working parameters such as the cell thickness, the
pressure, and the mean temperature have been optimized to
fit the apparatus characteristics and limitations. The best
compromise has been found in order to have, at the same
time, the best shadowgraph sensitivity, the greatest aspect
ratio G, the largest existence domain for the hexagons and
DTrolls,DTmax.30 °C, whereDTrolls is the temperature dif-
ference at which the rolls are stable andDTmax is the largest
temperature difference which is possible to apply to the sys-
tem.

In order to check the effects of the boundary conditions
on the convective pattern, similar experiments have been
performed on a Rayleigh-Bénard convection cell with
smoother boundary conditions on the bottom plate(ramp).
For this cell, the spacingd0 between the top plate and the flat
part of the bottom plates0ø r ø r0=3.18 cmd is 760±1mm,
corresponding toG0=r0/d0=42.6±0.15. Over the radius in-
terval r0, r , r1=4.44 cm, the bottom plate has a profile
yielding d/d0=1−0.036f1−coshsr −r0dp / sr1−r0djg. The
mean temperature and the pressure of the fluid are the same
as that in the flat bottom plate cell.

III. RESULTS

At V=0, the temperature difference for the onset of con-
vection is DTc=18.73 °C, measured by shadowgraphy. In
Fig. 2, images of the flat cell are shown at«=0.01, 0.02, and
0.03 for different values ofV. They are obtained by image
processing of the direct shadowgraph visualization. First, the
raw pictures are divided by a background image, taken at
«,0, in order to eliminate the dependence of the illumina-
tion or the bottom plate reflectivity on the local heterogene-
ities. After performing a two-dimensional fast Fourier trans-
form (FFT), a radial filter is applied. An inverse FFT then
leads to the final image. More details on this procedure are
developed in[25]. For V=0 [Figs. 2(a), 2(e), 2(i), 3(a), and
3(c)], the primary instability consists of a hexagonal pattern
s«ø0.02d, evolving towards a straight roll pattern for larger
«.

When a rotation about the vertical axis is imposed on the
system, two main effects can be observed. The first one is the
appearance of randomly distributed defects in the hexagonal
pattern. Those defects consist mostly of small domains in
which a roll pattern develops. These small roll patterns can
be seen at lowVsø4d and at«ø0.02 [see Figs. 2(b), 2(c),
2(f), and 2(g)]. The number of those defects depends on«
and is independent ofV. The second effect due to the rota-
tion is the invasion, from the edge of the cell towards the
center, of three different oriented sets of rolls. AsV in-
creases, these three sets of rolls appear at a lower«. The
interval in« in which the hexagonal pattern and then the rolls
predicted forV=0 (for larger«) are observed thus becomes
smaller for larger rotation rates. For 3øVø6, these rolls
never develop and the system switches directly from hexa-
gons to three sets of rolls[Figs. 2(k), 2(l), 3(b), and 3(d)].
For Vù6, the hexagonal pattern is never observed[Figs.
2(d), 2(h), and 2(l)]. Therefore, the domain inV shows an

FIG. 1. Bifurcation diagram for a non-Boussinesq fluid[23].
Without rotation(a) the hexagons gain stability through a saddle
node bifurcation. Hexagons are stable for«a,«,«b and rolls are
stable for«.«r. Hexagons become unstable through a transcritical
bifurcation involving a general solution, where the three amplitudes
are all nonzero but not all equal.uAu is the amplitude of the insta-
bility. With rotation (b), the hexagons become unstable to a limit
cycle through a Hopf bifurcation(oscillating hexagons). The limit
cycle terminates at the general solution branch.
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upper limit for the developing and thus the analysis of the hexagonal pattern. All these results are summarized in Fig. 4,
where the region of stability in thes« ,Vd plane is indicated
for each observed pattern.

In order to characterize the hexagonal pattern, we have

computed the structure factorSskW ,td, defined as the modulus
of the two-dimensional FFT(Fig. 3). To study the dyanamics
of the three sets of rolls composing the hexagonal pattern, we
have first calculated the angular distribution

Fsu ,td s0,u,pd, where Fsu ,t) is the integral ofSskW ,td
over k in the upper half-planeky.0 [Fig. 5(a)]. We then
calculate the integral of the peaks(maxima) I i si =1,2,3d,
corresponding to the three sets of rolls composing the hex-
agonal structure. The behavior ofI i si =1,2,3d as a function
of time is then studied[Figs. 6 and 5(b)]. Because the edge
mode tends to destroy the hexagonal pattern, only the central
part of the cell(40% of the radius) has been considered. In
order to check a large range of frequencies(between 10−5

and 1.3 Hz), different sampling timesdt, i.e., the time
elapsed between two consecutive pictures, have been used
s0.3,dt,300 sd. The three peaks always have about the
same amplitude, and no periodicity is found in the behavior
of the amplitudes. As an example, in Fig. 6 theI i si
=1,2,3d are plotted as a function of time forV=3 and«

=0.003. In Figs. 6(a), 6(c), and 6(e), dt=200 s, while in Figs.

FIG. 2. Images of the convective pattern in the flat cell(observed from above). «=0.01, 0.02, and 0.03 for the first(a,b,c,d), second
(e,f,g,h), and third row(i,j,k,l), respectively.V=0, 2, 4.2, and 6 for the first(a,e,i), second(b,f,j), third (c,g,k), and fourth column(d,h,l),
respectively. The image processing required to obtain these pictures is described in the text.

FIG. 3. (a,b,c,d) show the calculated structure functionsSskW ,td
of images(e,g,i,l) from Fig. 2, respectively(see text). In (a), the six
characteristic peaks of a hexagonal pattern can be observed, while
(c) shows the two characteristic peaks of a roll pattern.
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6(b), 6(d), and 6(f), dt=0.39 s. TheI i’s temporal Fourier
transforms[Figs. 6(g) and 6(h)] show that there is no peri-
odicity in their behavior. Similar results have been found for
all the V and« at which the hexagonal pattern is formed.

Figure 5(b) shows a typical time plot of the angular dis-
tribution Fsu ,td when the hexagonal pattern is present, for
dt=22.89 s,V=2, and«=0.017. The position of the maxima
changes as a function of time. Their velocity is constant and
it can be calculated by determining the position of the maxi-
mum at each time. That means that there is a periodic rota-
tion, at frequencyfp (v=2pfpd

2/n, in term of adimensional
frequency) of the two-dimensional Fourier transform. This
rotation is opposite to the cell one, i.e., the fluid rotates
slower than the whole apparatus(note that the images are
taken in the rotating frame). The value ofv is about 103–104

times smaller thanV.
In Fig. 7, the dimensionless rotation ratev of the Fourier

transform has been plotted as a function of« for different
values ofV. Measurements have been made atV=2 (dia-
monds), V=3 (squares), V=4.2 (open circles), and V=5
(triangles). The lines indicate the best linear fitv=aV«. For
eachV, in the limit of the experimental errors, the fits indi-
cate that for«=0, v=0. Therefore, at the onset of convec-
tion, the fluid has the same angular velocity as the cell. The
plot in Fig. 8 shows the linear relationship between the co-
efficient aV and V3. This confirms the logical assumption
that v depends both on the modulus and on the direction of
V. The plot ofv as a function of«V3 (Fig. 9) shows that all
points represented in Fig. 7 collapse together on a straight
line. We can therefore conclude thatv=c«V3, and we find
c=4.6310−4. Within the limit of the experimental errors,
v=0 at the onset of convection.

The results of the experiments performed with a ramp on
the bottom plate of the cell are similar to those obtained with

the flat cell. Indeed, we have observed a periodic rotation of
the two-dimensional Fourier transform. Once again, no os-
cillating hexagons have been observed. The effects of rota-
tion on the convective pattern are the same as in the previous
set of experiments. The only difference is that in the cell with
the ramp, the rolls are not straight but curved(Fig. 10). Then
their two-dimensional Fourier transform does not consist of a
small circular spot, but of a comma-shaped spot(Fig. 10).
The solid circles in Fig. 9 represent the measurements made
with the cosinusoidal-ramp-shaped cell atV=3.93. The best
linear fit for those points is the same, in the limit of the
experimental errors, as the one fitting the measurements
made with the flat cell.

IV. CONCLUSION

Our experiments in Rayleigh-Bénard convection with ro-
tation about the vertical axis have shown no oscillating hex-
agonal pattern. Instead, we have observed two different fea-
tures in the rotating cell. First, small localized defects

FIG. 4. Experimental phase diagram. The region of stability of
the different observed patterns is represented in thes« ,Vd plane. At
low rotation ratesV,3d, the system goes from hexagons to rolls.
For 3øVø6, rolls never develop and the system switches from
hexagons to three sets of rolls. At high rotation ratesV.6d, the
three sets of rolls become the primary instability.

FIG. 5. (a) Angular distributionFsu ,td as a function ofu for the
hexagonal pattern found at«=0.017,V=2. The three peaks repre-
sent the three sets of rolls composing the hexagonal structure which
are 60° apart.Fsu ,td is normalized so thateFsu ,td du=1. The
Fsu ,td plotted here is the first of the series shown in the time-angle
plot below.(b) Time-angle plot for the same experiment. Images are
taken with adt=22.89 s time interval. The 2D Fourier transform
rotates with a period of 75 507 s, corresponding to a dimensionless
v=10−4.
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consisting of rolls appear in the hexagonal pattern. These
small domains are randomly distributed. Their number de-
pends on«, and is independent ofV. Secondly, the hexago-
nal pattern is progressively invaded from the cell edge to-
wards the center by three different sets of rolls. These three

sets of rolls appear at a lower« whenV increases. ForV,3,
the interval in« in which the hexagonal pattern, and then the
rolls, predicted by the bifurcation diagram in the nonrotating
case develop(Fig. 1), becomes smaller for large rotation
rates. For 3øVø6, the system switches directly from the
hexagonal pattern to the three sets of rolls, and the rolls
predicted for large« never develop. ForVù6, the hexagonal
pattern is never observed and the three sets of rolls develop
at the onset of convection. These results are summarized in
the experimental phase diagram in Fig. 4. The two-
dimensional Fourier transform always displays three peaks,
characteristic of the hexagonal pattern as well as three dif-
ferently oriented sets of rolls.

For any rotation rateV, we have observed a slow rotation
of the convective pattern, in the direction opposite to the
rotation cell(v in the rotating frame). The pattern therefore

FIG. 6. (a,b,c) AmplitudesI i of the three peaks composing the
hexagonal pattern as a function of time, forV=3, «=0.003, and
dt=200 s.(e,f,g) Same as(a)–(c), with dt=0.39 s.(d,h) Mean tem-
poral Fourier transform of the aboveI i si =1,2,3d for dt=200 s and
dt=0.39 s, respectively, in a semilogarithmic scale. In all the fig-
ures, arbitrary units have been used on they axis.

FIG. 7. Dimensionless rotation frequencyv of the 2D Fourier
transform as a function of«, for V=2 (L), V=3 (h), V=4.2 (s),
andV=5 (n). The solid lines represent the best linear fit for eachV

series:v=aV«.

FIG. 8. The coefficientaV as a function ofV3. The straight line
represents the best linear fitsaV=mV3d. The coefficient of linear
correlation is 0.99 andm=4.6310−4.

FIG. 9. Dimensionless rotation frequencyv as a function of
«V3. The solid circles represent the measurements made atV

=3.93 with the cell for which the bottom plate is shaped with a
cosinusoidal ramp. The other series of points are defined in Fig. 7.
The differentV-series points collapse together on a single curve.
The solid line represents the best linear fitsv=c«V3d. We find c
=4.6310−4, which is in agreement with the fit of Fig. 8.
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rotates slower than the cell.v is found to depend both onV
and«, and to followv=c«V3, with c=4.6310−4. This rela-

tionship does not depend on the boundary conditions or the
thickness of the cell.

Our experimental results seem to confirm that, in order to
make good predictions, a theoretical model must take in ac-
count the spatial modulation[23,24], rather than simply
mode interactions[20–22]. Indeed, mode interaction models
predict the onset of oscillating hexagons via a Hopf bifurca-
tion, and do not allow the possibility of the pattern defects
observed in our experiments. In order to make a more quan-
titative comparison with the spatially and temporally modu-
lated hexagons predicted by[23,24], further experiments are
necessary.
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3.2 Non-linearité optique des cristaux liquides dop és par 
colorants 

Ceci est l’un des deux sujets de recherche que je mène avec Stefania Residori de 
l’INLN. La collaboration sur ce thème a commencé en juin 2003.  

Nous mesurons la réponse optique des cristaux liquides lorsqu’ils sont dopés par des 

colorants. Dans notre étude, nous utilisons des cristaux liquides 5CB dans la phase nématique, 

phase pour laquelle les axes des molécules sont quasiment tous orientés dans la même 

direction (directeur moléculaire). Nous mesurons la non-linéarité optique des cristaux liquides 

à travers leur réorientation lorsqu’on les soumet à un champ électrique [1]. La molécule de 

cristal liquide 5CB possède une anisotropie de susceptibilité électrique, permettant de 

l’assimiler à un dipôle qui s’aligne avec le champ appliqué. Comme la molécule de cristal 

liquide est fortement biréfringente, cette réorientation donne lieu à une variation d’indice de 

réfraction à l’intérieur de la cellule contenant les cristaux liquides.  

  

Figure 3.2- Dispositif expérimental : Le faisceau laser Ar+ est divisé en deux sous-faisceaux de même intensité 
qu’on fait interférer sur la cellule. Les franges d’interférence modifient localement l’indice de 
réfraction dans la cellule et un réseau d’indice va alors apparaître. Pour lire le réseau, on utilise un 
laser Hélium-Néon de faible puissance (0.8 mW). 

Lors de nos expériences, le champ électrique est celui associé au rayonnement d’un 

faisceau laser, figure 3.2. Par conséquent, la lumière elle-même induit une variation d’indice 

de réfraction ∆n, qui est à la base de la réponse optique non-linéaire. Celle-ci peut s’exprimer 
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par le coefficient n2 car la variation d’indice est proportionnelle à l’intensité Ip du laser, ∆n = 

n2.Ip. Ce coefficient est déterminé grâce à des expériences de diffraction dont on mesure 

l’efficacité η=(∆n.d.π/λ)2, avec d l’épaisseur de la cellule et λ la longueur d’onde du 

rayonnement utilisé. Le dopage des cristaux liquides se fait par des concentrations de colorant 

comprises entre 0,1% et 1% du mélange. Les colorants utilisés changent de configuration 

moléculaire lorsqu’on les éclaire par un rayonnement de fréquence correspondante à une de 

leur raie d’absorption. Ce changement de configuration, appelé photo-isomérisation, est sensé 

faciliter la réorientation et donc augmenter la réponse optique [2]. Nous avons montré [3] que 

le dopage favorise la réorientation des molécules de cristaux liquides de manière très 

importante. En effet, l’intensité nécessaire pour avoir la réorientation d’une cellule de cristaux 

liquides pure est de l’ordre du  kW/cm2 alors que, pour les cristaux liquides dopés, quelques 

centaines de µW/cm2 suffisent. Nous avons ensuite étudié la réponse optique en fonction de 

divers paramètres tel que le type de colorant, sa concentration et le type d’ancrage des 

cristaux sur la cellule.  

____________________________________________________ 
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We present an experimental method for measuring the nonlinear optical response of a dye-doped
liquid crystal cell. We show that a very large response is obtained for a very low input light intensity.
The nonlinear optical response as a function of the dye concentration in the liquid crystal host is
characterized by the optical nonlinear coefficientn2 . The experiment provides advanced
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I. INTRODUCTION

When intense laser light propagates through an optical
medium, it changes its optical properties. After the advent of
the laser, a new, large class of phenomena has been discov-
ered, which goes under the name ofnonlinear optics, for
which the strong interactions between light and matter
modify the physical properties of the medium affecting the
light propagation itself.

Optical materials, essentially dielectric materials, can be
considered as systems with coupled charged particles, ions,
and electrons. In the presence of an electric field these
charges move: positive ones in the direction of the applied
field, negative ones in the opposite direction, inducing an
electric dipole moment in the material. Thus, an applied elec-
tric field induces a macroscopic polarization of the dielectric
medium. For low light intensity, the polarization is propor-
tional to the amplitude of the electric field

P5xE, ~1!

where the constantx is called the electric susceptibility of
the medium.1

In this limit the displacementD is proportional toE

D5«E, ~2!

where«5114px is the dielectric constant or the relative
electric permittivity ~esu units!. If the dielectric medium is
isotropic and uniform,« is independent of position and the
wave equation that describes light propagation can be written
as

]2E

]t2 2

«

c2 ¹2E50, ~3!

that is, the speed of light inside the medium isc/A«, c being
its speed in vacuum. Thus,«5n0

2, wheren0 is the refractive
index of the medium.2

This description is valid only as long as the polarization is
a linear function of the electric field. When the light intensity
is high, that is, for strong electric fields, higher order terms
have to be included in the response of the medium. Depend-

ing on the structure of the material, a component of the po-
larization can depend on all the electric field components to
various powers, so that Eq.~1! must be generalized as

Pi5(
j

x i j
(1)E j1(

jk
x i jk

(2)E jEk1(
jkl

x i jkl
(3) E jEkEl1¯ ,

~4!

where thex’s represent the nonlinear coefficients and are
tensors of various orders.3 In the experiment to be discussed,
the electric field has only one component and only one com-
ponent of the polarization is important. Thus, a much simpler
expression can be used

P5x (1)E1x (2)E2
1x (3)E3

1¯ . ~5!

As we have described,x (1) is the usual linear polarization
and is associated with the refractive index of matter.1 For
symmetry reasons, thex (2) term is nonzero only for media
that are not centrosymmetric, such as the case for some spe-
cial classes of crystals.4 Of particular interest is thex (3)

term, which is responsible for the optical Kerr effect, one of
the most important effects in nonlinear optics. If we neglect
x (2) and rewrite thex (3)E3 term in the formx (3)E2E, we
can expressP as

P5@x (1)
1x (3)E2#E[xeffE. ~6!

Equation ~6! shows how the effective susceptibility of the
medium,xeff5x(1)

1x(3)E2, is the usual one plus a contribu-
tion proportional to the intensityI}E2 of the incoming light.
As a consequence, the refractive index of the medium is no
longer a constant, but depends linearly on the intensity of
light

n5n01n2I , ~7!

wheren0 is the linear refractive index and the coefficientn2
is a measure of the nonlinearity of the medium. This kind of
response, that is, whenn depends linearly on the intensity, is
known as the optical Kerr effect and gives rise to many phe-
nomena, such as self-focusing, self-phase-modulation, and
optical solitons.3
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The optical Kerr effect has been observed in materials
with anisotropic molecules such as carbon bisulphide (CS2)
and acetone. Anisotropic molecules have a tendency to orient
in the direction of the electric field of the laser beam. The
molecular reorientation gives rise to a change in the molecu-
lar polarizability and thus to a nonlinear optical polarization
of thex (3) type. In materials that are isotropic but consist of
anisotropic molecules,x (3) is a tensor of the order of
10214– 10215 esu.

The peculiarity of liquid crystals is that, not only are they
made of anisotropic molecules, but they also keep their an-
isotropy on a macroscopic scale. In the presence of an elec-
tric field, the molecular reorientation becomes a collective
behavior and the resulting nonlinear optical response is am-
plified with respect to that of isotropic liquids. In 1980 Zel-
dovich and co-workers showed that liquid crystals produce a
self-focusing effect exhibiting ann2 up to 9 orders of mag-
nitude greater than in isotropic liquids, such as CS2 .5 Sub-
sequently, many experiments have been devoted to the study
of nonlinear optical phenomena in liquid crystals.6,7

The aim of this article is to show how to measure directly
the nonlinear optical response of dye-doped liquid crystal
cells and the nonlinear coefficientn2 . The advantage of us-
ing dye-doped liquid crystals is that they have a much stron-
ger optical nonlinear response than pure liquid crystals, thus
giving large values of the nonlinear response. This large re-
sponse lets us work with low values of the input light inten-
sity and makes the experiment accessible and safe for stu-
dents, even though laser beams are utilized. Moreover, by
changing the type of dye, it is possible to choose different
laser wavelengths and work with a low-cost diode-laser. This
lost cost should encourage the development of pedagogical
kits that are able to show the basic mechanisms of nonlinear
optics at the undergraduate level.

Dye-doped liquid crystals are competitive materials for
photonics applications, especially for their potential use as
inexpensive nonlinear optical elements and optical switches.6

Moreover, the explanation of the physical mechanisms that
lead to so large an amplification of their optical response is
still being investigated.8

In our experiments we measure the nonlinear optical re-
sponse of dye-doped nematic liquid crystals as they are illu-
minated by two interfering laser beams. In this case, the light
interference pattern produces a orientation grating inside the
liquid crystal cell, and the nonlinear coefficientn2 can be
extracted from the measurement of the grating diffraction
efficiency. We discuss a set of measurements for liquid crys-
tal cells filled at different concentrations of a dye belonging
to the family of the azo-dyes. The protocol for the liquid
crystal cell preparation is given together with all the essential
details for the optical setup and measurements.

We believe that the experiment is suitable for educational
purposes and offers students the opportunity of becoming
familiar with experimental nonlinear optics. At the same
time, students can build the nonlinear optical element, that is,
the liquid crystal cell.

II. BASIC CONCEPTS OF LIQUID CRYSTALS

Liquid crystals are a state of matter in between a solid and
a liquid.9,10They flow like liquids, but possess some physical
properties characteristic of crystals, such as birefringence.2

Liquid crystals are composed of anisotropic-shaped organic
molecules and as a result all their physical properties, such as

the dielectric and magnetic susceptibilities, are anisotropic.
Most of the more popular liquid crystals are composed of
molecules that are strongly elongated in one direction, so
that they appear as a collection of rod-like molecules. In the
isotropic phase the axes of the molecules are randomly dis-
tributed, whereas in the nematic phase the configuration of
lowest energy is reached when all the molecules are, on av-
erage, aligned along a single direction, called the directorn
~see Fig. 1!. The nematic phase, identified by the average
orientation of the molecules, is characterized by long-range
orientational order.9,10 The liquid crystals we will consider
are always in the nematic phase. For the usual liquid crystals,
the typical critical temperatures,Tc , for the high-
temperature isotropic to low-temperature nematic phase tran-
sition are in the range 35– 80 °C.

The nematic director has the inversion symmetryn→2n
and identifies a single direction. This direction can be experi-
mentally specified either by applying an external field, such
as an electric or a magnetic field, or by imposing particular
boundary conditions at the confining surfaces of the sample,
which are theanchoringconditions. When two of these con-
straints compete, the long-range orientational order may be
partially destroyed or modified. Typical anchoring conditions
for a liquid crystal sample may be either planar~n parallel to
the confining plates! or homeotropic~n orthogonal to the
confining plates!, as shown in Fig. 2. The orientation of the
anchoring direction with respect to the externally applied
field determines the kind of elastic distortion that appears in
the medium when a molecular orientation takes place.9,10

Because of molecular anisotropy, all the physical proper-
ties characterizing liquid crystals are anisotropic and de-
scribed by tensor quantities such as the magnetic susceptibil-
ity, xm , the electric susceptibility,x, and the dielectric
constant,«. We will focus on the dielectric constant, because

Fig. 1. Long-range order in liquid crystals:~a! isotropic phaseT.Tc

~circles indicate rods that are pointing out of or in the plane of the page!; ~b!

nematic phaseT,Tc .

Fig. 2. Liquid crystal anchoring:~a! homeotropic;~b! planar.
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we are mainly concerned with the Kerr effect, but similar
descriptions apply for the other physical quantities we have
mentioned.

Because liquid crystals can be treated as uniaxial materials
in the nematic phase, the axis being the one defined by the
director n, the dielectric constant becomes a tensor of the
form

S «' 0 0

0 «' 0

0 0 « i

D , ~8!

where«' and « i are the dielectric constants perpendicular
and parallel ton, respectively. The difference between the
two constants,D«5« i2«' , is called the dielectric anisot-
ropy. It measures the difference of polarizability of the mol-
ecules along different directions with respect to the applied
field.

Under the action of an applied electric field, liquid crystal
molecules tend to orient themselves either parallel or or-
thogonal to the direction of the applied field, depending on
the sign of their dielectric anisotropy. IfD«.0, molecules
tend to orient parallel to the applied field; ifD«,0, mol-
ecules orient perpendicular to the applied field. At a low
frequency of the applied field,D« may be positive or nega-
tive, depending on the type of liquid crystal. However, for
high-frequency fields all known liquid crystals are character-
ized by positiveD«.6

When the electric field is due to a laser beam,D«.0, and
the molecules tend to orient parallel to the polarization of the
incoming light beam. Under the action of light, the optical
torque acting on the liquid crystal molecules is given by the
general expression

Gopt5P3E5

D«

4p
~n3E!~n•E!. ~9!

In particular, for a liquid crystal with its director along the
z-axis, as in Eq. ~8!, and an electric field given by
E0(0,cosu,sinu), the resulting torque acting per unit volume
is (2sin 2uD«E0

2/8p,0,0). Thus, the torque depends linearly
on the intensity of the incoming light,I}E0

2.4

When the torque is sufficiently large to overcome restoring
elastic forces, molecular reorientation takes place inside the
liquid crystal sample. Liquid crystals are strongly birefrin-
gent materials. Because of the dielectric anisotropy, there are
two refractive indices,n' and ni , which are, respectively,
perpendicular and parallel to the director. As a consequence,
molecular reorientation is accompanied by a macroscopic
change of the optical properties. Magnetically11 and
electrically12 induced birefringence are well-known phenom-
ena in the physics of liquid crystals and often are referred to
as the Cotton–Mouton and Kerr effect, respectively.9,10

When the electric field is due to a laser beam, the Kerr effect
is the same optical effect mentioned earlier.

III. PREPARATION OF THE LIQUID CRYSTAL
CELL

The liquid crystal used in our experiments is the nematic
p-n-pentyl-p-cyanobiphenyl, known by the abbreviation
5CB.13 This liquid crystal has been doped with a small
amount of methyl red~MR!,14 a dye that belongs to the fam-

ily of azo-dyes. The chemical representations of 5CB and
MR are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively.

One of the main features of the azo-dyes is that, under the
action of light, they can change their molecular conforma-
tion. The process is called photoisomerization, and the two
isomers are called thetransandcis form.15 In the transstate
the molecules are more rod-like and aligned in the same
direction, while in thecis state the molecules become more
isotropic and insensitive to the alignment of the surrounding
liquid crystals. As depicted in Fig. 4, MR molecules go from
the transstate to thecis one by absorbing a photon. Thermal
relaxation brings them back to thetrans form. Another im-
portant feature of MR molecules is their large dichroism, that
is, light absorption is much higher along the molecular axis
than it is in the transverse direction. As a consequence, mol-
ecules oriented in the direction of the light polarization are
more likely to absorb a photon and undergo photoisomeriza-
tion. In contrast, thermal relaxation is equally probable in
any direction. The changes of molecular conformation, in
conjunction with the directional selectivity of the dichroism,
help the orientation of the liquid crystals, thus increasing the
optical response of the liquid crystal cell.16

Our procedure for building the cells is as follows.17,18The
cells are made with ITO-coated glass plates.20 The size of
each plate is 30320 mm2, thickness 0.7 mm. The ITO coat-
ing is a transparent electrode. A commercial glass cutter can
be employed to cut the plates to the desired dimensions.

The glass plates are cleaned in an ultrasound bath, at
25 °C, for 15–20 min with a Micro 90 cleaning solution.21

After cleaning, the slides are rinsed 5 times, 5 min each time,
in highly purified distilled water (R;18 MV). We dry the
glass plates with filtered air. Then, the clean glass plates are
used for the deposition of the alignment agent. To have ho-
meotropic anchoring of the 5CB molecules, the cell surfaces
are treated with an ionic surfactant, hexadecyl-trimethyl-
ammonium-chloride~HTAC!, whose chemical representation
is displayed in Fig. 5. Another surfactant of the same
family,14 such as HTAB~bromide!, could be used and has
been shown to give similar results.17

Fig. 3. Chemical representation of the liquid crystal 5CB.

Fig. 4. Chemical representation of the azo-dye MR:~a! the trans form and
~b! the cis form. Photon absorption (hn) leads to excitation to thecis state,
whereas thermal relaxation (kBT) brings the molecule back to thetrans
state.
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A monolayer film of HTAC is deposited on the cell surface
by withdrawing the glass plates very slowly out of a water
solution at a constant speed;5 mm/min. A sketch of the
dipping procedure is shown in Fig. 6. The HTAC has been
diluted in distilled water at a concentration of 531025 M.
The HTAC molecules have a hydrophilic head and a hydro-
phobic tail. At first all the tails are sticking out of the water
and all the heads are in the water in the beaker containing the
HTAC solution. As the plate is slowly withdrawn from the
solution, the heads of the molecules attach themselves or-
thogonally to the surface of the plate, forming a monolayer.
When filling the cell, the liquid crystal molecules align them-
selves parallel to the surfactant molecules and so are aligned
orthogonal to the plate surface, and are hence homeotropi-
cally oriented.

All the cells are filled with a mixture of MR in 5CB. The
typical cell thickness isd514 mm. To make all the different
concentrationsc of the MR, ac51% ~in weight! solution
was made first and then different concentrations were ob-
tained by dilution. We cannot make more than 1%, because
the mixture would saturate. To mix the two substances to-
gether properly, the tube containing the mixture is placed
into an ultrasound bath, using hot water~approximately
40 °C), for ;10 min. Typical values of the dye concentra-
tion are betweenc50.1% andc51%.

Filtering of the liquid crystal–dye mixture improves cell
quality. Thus, before filling the cells, we filtered the mixture
in a micro-centrifuge for 5 min. The size of the filter pores is
0.22mm. If a micro-centrifuge is not available, it is possible
to filter the liquid crystal mixture by using filters that fit on
the end of a syringe. However, care should be taken, when
transferring the mixture from one tube to the syringe and

then to another tube, not to waste too much product~the
liquid crystal mixture is very viscous!. One way to overcome
this problem is to heat the mixture above the isotropic tran-
sition ~approximately 40 °C) to improve the flow properties
of the liquid crystals.

When two plates have been treated, they can be fixed to-
gether to make a cell. The assembly of the cell is shown in
Fig. 7. Placing one plate with the ITO side up, four dots of
UV curable NOA 81~Thorlabs! optical adhesive are placed
at the corners of the plate. The spacers are 14mm thick
Teflon, cut in approximately 1535 mm strips. They are
placed at the lateral ends of the bottom glass plate and a
second plate is then placed on top. Once the quality of the
assembly is checked, the cell is placed under a UV light
source for several minutes to polymerize the optical adhe-
sive. The spacers are then removed and the two lateral edges
are sealed with optical adhesive, which is polymerized under
the UV light. A lateral shift between the two glass plates is
left in such a way that ITO remains uncovered at the edges,
where electrical contacts permit the application of an electric
field. A small shift also is left in the transverse direction. This
small shift facilitates the deposition of the liquid crystal mix-
ture at the entrance of the open gap, which permits the intro-
duction of the liquid crystal.

At this point, the cell is filled with the liquid crystal mix-
ture. As depicted schematically in Fig. 8~a!, a micro-pipette
is used to deposit a drop of liquid crystal at the entrance of

Fig. 5. Chemical representation of the surfactant HTAC.

Fig. 6. Schematic representation of the dipping apparatus.

Fig. 7. Assembly of the cell:~a! first step with positioning of the spacers and
polymerization of four glue dots;~b! final step with sealing the lateral edges;
~c! lateral view of the finished cell.

Fig. 8. ~a! Filling of the cell with the liquid crystal mixture~MR doped
5CB!; ~b! lateral view of the filled cell: the homeotropic anchoring is pro-
vided by the HTAC monolayer at the surfaces;d is the thickness of the cell.
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the cell, and the liquid crystal flows by capillarity through
the spacer gap. The liquid crystal in the cell is in the nematic
phase. During the filling, the liquid crystal director tends to
orient parallel to the direction of the flow, and thus a planar
anchoring is initially favored. But, once the cell is filled, the
liquid crystal molecules start to feel the presence of the sur-
factant molecules and thus orient themselves parallel to the
HTAC tails, producing a homeotropic alignment. A trans-
verse section of the finished and homeotropically oriented
cell is shown in Fig. 8~b!. It takes a few minutes for the
homeotropic alignment to be uniformly established in the
whole cell. Once this process is accomplished, the cell is
ready for the experiment. The alignment of the cell can be
tested under a polarization microscope or by rotating the cell
in between two crossed polarizers. For the homeotropic ori-
entation, the rotation of the cell will not change the intensity
of the light at the output~dark field!.

IV. OPTICAL NONLINEARITY: BASIC
ASSUMPTIONS

Optical nonlinearity is caused by the fact that the liquid
crystal molecules have an anisotropic electric susceptibility
and are birefringent. Because of their dielectric anisotropy,
the liquid crystal molecules tend to align parallel to an ex-
ternal electric fieldE0 . The optical torque,Gopt, that acts on
the liquid crystal molecules is proportional to the incoming
light intensity, I}E0

2 @see Eq.~9!#. When the molecular ori-
entation takes place, there is a changeDn of the refractive
index because of the liquid crystal birefringence. If the reori-
entation angle is small, it is proportional to the applied
torque, hence toE0

2. In this case, the photo-induced birefrin-
genceDn depends linearly on the reorientation angle, and
therefore is proportional to the light intensity.

More precisely, if we assume linear restoring torques and
only one elastic constant,K, the torque balance equation has
the form6

K
d2u

dz2 1

D«E0
2

8p
sin 2~b1u !50, ~10!

whereu is the reorientation angle andb is the angle of inci-
dence with respect to the normal to the cell. In the smallu
approximation, Eq.~10! may be written as

2j2
d2u

dz2 1~2 cos 2b !u1sin 2b50, ~11!

wherej2
54pK/@D«E0

2#. In this case, if we use the hard-
boundary condition, that is, the director axis is not perturbed
at the boundary (u50 at z50 andz5d), and assume that
the second term in Eq.~11! to be small,7 the solution of Eq.
~11! is

u5

1

4j2 sin 2b~dz2z2!, ~12!

that is, the reorientation is a maximum at the center and
vanishingly small at the boundary of the cell. When averaged
over the sample thickness, the factor (dz2z2) givesd2/6, so
that the average reorientation angle is

^u&5

D«

16pK
sin 2b

d2

6
E0

2 . ~13!

As a result of this reorientation, the incident laser experi-
ences a refractive index changeDn(z) which, for smallu,
also is proportional to the reorientation angle,Dn(z)
}D« sin 2bu(z).6,7 By neglecting thez-dependence, we can
write the average photo-induced birefringence as

^Dn&}D« sin 2b^u&5n2I , ~14!

which is proportional to the light intensity. The nonlinear
coefficient n2 is proportional to@(D«)2/Kc#sin2(2b)d2.6,7

For simplicity, we will drop the average notation. Hence,
when we refer to the photo-induced birefringence,Dn, it is
assumed to be an average resulting from an integration over
the whole cell length.

Another important point is that, from the point of view of
the applied torque, reorientation can be induced only when
the angle betweenn andE is different fromp/2, correspond-
ing to an incidence angleb different from zero. However, it
can be demonstrated that, even at normal incidence, that is,
for b50, reorientation can occur if the input intensity is
above a certain threshold.6,7 This effect is referred to as the
optical Fréedericksz transition, and the threshold intensity,
I th5p2cK/D«d2, is given by the balance between the opti-
cal and the elastic torques.

To measuren2 directly, we illuminate the liquid crystal
cell with a light grating that is made by the interference of
two pump beams, with total intensityI p and wavelengthl.
Due to the local refractive index change, the light intensity
distribution in the interference pattern creates a phase grating
inside the cell. A probe beam is sent onto the cell, where it is
diffracted by the phase grating. We measure the probe dif-
fraction efficiency,h, as the ratio between the intensityI 11
of the first order of diffraction and the total probe beam
intensity I 0 , as follows:

h5

I 11

I 0
. ~15!

In our experiments we observe several orders of diffrac-
tion because they result from the diffraction over a thin grat-
ing, that is,d!L2/l, whereL is the period of the grating,
that is, the fringe spacing in the interference pattern. This
kind of diffraction is known as Raman–Nath diffraction and
is different from Bragg diffraction, for whichd is large com-
pared toL and the light is diffracted only in one direction.
For dynamic grating experiments in the Bragg regime, read-
ers are referred to recent proposals for photorefractive
polymers.19 It can be shown that in the Raman–Nath regime
the diffraction efficiency is given by

h;S pDnd

l
D 2

, ~16!

and cannot exceed the maximum theoretical value of 34%.4

By inserting the expression Eq.~14! for the photo-induced
refractive index change,Dn5n2I p into Eq. ~16!, we find

n25

lh1/2

pdIp
. ~17!

We will use Eq.~17! to calculaten2 . Note that the definition
of n2 , Eq. ~14!, and the entire description are valid only as
long as the orientation is small, that is, for low light intensi-
ties. At higher intensities the orientation will saturate andn2
no longer has a meaning.
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V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup consists of a pump–probe scheme,
as shown in Fig. 9. The pump is a mono-frequency Ar1 gas
laser of wavelengthl5514 nm. The pump frequency is in
the absorption spectra of the MR, so that the MR photoi-
somerization of the dye is facilitated. The Ar1 laser passes
through neutral density filters, which can be changed to alter
the intensity. The laser beam is split into two identical and
expanded pump beams, with a diameter of approximately 3
mm. The intensities of the pumps are carefully set to the
same value by using the attenuating filter on the more intense
beams. The two pumps interfere with an anglea52° in the
x–y plane. The LC cell is placed at the intersection of the
two beams. Due to the refractive index changeDn, the in-
terference pattern creates a phase grating inside the cell. To
probe the refractive index change, we used a linearly polar-
ized low-power~0.8 mW! He–Ne laser, with wavelengthl
5632.8 nm.

The pump and the probe beams are orthogonally polar-
ized. We set, for example, the pump polarization vertical and
the probe polarization horizontal, which lets us observe a
diffraction pattern for all the orientation directions of the
molecules. If the molecules line up perpendicularly to the
field ~parallel to the probe!, we observe the probe diffraction.
However, if the molecules align themselves parallel to the
electric field ~parallel to the pump!, we observe pump dif-
fraction. This effect is called self-diffraction, because the
pump beams diffract over the grating that they have created.
Thus, from the observation of the diffraction pattern we can
determine the orientation direction of the molecules.

The diffraction patterns are formed on a screen and re-
corded with a CCD camera. The intensity of the first dif-
fracted orderI 11 is measured with a photodiode and the data
are acquired with a personal computer.

VI. RESULTS

A typical probe diffraction pattern is shown in Fig. 10~a!.
Several orders of diffraction are observable, which is a sig-
nature of a well-developed refracting index grating inside the
cell. At low pump intensity,I p5150 mW/cm2, as in Fig.
10~a!, only probe diffraction is observed. The two large spots
in the middle of Fig. 10~a! are the two transmitted pump

beams. This diffraction pattern shows that the molecules
orient in a plane orthogonal to the pump polarization. Indeed,
it is known that excited azo-dye molecules try to orient
themselves orthogonal to the light polarization.22 The confor-
mational change of the dyes first induces the orientation
of liquid crystal molecules close to the surface of the cell;
the orientation then propagates into the bulk and a
probe diffraction pattern appears.17

At larger intensity, self-diffraction also may appear, show-
ing that the molecules acquire a component in the plane con-
taining the polarization of the pump beams. Figure 6~b!
shows a probe diffraction pattern obtained by illuminating
the cell with a pump intensity 10 times larger,I p

51.5 mW/cm2. For clarity, Fig. 6~b! has been recorded by
putting a red filter before the CCD camera to cancel out
self-diffraction~green light!. However, the filter is not strong
enough to suppress the zero-order pump beams, which still
appear as the two large and bright spots near the middle. For
this value of I p the probe diffraction is characterized by
strong diffusion around the main peaks. This diffusion is a
signature of the molecular fluctuations bringing the reorien-
tation out of the plane of incidence of the light.

By keeping a relatively low value ofI p , we have repeated
the diffraction experiment by changing the dye concentra-
tion. The nonlinear coefficientn2 has been measured for dif-
ferent dye concentrations and for different pump intensities
I p . The cell is illuminated by the pump beams and its re-
sponse is continuously monitored by measuringI 11 . After
an exponential growth,I 11 saturates. When the pumps are
switched off,I 11 , and consequentlyh, goes rapidly to zero.
In Fig. 11, the behavior ofh is shown for different values of
the MR concentration.

At low concentration, low pump intensities show nothing,
and the diffraction patterns do not appear until a relatively
high intensity, such as 0.6 mW/cm2. However, after getting a
signal at high intensity, the same cell shows a response even
at lower intensities and a diffraction pattern starts to appear.
The origin of this memory effect seems to be related to the
induced photovoltaic effect and to the subsequent motion of
the MR molecules toward the confining walls of the cell. By
keeping the laser beam on the cell, more and more MR mol-
ecules become excited and go close to the surface. Eventu-
ally, at high laser intensity, MR molecules can bind chemi-
cally to HTAC molecules, leading to the formation of
permanent gratings. When the laser shines on the cell for a
second time, less energy is needed to stir the molecules as
some have already moved, and so already being excited, start
to create an easy axis at the surface.23 However, a definitive
explanation of the physical mechanisms that lead to so large
an amplification of the nonlinear optical response of dye-
doped liquid crystals with respect to pure ones is not yet
available. Indeed, even though it is largely accepted that the

Fig. 9. Experimental setup: PD is a photodiode, F is a neutral density filter,
M is a mirror, and 50% M is a half-reflecting mirror.

Fig. 10. Probe diffraction forc50.5%; ~a! I p5150 mW/cm2, ~b! I p

51.5 mW/cm2. The two central and brighter spots are the transmitted pump
beams.
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bulk dominating effect should be the result of guest–host
interaction,24 surface effects, which appear to be essential for
a correct description of the phenomenon, have not yet been
modeled.

For higher concentrations of the dye, such asc50.55%,
responses could be obtained at the first illumination for much
lower intensity, such as 50mW/cm2. However, when in-
creasing the pump intensity, the molecular reorientation be-
comes irregular and is characterized by large fluctuations.
The index grating becomes unstable and much scattered light
appears in all directions, as shown in Fig. 10~b!.

For c50.1%, 0.5%, and 1.0%, we have varied the pump
intensity, measured the diffraction efficiency, and evaluated
the nonlinear coefficientn2 . In Fig. 12 the values ofn2 are
plotted againstI p . For each value ofc, a dashed line marks
the value of the input intensity at which a diffraction pattern
is distinguishable at the first stage of the cell illumination.
Note that all the measured values ofn2 fit on the same curve,
independently of the dye concentration. If we go back to the
definition of n2 , Eq. ~14!, we see that it should be indepen-
dent, because it is related only to the physical constants of
the medium. The decrease ofn2 for increasingI p means that
saturation of the nonlinearity is reached for every value of
the input pump intensity. Indeed, as we see from Eq.~17!,
this saturation also indicates that the diffraction efficiency
attains its maximum for each value of the pump intensity.
Correspondingly, the maximum refractive index change,
Dnmax, provided by the liquid crystal cell is a constant. If we
defineDnmax[n2Ip and plot it as a function ofI p as in Fig.

13, we see that it is'6.831023 for all the values ofI p and
c. Thus, we can conclude that the initial assumptions of
small orientation break down for all the values of the input
pump intensity used in the experiments. Moreover, adding
more doping dyes to the cell does not increase its response,
but simply shifts the value ofI p for which we first see the
appearance of a diffraction pattern.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an experimental method of measuring
the optical nonlinear coefficientn2 of dye-doped liquid crys-
tal cells. The liquid crystal cells are homeotropic and filled
with the liquid crystal 5CB doped with MR at different con-
centrations. Dye doping strongly increases the molecular re-
orientation of the liquid crystals under the action of light. We
have obtained high diffraction efficiencies for pump intensi-
ties of the order of hundreds ofmW/cm2. To obtain the same
diffraction efficiency with pure liquid crystals, we would
need pump intensities at least 100 times larger. In our experi-
ments, we reached values ofn2 as high as tens of cm2/W,
and have shown that changing the dye concentration does not
change the maximum refractive index change provided by

Fig. 11. Diffraction efficiency as a function of time for different dye con-
centrations: ~a! c50.1%, I p50.6 mW/cm2; ~b! c50.5%, I p

50.26 mW/cm2; ~c! c51.0% I p50.12 mW/cm2.

Fig. 12. Nonlinear coefficient as a function of the input pump intensity. For
each concentration, a dashed line marks the value at which a diffraction
signal is distinguishable at the first illumination of the cell.

Fig. 13. Maximum refractive index change,Dnmax, as a function of the
input pump intensity and for different dye concentrations. The straight line
is the average between all values. Dashed lines mark the values at which a
diffraction signal is distinguishable at the first illumination of the cell.
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the cell. Saturation of the optical nonlinearity has been ob-
served for all the values of the input pump intensity. The
effect of changing the dye concentration is to shift the value
of I p for which we see the appearance of a diffraction pattern
at the first illumination of the cell.

These observations are consistent with the conjecture that
the light-induced reorientation starts first as a surface effect
and then propagates into the bulk of the cell.17 In this case,
even a small quantity of dye would be enough to produce a
large effect, because the reorientation would be initiated only
by the excited dye molecules that are close to the confining
plates. As the surface-induced reorientation sets in, dye-
doped liquid crystals begin to absorb more and more light
because of the dye dichroism, and the diffraction signal
grows very slowly. This slow process is accompanied by the
trans–cis photoisomerization of the dye molecules and satu-
rates after a time that decreases with increasing input light
intensity.17,18,23

The effectiveness of dye concentration is limited by the
fact that increasing the number of MR molecules in the cell
increases the cell absorption. Absorbed radiation increases
the cell temperature and could cause a phase transition of the
liquid crystals from nematic to isotropic. This transition
would completely change the optical properties of the cell. A
study of the heating effects is beyond the scope of this ar-
ticle, although such a study would be very interesting for
determining the nonlinear optical properties of liquid crystals
close to the nematic to isotropic phase transition. Another
possible extension of this work would be the study of the
electrical response of the cell and the subsequent control of
the optical nonlinearity.
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3.3 Etude de l’instabilité de Faraday dans les fluid es peu 
visqueux 

J’ai commencé à collaborer avec Stefania Residori de l’INLN sur les instabilités 
de Faraday fin 2002.  

Lorsqu’une couche horizontale de fluide possédant une surface libre est soumise à des 

oscillations verticales d’amplitude suffisamment importante, la surface ne reste pas plane et 

des ondes stationnaires (instabilité de Faraday), le plus souvent sous-harmoniques, prennent 

naissance [1]. La structure temporelle et spatiale de l’instabilité dépend fortement des 

paramètres du système (fréquence et amplitude d’excitation, viscosité du fluide,…). Plusieurs 

études théoriques et expérimentales ont été menées sur ce système pour différentes 

configurations. Toute une panoplie de structures spatiales et temporelles a été observée [2].  

Nous avons étudié les instabilités de Faraday de fluides peu visqueux (alcool, eau, 

mélange d’eau et glycérol) dans une configuration quasi-unidimensionnelle. En effet, la 

cellule contenant le fluide est rectangulaire et avec un grand rapport d’aspect. La 

visualisations des ondes de Faraday est faite à l’aide d’une camera placée 

perpendiculairement à l’axe longitudinal des ondes. Ceci nous permet de voir la forme des 

ondes et de mesurer leur longueur d’onde. La fréquence d’oscillation des ondes est mesuré en 

envoyant un faisceau laser sur la surface du liquide et en mesurant ses oscillations avec un 

capteur de position, figure 3.3. Le mouvement de la cellule est mesuré avec un accéléromètre 

qui est place sur un bord de la cellule. 
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Figure 3.3- Dispositif expérimental. 

Dans ces conditions, pour certaines fréquences, deux modes entrent en compétitions. 

Nous avons focalisé notre attention sur les propriétés de stabilité des deux modes et nous 

avons montré qu’ils peuvent soit coexister de manière bistable, soit donner lieux à un mode 

mixte. Nous avons enfin développé un modèle, basé sur deux équations d’amplitude couplés, 

qui reproduit les observations expérimentales.  

____________________________________________________ 

[1] M. Faraday, Philos. Trans. London 52 (1831). 

[2] W.S. Edwards, S. Fauve J. Fluid. Mech, vol. 278, pp. 123-148 (1994). 

3.3.1 Mes publications sur le sujet 

I. Two-mode competition in Faraday instability. S. Residori,  A. Guarino and U. 
Bortolozzo, Europhys. Lett. 77, 44003 (2007).
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PACS 47.54.-r – Pattern selection; pattern formation
PACS 47.20.Dr – Surface-tension-driven instability
PACS 47.35.-i – Hydrodynamic waves

Abstract – We study the Faraday instability in an elongated rectangular cell and for a range of
the forcing frequency for which two nearly degenerate modes enter in competition. We investigate
the stability properties of the two modes and we show that they can either coexist in a bistable
way or give rise to a mixed mode. We develop a simple model based on two coupled amplitude
equations, which accounts for the experimental observations.

Copyright c© EPLA, 2007

Introduction. – Faraday waves are excited when the
free surface of a fluid layer is subjected to a periodic
vertical acceleration [1]. When the acceleration exceeds
a threshold value, surface waves appear oscillating at half
the forcing frequency. In recent years, this system has been
widely studied [2], both experimentally and theoretically,
for the investigation of pattern formation [3], spatio-
temporal phenomena [4] and localized oscillations [5,6].
Depending on the properties of the liquid and on the depth
h of the fluid layer, different patterns such as stripes,
squares, and hexagons can be selected at the instability
onset. In the case of high viscosity, it has been shown that
the patterns are independent of the container shape [3].
In the linear approximation and in the small viscosity
limit, the fluid surface deformation is well described by
normal modes obeying a Mathieu-type equation as for a
parametric pendulum. In the reference frame of the fluid,
the effective acceleration is g+ a cos(2πfet), with g the
gravity acceleration, a the amplitude and fe the frequency
of the forcing [7]. Normal modes satisfy the dispersion
relation f2k = (4/π

2) tanh(kh)[gk+(σ/ρ)k3)
]

, where ρ
and σ are, respectively, the density and the surface
tension of the fluid and fk is the frequency of the mode
with wave number k. In the deep water limit, kh≫ 1,
we have that tanh(kh)→ 1. The liquid is contained in
an elongated rectangular cell with a large aspect ratio
Γ=L/d, where L is the length and d the width of the cell.
The finite size of cell introduces a mode discretization,
so that k= [(nπ/L)2+(mπΓ/L)2]1/2, with x, y the

longitudinal and transverse coordinate, respectively, and
n,m integers. The surface deformation can be written as
z = z0+

∑

k Ak(t)sin(nπx/L) sin(mπyΓ/L)e
−iπfet+c.c.,

where z0 = h is the unperturbed fluid depth, the surface
is considered to oscillate at half the forcing frequency fe
and Ak is the complex amplitude of the mode with wave
number k. The frequency detuning from the parametric
resonance is incorporated in the slow variation of the
complex amplitude, that is, Ak =ψke

−i4πδkfkt, where
δk = [(fk/fe)

2− 1/4].
For a given forcing frequency fe, the first excited mode

is the one closest to the parametric resonance at fe/2.
However, in several cases the detuning may be of the
same order for two or more adjacent modes, so that these
can enter in competition even close to threshold. The
competition between nearly degenerate modes has been
shown to lead to chaotic behavior in a circular container [8]
and to complex selection rules in a square cell [9]. In
the case of a rectangular and large Γ cell, as considered
here, and for low amplitudes of the forcing, the mode
competition takes place only between two modes: the one
with m= 1, characterized by several nodes along the long
side of the cell, and the one with m= 2, characterized by
two nodes along the transverse direction of the cell and by
one or a few nodes along the long side.
Experimentally, we show that, depending on the value

of the forcing frequency, the system either displays a
subcritical transition from one mode to the other or a
competition between the two modes, leading to the onset
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Fig. 1: a) Experimental setup; b) typical signal recordings for
the PSD (upper trace) and the accelerometer (lower trace),
showing the parametric resonance of the surface oscillations.

of a mixed mode. Theoretically, we develop a model based
on two coupled amplitude equations and by the linear
stability analysis we derive the whole bifurcation diagram
for the pure and the mixed mode solutions. The model
also shows that the frequency difference between the two
modes increases for large values of the forcing amplitude,
which is in agreement with the experimental observations.

Experimental setup. – The experimental setup is
sketched fig. 1a. With respect to the fluid container,
we refer to x, y and z as the length, width and height
coordinate, respectively. The cell has width d= 1.4 cm,
length L= 15.0 cm and depth h= 2 cm, with an aspect
ratio Γ=L/d= 10.7. The bottom and the main structure
of the cell are made of aluminium, whereas the lateral
walls are made of transparent Plexiglas for the purpose
of fluid visualization. As a working fluid we have used
pure distilled water. To prevent the contamination of the
fluid surface, the container is closed with a Plexiglas plate.
The room temperature is maintained at 20.0 ± 0.5 ◦C.
Once filled with the fluid, the cell is mounted onto an
electromagnetic vibration exciter B&K (model 4809),
which is driven by a frequency synthesizer and provides
a clean vertical acceleration (horizontal component less
than 1% of the vertical one). The meniscus is avoided by
pinning the fluid surface at the edge of the container [10].
A CCD camera is placed at the top of the fluid surface

(along the z-axis) in order to visualize the oscillations
from above. Videos are recorded by means of a computer-
controlled frame grabber. The driving acceleration is
measured by a piezoelectric accelerometer and a charge

a)

b)

d)

c)

1c
m

e)

f)

Fig. 2: Surface oscillations seen from above: a) the (1, 2)
mode, fe = 21.0Hz and a= 1.15m/s

2; b) the (2, 2) mode,
fe = 21.1Hz, a= 1.15m/s

2; c) the (20, 1) mode, fe = 21.7Hz,
a= 1.1m/s2; d) e) and f) mixed mode snapshots at different
instant times, fe = 21.7Hz, a= 1.2m/s

2.

amplifier. The fluid height is measured by using a local
optical detection technique [11,12]. A He-Ne laser beam
is sent onto the fluid surface and its deflection by the
surface oscillation is recorded with a position-sensitive
detector (PSD), whose sensing area has an elongated
and rectangular shape. The reflected light spot oscillates
between two extrema whose distance is proportional to the
amplitude of the surface wave. The PSD provides a voltage
that is proportional to the position of the incoming beam,
thus to the height of the surface. The fluid is doped with
black ink in order to avoid reflection from the bottom of
the cell. All the experiments are performed close to the
instability threshold so that the wave pattern is uniform
along the cell and it is fully characterized by the local
optical measurements. Typical oscilloscope recordings for
the accelerometer and the PSD are displayed in fig. 1b.

Experimental results and observations. – In fig. 2
are displayed instantaneous snapshots of the surface oscil-
lations as seen from above. For fe = 21.0 and 21.1Hz,
a= 1.15m/s2, we observe the (1, 2) and the (2, 2) mode,
respectively, as shown in figs. 2a and b. For a slightly
different frequency, fe = 21.7Hz, the mode bifurcating at
threshold, a= 1.1m/s2, is the (20, 1), as shown in fig. 2c.
By slightly increasing the forcing amplitude, a= 1.2m/s2,
we observe the transition to a mixed mode, which results
from the competition between the (20, 1) and the (7, 2)
mode. Instant snapshots of this mixed mode are displayed
in figs. 2d, e and f.
For a more precise characterization of the wave motion,

we have analyzed the trajectories of the deflected laser
beam. In fig. 3, three laser trajectories are shown, which
are recorded by a CCD camera for fe = 21.7Hz. At a=
1.0m/s2, the (20, 1) mode bifurcates. In correspondence,
we observe a vertical motion of the laser beam (longitudi-
nal oscillations of the fluid surface). For a small increase
of the forcing amplitude, a= 1.15m/s2, the laser trajec-
tory becomes horizontal and slightly elliptical, as shown
in fig. 3b. The horizontal motion of the laser beam is a
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Fig. 3: Laser trajectories recorded by a CDD camera for
fe = 21.7Hz and in the presence of a) the (20, 1) mode, a=
1.0m/s2; b) the (7, 2) mode, a= 1.15m/s2; c) the mixed mode,
a= 1.2m/s2.

signature of a m= 2 mode (transverse oscillations of the
fluid surface), whereas the vertical motion is due to the
longitudinal component of the surface oscillations. By
inspection of the fluid surface we can verify that the
trajectory corresponds to a (7, 2) mode. When the forcing
is increased further, a= 1.2m/s2, the surface oscillations
consist of a mixed mode, which is the superposition of the
(20, 1) and the (7, 2) mode. This gives rise to complicated
laser trajectories, changing periodically during the time.
An instant snapshot of such a trajectory is reported in
fig. 3c.
Experimental bifurcation diagrams can be drawn by

recording the photo-generated voltage of the PSD, which
is oriented either vertically or horizontally depending on
the preferential direction of the laser trajectory. Since the
PSD voltage depends on the position of the laser beam
onto its sensitive area, the signal varies rapidly at the
frequency of the surface oscillations and has an envelope
that is proportional to the laser deflection angle. Thus,
by demodulating the PSD signal, we obtain a time series
whose amplitude is proportional to the amplitude of the
surface oscillations [11,12].
The bifurcation diagram obtained for fe = 21.7Hz is

displayed in fig. 4a. When the forcing amplitude a is
increased, we first observe the (20, 1) mode, then we have
a transition to the (7, 2) mode and a further increase of a
leads to the mixed mode. By decreasing a, we observe a
hysteresis region between the m= 1 and the m= 2 mode.
Depending on the relative detuning δ1, δ2 between the two
modes, we can also have a different scenario, where the
system goes directly from the first bifurcating mode to the
mixed modes. In fig. 4b we show the bifurcation diagram
obtained for fe = 21.0Hz, where we first observe the (1, 2)
mode and then we have a direct transition to the mixed
mode.
When the system oscillates in the mixed mode, the

changes in the laser trajectories correspond to a regu-
lar alternation between different amplitudes and shapes
of the surface oscillations. This alternation is due to the
frequency beating between the two modes that are partic-
ipating to the mixed mode. The period of the beating is
given by the inverse of the detuning difference Ω between
the two modes. Ω can be measured by keeping the PSD
along the preferential oscillation direction of one of the
two modes. The demodulated signal is proportional to the
portion of the laser trajectory intercepted by the detector,
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Fig. 4: Experimental bifurcation diagrams: a) fe = 21.7Hz,
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2; b) beating
frequency Ω as a function of the driving acceleration a; fe =
21.7Hz.

thus it is proportional to the instantaneous fraction of one
of the two modes with respect to the other. An example
of such a signal is displayed in fig. 5a for fe = 21.7Hz and
a= 1.21m/s2, where the PSD was kept along the vertical
direction. The beating frequency Ω can be directly evalu-
ated as the frequency of the slow oscillations displayed by
the PSD signal.
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Fig. 6: Transient oscillations of the PSD signal for a=
1.31m/s2, fe = 21.7Hz.

Once the mixed mode sets in, the frequency Ω of the
beating is not constant but increases for increasing the
forcing amplitude a, as shown in fig. 5b for fe = 21.7Hz.
For large values of a oscillations eventually stop and only
one of the two competing modes survives. An example of
such a behavior is reported in fig. 6, where the oscillations
slow down and stop for a= 1.31m/s2. Indeed, at long time
the PSD signal becomes constant, indicating that only one
mode is present. By directly inspecting the fluid surface
we can determine that the surviving mode is the one with
m= 1. For other forcing frequencies we observe a similar
behavior but the remaining mode can be the one with
m= 2.

Theoretical model. – To account for the experimen-
tal observations, we develop a model based on two coupled
amplitude equations for the two competing modes. By
denoting the two modes by their amplitudes ψ1, ψ2 and
their frequency detunings δ1, δ2, we consider that each
mode obeys the standard amplitude equation for the para-
metric waves [3] and we include the coupling by adding
in each equation the first term that conserves the initial
symmetry of the problem. We thus obtain:

∂Tψ1 = (−Λ1+ iν1)ψ1+µ1ψ1
∗− iβ1|ψ1|

2ψ1

−iγ1|ψ2|
2ψ1,

(1)
∂Tψ2 = (−Λ2+ iν2)ψ2+µ2ψ2

∗− iβ2|ψ2|
2ψ2

−iγ2|ψ1|
2ψ2,

where T = εt is the long time scale of the slowly vary-
ing amplitudes, Λ1,2 are the damping coefficients, ν1,2 =
ε4πδ1,2f1,2 are the rescaled detunings, µ1,2 = επf1,2a/2 are
the rescaled forcing amplitudes, β1,2 = πf1,2/2 and γ1,2 are
the self and the cross-coupling coefficients, respectively.
To perform the linear stability analysis of the above
model, eq. (1), we adopt the approximation µ1 = µ2 =
επfea/4≡ µ, which is equivalent to consider f1 ≃ f2 ≃
fe/2 (small detunings). We also assume that the cross-
coupling terms are such that γ1γ2 <β1 β2. By putting
∂Tψ1,2 = 0, we find that the model, eq. (1), has four
stationary solutions: 1) ψ1,2 = 0, the flat surface solution,

2) ψ1 =R1e
iφ1 with β1R

2
1 = ν1±

√

µ2−Λ2
1
, cos2θ1 =Λ1/µ

and ψ2 = 0, 3) ψ2 =R2e
iφ2 with β2R

2
2 = ν2±

√

µ2−Λ2
2
,

cos2θ2 =Λ2/µ and ψ1 = 0, and the last case 4) is the
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Fig. 7: Analytically calculated bifurcation diagrams for a)
ν1 =−0.1, ν2 =−0.15, Λ1 = 0.05, Λ2 = 0.13, β1 = β2 = 0.03,
γ1 = γ2 = 0.01, b) ν1 = 0.1, ν2 = 0.15, Λ1 = 0.05, Λ2 = 0.06,
β1 = β2 = 0.03, γ1 = γ2 = 0.01, c) ν1 = 0.15, ν2 =−0.1, Λ1 =
0.13, Λ2 = 0.05, β1 = β2 = 0.03, γ1 = γ2 = 0.01, d) ν1 = 0.1, ν2 =
−0.15, Λ1 =Λ2 = 0.05, β1 = β2 = 0.03, γ1 = γ2 = 0.01. Solid
lines: stable states; dashed lines: unstable states. Grey lines:
mixed modes (ψ1, ψ2 �= 0).

mixed mode, for which both ψ1 and ψ2 are non-zero

and are given by β1,2R
2
1,2+ γ1,2R

2
2,1 = ν1,2±

√

µ2−Λ2
1,2,

Λ1,2 = µcos θ1,2.
We now perform the linear stability analysis of these

solutions. In the case 1) we obtain two couples of

eigenvalues, s1,2 =−Λ1,2±
√

µ2− ν2
1,2, giving the critical

value µc1 =min{
√

Λ2
1
+ ν2

1
,
√

Λ2
2
+ ν2

2
} at which the

zero solution looses its stability. The eigenvalues for
the case 2) are s1 =−Λ1±

√

Λ2
1
+4β1R21(ν1−βR

2
1
),
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s2 =−Λ2±
√

µ2− (ν2− γ2R21)
2, thus giving the condi-

tion for the stability of the second solution β1R
2
1 > ν1

and the critical value µc2 =
√

Λ2
2
+(ν2− γ2R1)2 at

which the solution 2) becomes unstable. The symmet-
rical case 3) is obtained from case 2) by permuting
the indices. For the case of the mixed mode, case 4),
the characteristic polynomial of the linearized matrix
is s4+ c3s

3+ c2s
2+ c1s

1+ c0 = 0, where c3 = 2(Λ1+Λ2),
c2=−4[µ(β1R

2
1 sin 2θ1+β2R

2
2 sin 2θ2)−Λ1Λ2], c1=−8µ×

(Λ2β1R
2
1 sin 2θ1+Λ1β2R

2
2 sin 2θ2) and c0 = 16µ

2R21R
2
2×

sin 2θ1 sin 2θ2 (β1β2− γ1γ2). The number of roots with
positive real parts can be determined by using the Routh
criterion [13], by studying the number of changes of sign in
the sequence {1, c3, (c3c2−c1)/c3, c1+c

2
3c0/(c1−c2c3), c0}.

It is easy to verify that the solution with two positive signs

β1,2R
2
1,2+ γ1,2R

2
2,1 = ν1,2+

√

µ2−Λ2
1,2 is always stable

while the solutions with the other signs are unstable.
In fig. 7 are shown different bifurcation diagrams calcu-
lated for different values of the ν1,2 detunings. ν1,2 may be
both negative or positive, corresponding to two supercrit-
ical (fig. 7a) or subcritical (fig. 7b) bifurcations, or may
have opposite sign, thus leading to a super(sub)critical
bifurcation followed by a sub(super)critical one (fig. 7c),
respectively (fig. 7d). The behaviors of fig. 7a), b) and d)
are similar, in the sense that the system bifurcates, either
supercritically or subcritically, to the A1 mode and then
pass directly to the mixed mode. The behavior of fig. 7c) is
different, since the system bifurcates supercritically to the
A2 mode, then hops to the A1 mode, which is subcritical,
and finally makes the transition to the mixed mode. In this
case, it also exists an unstable branch of solution for the
mixed mode. When comparing the analytical bifurcation
diagrams with the experimental observations, we have a
good qualitative agreement. The first bifurcating mode is
the one with the smallest detuning, either m= 1 or m= 2.
Then, the second mode enter in competition. Depending
on the relative detuning ν1, ν2 of the two modes we may
either observe a direct transition to the mixed mode or
a transition from the first to the second mode before the
change to the mixed mode. In particular, the experimen-
tal bifurcation diagram reported in fig. 4a corresponds to
the scenario depicted in fig. 7c, with the first mode bifur-
cating supercritically and then hopping to the second (and
subcritical) mode before the transition to the mixed mode.
The experimental bifurcation diagram reported in fig. 4b
corresponds to the scenario represented by fig. 7d, with
the first mode bifurcating subcritically and then showing
a direct transition to the mixed mode.
In order to explain the experimental observation that
the beating frequency of the mixed mode increases with
the forcing amplitude a, we take into account the nonlinear
renormalization of the oscillation frequencies. By doing

this, we obtain that the frequency difference between
the two modes is

√

µ2
1
−Λ2

1
−
√

µ2
2
−Λ2

2
, which for large

a behaves as (πa/2)(f1− f2). This asymptotic behavior
seems to suggest that the absolute value of the frequency
difference increases linearly with a, which is in qualitative
agreement with the experimental measurement of Ω.
However, this is just a conjecture since for large µ the
model is no more valid. In an analogous way, we can
explain the decay of the mixed mode by considering
that the nonlinear detuning of each mode increases for
increasing µ, so that for large a one of the two modes can
be eventually pushed outside the resonance tongue.

Conclusions. – In conclusion, we have shown that
even in a simple case, such as that of an elongated rectan-
gular cell, the mode selection in the Faraday instability
may be rather complex. In particular, we have focused
our study to the competition between two modes, the
one with m= 1 and the one with m= 2, showing that
different bifurcation scenarios exist depending on the rela-
tive detuning between the two modes. Mixed modes and
regions of bistability between the two modes have been
identified. Slow oscillations accompanying the mixed mode
have been explained by the frequency beating of the two
competing modes.
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3.4 Ecoulement d’un fluide au travers d’une couche d e 
matériau granulaire immergé 

Je me suis intéressé à ce sujet dès mon arrivée à l’Université de la Polynésie 
Française (2001). Il s’agit d’une étude expérimentale, menée en collaboration avec 
Jean-Christophe Géminard et Patrick Rigord de l'Ecole Normale Supérieure de Lyon 
et Valérie Vidal de l’Institut de Physique du Globe de Paris.  

Nous nous intéressons à l’écoulement d’un fluide dans un matériau granulaire. 

L’appareillage expérimental a été construit et financé par l'Ecole Normale Supérieure de Lyon 

et ensuite installé dans les locaux de l’université à Tahiti. L’écoulement d’un fluide dans un 

matériau granulaire constitue le paradigme d’une multitude de systèmes réels dans les 

domaines de la physique, la géophysique, de l’ingénierie civile et des applications 

industrielles [1-4]. La compréhension du phénomène est donc d’une grande importance. 

Figure 3.4 : Schéma du montage expérimental préliminaire. Dans le cylindre supérieur de la partie A est placé 
le matériau granulaire qui repose sur une grille mince l’empêchant de s’écouler vers le réservoir inférieur. 
Le réservoir de la partie B, qui peut être déplacé verticalement, permet d’imposer une surpression a priori
constante entre les deux surfaces horizontales de la colonne de matériau. Le débit résultant est mesuré au 
moyen des instruments représentés dans la partie C.

Notre système expérimental (figure 3.4) a été conçu pour mesurer l’écoulement vertical d’un 

fluide qui passe à travers une colonne de matériau granulaire (billes de verre calibrées). 

L’expérience diffère du travail classique de Darcy sur l’écoulement d’un liquide au travers 
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d’un matériau poreux [5] par le fait que les grains sont, dans notre configuration, libres de se 

mouvoir selon la verticale.  Nos premières mesures montrent l’existence d’une instabilité de 

la colonne granulaire. En effet, nous avons montré l’existence d’une vitesse critique vc qui ne 

dépend que de la taille des billes de la colonne et non pas de leur nombre. Au-dessous de vc le 

fluide s’écoule sans que les grains de la colonne soient mis en mouvement. Au-delà de vc la 

colonne granulaire est déstabilisée. 

Figure 3.5 : Vue du haut. Le diamètre des dômes est toujours égal à 32 grains, indépendamment de la taille des 
billes. 

Vue du haut (Figure 3.5), on peut observer l’apparition d’un dôme dont le diamètre est 

toujours égal à 32 grains, indépendamment de la taille des billes. La mise en évidence du 

dôme a été faite à l’aide d’un appareil photo numérique. Cette méthode de mesure ne permet 

pas de mettre en évidence la dynamique du système. En effet, la fréquence d’acquisition d’un 

appareil photo est trop petite pour les vitesses en jeu dans le système (≈ cm/s). 
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3.4.1 Mes publications sur le sujet 

I. Localized instability of a thin granular layer submitted to an ascending liquid flow. P. 
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November (2005).
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Abstract Using a very simple experimental setup, we study
the response of a thin layer of immersed granular mate-
rial to an ascending liquid-flow; a pressure difference �P is
imposed between the two horizontal free surfaces of a thin
layer of glass beads, such that the liquid tends to flow up-
wards, and the resulting flow-rate v is measured.As generally
observed in fluidized beds, the layer destabilizes when the
pressure force exactly compensates the weight of the grains.
At the free surface, one then observes the formation of a local-
ized fountain of granular material the characteristic size of
which is found to be proportional to the grain size and, sur-
prizingly, independent of both the flow-rate and the thickness
of the granular layer. Simple theoretical arguments account
for the main experimental features.

Keywords Fluidized beds · Instability · Flow localization

1 Introduction

Understanding the mechanical behavior of immersed gran-
ular materials is of great practical importance as assemblies
of grains immersed in a fluid are involved in many industrial
processes (for instance, fluidized beds in which the grains are
usually suspended by means of an ascending air-flow [1]) or
geophysical situations (for instance, sand ripples, which form
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on the ocean floor, play an important role in the transport of
sediments [2]).

Submitted to shear, granular matter has been identified
to present friction-like mechanical-properties [3]; the mate-
rial starts flowing only for a large enough shear-stress and,
when the grains are flowing, the shear-stress only slightly
depends on the shear-rate. It is important to notice that, in
most of the experimental situations, submitted to shear, gran-
ular materials only flow within a thin layer, which is usually
of about a few grain-size thick [4]. These conclusions hold
true even when the grains are immersed in a liquid [5]. The
presence of the interstitial fluid (gas or liquid) can lead, in
some experimental situations, to puzzling phenomena. For
instance, in the case of fine powders, J. Duran observed the
formation of droplets from a thin tapped granular-layer [6]
and, when placed on an inclined surface, these droplets are
shown to climb the slope [7]; these observations can be ac-
counted by the air flow within the grains. Another puzzling
example is provided by the sedimentation dynamics of a col-
loidal gel during which one observes a fast sedimentation
process accompanied by a localized destabilization of the
upper free-surface [8]; we can consider that, during sedimen-
tation, the assembly of colloidal particles is submitted to an
ascending liquid-flow that destabilizes the granular packing.
In order to better understand such phenomena, which often
involve a localization of the grains motion, it seems relevant
to study the effect of a flow of the interstitial fluid within the
solid grains.

Interested in the filtering of water, H. Darcy studied the
flow of water through a granular packing at rest and estab-
lished his famous empirical law that relates the flow-rate
to the pressure gradient [9]. However, in practice, the re-
sponse of the granular material can be slightly more complex.
For instance, in the case of a deformable granular medium,
the flow can induce a permeability anisotropy [10]. These
studies apply to cases in which the fluid flow tends to com-
pact the granular packing. To the contrary, a large ascending
air- or liquid-flow can be used to fluidize the granular mate-
rial [1]. Fluidized beds have been widely studied because
of their very important engineering applications [11–13]: for
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instance, many industrial devices are used to mix, sort, dry or
thermally treat the solid grains. In general, the efficiency of
the process depends on the homogeneity of the flow in planes
perpendicular to the main upward liquid or gaseous flow that
insures the fluidization of the granular material. Thus, most
of the devices roughly consist of a vertical cylinder, the height
of which is much larger than its diameter. Even if one can
distinguish the spouted beds in which the fluid is locally in-
jected at the bottom of the granular column [14], the gas or
liquid is generally forced to flow homogeneously from the
bottom at a well-controlled constant flow-rate. The different
regimes observed when the flow-rate is changed have been
widely studied and empirical or theoretical descriptions of
the main experimental features are available. However, in
order to account for observations in small-size systems (for
instance, the droplets cited above [6,7]), it is relevant to con-
sider cases in which the dimension of the system in the direc-
tion of the flow compares to the characteristic size of the
structures that appear within the bed.

In the present article, we aim at the description of the
destabilization of a thin immersed granular-layer submitted
to an ascending liquid flow: We shall see that the destabi-
lization of the layer generally leads to the appearance of a
single localized instability. We consider that the layer is thin
as long as the depth of the bed remains of the order of the
characteristic size of the structure in the horizontal plane.
Special attention has been paid to the design of a very sim-
ple experimental setup that makes it possible to impose a
homogeneous hydraulic pressure-difference across a hori-
zontal granular layer and to measure the resulting flow-rate.
We determine the transition between the stable and unsta-
ble layer as well as the geometrical characteristics of the
instability observed at the free surface. The observations are
accounted by simple theoretical arguments.

2 Experimental setup

The experiment consists in measuring the liquid flow result-
ing from a pressure difference imposed to water between the
upper and lower free-surfaces of an immersed layer of granu-
lar material. The experimental setup is made of three different
parts (Fig. 1): One finds the sample in part A, whereas the
overpressure �P is imposed by the system presented in part
B. Finally, we use the tools sketched in part C to measure the
resulting flow-rate.

A granular layer (thickness h) is confined by a vertical
cylinder (total height 20 cm, top of the experimental setup in
part A) and lies at the bottom on a thin metallic grid (squares,
100 µm, thickness ∼0.2 mm), which avoids the grains to fall
down into the lower chamber. The inner diameter d of the
cylinder can be varied (d = 3.4 or 9.1 cm) and, in order
to avoid the grains to slide at the side-walls and jetting to
possibly occur preferably at the boundaries, glass spheres
are glued onto the inner surface (diameter 400 µm, always
larger than the typical grain-size). The whole system is filled
with water and, when an ascending flow is imposed through

the column of grains, the excess of water freely overflows at
the top end of the vertical cylinder. Thus, in our experimental
conditions, the height of liquid above the grains is constant
(accuracy 1 mm) and does not depend on the flow-rate, v. In
addition, we image the free surface of the granular material
along the vertical with the help of a digital camera.

The constant pressure difference �P is imposed to the
system as follows: The lower chamber of part A is connected
through a flexible pipe to the container of part B, which can
be displaced up and down along the vertical (accuracy 1 mm).
Water from tap is injected at the bottom of the moveable con-
tainer and the excess of water freely flows out to the sink
through a hole situated above. The water level in the cham-
ber does not depend on the liquid flow in the pipe connecting
parts A and B and is known to within 1 mm. We denote �z

the height difference between the free surfaces of water in
parts A and B, so that the pressure difference between the
bottom and the top of the granular column writes �PT =

ρg
(

�z + h
)

where ρ ≃ 103 kg m−3 is the density of water

and g ≃ 10 m s−2, the acceleration due to gravity. The rela-
tion holds true as long as hydrostatics applies (i.e. as long
as the water-flow does not lead to any significant pressure
drop in the pipes and containers. We discuss this point in the
next section 3. In the following, we denote �P ≡ ρg�z the
contribution of the height difference �z to the overpressure
�PT ; �P then excludes the equilibrium contribution ρgh of
the hydrostatics, and according to this definition, the water
tends to flow upwards when �P > 0. The maximum height
difference is �z = 10 cm, corresponding to �P ≃ 103 Pa,
whereas, taking into account the uncertainty in the liquid lev-
els, the accuracy in �P is about 30 Pa.

In order to characterize the ascending flow through the
granular material, the water is collected at the top of the ver-
tical tube (part A) and directed to a graduated cylinder (part
C). Depending on the experimental conditions, we measure
either the liquid volume V (within 1 mL) for a given time
τ or the time τ (within 0.1 s) for collecting a given volume
V . Taking into account the surface area A = π(d/2)2 of the
cylinder cross-section, we can define the flow-rate, or Darcy
velocity, v ≡ V/(Aτ), which is hence measured with an
accuracy better than 1%.

The granular material consists of spherical glass beads
(sodosilicate glass, Matrasur Corp.). The samples are fil-
trated, so that the size dispersion is roughly 10% of the mean
diameter φ of the grains (from 80 µm to 400 µm).

3 Experimental results and interpretation

The experimental procedure is as follows: A given amount of
granular material (up to 60 mL, the corresponding height h

can be either larger or smaller than the inner diameter d) is
placed in the vertical cylinder of part A. The sample is then
stirred in order to remove any air bubble still trapped in the
granular material. A pressure difference �P is imposed by
lifting the container of part B up to a chosen vertical position.
After a short transient, the system reaches a steady regime
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Fig. 1 Sketch of the experimental setup. The granular layer (part A, at the center) is subjected to an ascending water-flow imposed by changing
the vertical position of the container sketched in part B (on the left-hand side). The resulting flow-rate is measured with the tools sketched in part
C (on the right-hand side) [see text for details]

during which we measure the flow-rate v and image the free
surface.

3.1 Typical response of the granular layer

We report in figure 2 the typical behavior of v in the steady-
state as a function of �P . One observes two linear regimes
on both sides of a sharp transition which occurs at the crit-
ical pressure-difference �P ∗. For �P < �P ∗, v is propor-
tional to �P , and observation of the free surface from above
proves that the granular material remains at rest in this regime.
For �P > �P ∗, v depends linearly on �P according to
v = v∗ + S(�P − �P ∗) (the slope S is larger than the slope
measured below the transition). In this regime, some grains
move; at the free surface of the granular layer, the motion of
the grains is marked by the appearance of a small bump that
moves freely and explores randomly the whole cross-section
of the cylinder (Fig. 3).

In order to understand how the grains start moving at the
transition, we reproduce the experiment in a 2D-cell1. The
experimental setup is similar to that presented in section 2
but the cylinder of part A is replaced by a thin cell consisting
of two glass plates (8 × 10 cm2) spaced by 1 cm. The system
is then imaged from the side. We observe that, at �P = �P ∗,
the whole granular layer dilates. A rapid subsequent destabi-
lization of the “floating” granular-layer occurs; at the bottom
of the cell appears locally a region in which the density of

1 As we are only aiming at the qualitative description of the grains
motion associated with the destabilization process, quantitative mea-
surements have not been performed in the 2D setup.

the granular material is clearly less than the overall density.
This region grows quickly in the vertical direction (Fig. 4),
leading to the formation of a stable column of fluidized gran-
ular material which connects the bottom to the top of the
granular layer. Simultaneously, the grains outside the fluid-
ized region deposit back on the grid and stop moving. In the
steady regime, the bump observed at the surface is a fountain
of grains that ends the fluidized column.

In the following, we describe quantitatively the response
of the granular layer to the liquid flow in the steady regime.
Simple theoretical arguments account for the experimental
observations.

3.2 Pressure-drop in the pipe

The experimental setup imposes a priori the pressure-differ-
ence �P across the granular layer. However, we point out
that this is not true above the transition when �P departs
significantly from �P ∗. Indeed, assuming a Poiseuille flow
in the pipe (diameter D ≃ 5 mm and length L ≃ 50 cm
typically) that connects the two containers of parts A and B,
we estimate the slope S = D4/(32ηLd2) ∼ 3.8 10−5 m2 s
kg−1 from the associated pressure drop. Experimentally, we
measure S = 4.7 10−5 m2 s kg−1 (Section 3.1). Our esti-
mate is of the same order of magnitude. Thus, at least for
�P > �P ∗, the flow-rate is mainly limited by the pressure-
drop in the experimental setup, which thus rather imposes the
flow-rate than a constant pressure-difference to the granular
layer. In the following, we denote �Pg , the pressure differ-
ence between the lower and the upper free surfaces of the
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Fig. 2 Flow rate v vs. pressure difference �P . Symbols: experimental
data. The response of the system to the imposed pressure difference �P
exhibits two different linear regimes on both sides of a sharp transition
[Cross: �P ∗ = 485 Pa, corresponding flow-rate v∗ = 0.57 mm s−1].
Solid line: �P < �P ∗, the flow-rate v is proportional to the pressure-
difference �P ; the system obeys Darcy law and we measure the intrinsic
permeability k = 26 µm2 (inset). Dashed line: �P > �P ∗, v increases
linearly with �P with the slope S = 4.7 10−5 m2 s kg−1 (φ = 280 µm,
h = 22 mm, d = 3.4 cm)

granular material. In order to take into account the pressure
drop in the setup, which cannot strictly be neglected even at
small �P , we write �Pg = �P − v/S. However, we note
that the correction is small when �P < �P ∗ [We measure
(�P ∗ − �P ∗

g )/�P ∗ < 3% (Fig. 2)].

3.3 Critical pressure difference �P ∗
g

Destabilization of the granular layer occurs at the critical
pressure difference �P ∗, associated with the critical flow-rate
v∗. The critical values are accurately defined by the intersec-
tion of the two linear interpolations of v(�P ) on both sides
of the transition [Cross in Fig. 2]. Experimentally, the criti-
cal pressure difference �P ∗

g does not depend on the diameter
of the cylinder d whereas it is found to be proportional to
the thickness h according to �P ∗

g = ρ∗
expgh with ρ∗

exp =

(0.80 ± 0.01) 103 kg m−3 (Fig. 5).
In order to understand this experimental result, we esti-

mate the pressure difference �P
f l
g associated with the flu-

idized granular column. We assume that, for �Pg = �P ∗
g ,

the grains are only suspended by the liquid flow and do not

move. From hydrostatics, �P
f l
g = c(ρg − ρ)gh where ρg =

2.19 103 kg m−3 is the density of glass and c the volume
fraction of the grains. We measured, in addition, the density
cρg = (1.53 ± 0.05) 103 kg m−3 of the granular material at

Fig. 3 Picture of the free-surface above the threshold.At the onset of the
instability, one observes a small bump that moves freely and explores
randomly the whole cross-section of the cylinder. The motion of the
bump is marked by the unevenness of the free-surface (v = 1.2 mm s−1,
φ = 142 µm, h = 16 mm, d = 9.1 cm)

Fig. 4 Side-view of the fluidized granular column. At the onset of the
instability, the whole granular layer slightly dilates and then destabi-
lizes; from the side, one observes, at the bottom of the container, the
nucleation of a localized region of smaller compacity (surrounded by
the white dots) that quickly develops and reaches the upper free-surface
(φ = 360 µm, h ≃ 55 mm)

rest, and deduced c = (0.70±0.03). From these experimental
values, we obtain ρ∗

hyd ≡ c(ρg − ρ) = (0.83 ± 0.03) 103 kg

m−3, which is only slightly larger than ρ∗
exp [We note that,

as c is expected to be smaller when approaching the transi-
tion because of the slight dilation of the granular layer, the

corresponding value of �P
f l
g is expected to slightly overes-

timate the real pressure difference]. The quantitative agree-
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Fig. 5 Pressure-difference �P∗
g vs. thickness h. Full symbols: φ =

360 µm; open symbols: φ = 280 µm. The pressure difference mea-
sured at the transition is proportional to the thickness of the granular
layer and does not depend on the bead diameter φ

ment between the estimated, ρ∗
hyd , and measured, ρ∗

exp, values

of ρ∗ shows that the instability occurs when the pressure force
counterbalances the weight of the immersed granular layer,
in agreement with former studies of fluidized beds [11–13].
The result also agrees with the observation that the granular
layer is slightly lifted for �P = �P ∗.

3.4 The granular layer at rest (�Pg < �P ∗
g )

When �Pg < �P ∗
g , we do not observe any motion of the

grains. By changing the diameter d of the tube and the thick-
ness h of the granular layer, we show that the flow-rate v

obeys Darcy law:

v =
k

η

�Pg

h
(1)

where η = 10−3 kg m−1 s−1 denotes the dynamic viscosity
of water2. We determine the intrinsic permeability, k from the
slope v/�Pg . For instance (Fig. 2), we obtain k = (26.6 ±

0.2) µm2 for φ = (280±30) µm. This value is in fairly good
agreement with the empirical Kozeny-Carman relation [15]

k =
(1 − c)3

c2

φ2

180
(2)

which leads to k = (27 ± 16) µm2 for c = (0.70 ± 0.03).
We report, in addition, measurements of the flow rate

v∗ at �P ∗
g . We know from section 3.3 that �P ∗

g does not
depend on the grain diameter φ and, from equation (2), we
expect k ∝ φ2 in the theory. In good agreement with this
theoretical prediction, v∗ is observed to increase almost like
φ2 (Fig. 6). Nevertheless, interpolation of the experimental
results into a power law gives v∗ ∝ φα with α = 2.25 ± 0.3.
The exponent α is found slightly larger than 2. We measured,
in addition, a slight increase of the volume fraction c when
the bead diameter φ is increased (c ranges from 0.67 to 0.72

2 Note that we did not check the dependance on the fluid viscosity
η. By construction, the experimental setup does not make it possible to
easily use another fluid than water from tap.
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Fig. 6 Critical flow-rate v∗ vs. bead diameter φ. Inset: log-log plot.
Symbols: experimental data. Solid line: v∗ ∝ φα withα = 2.25. Dashed
line: v∗ ∝ φ2

for φ = 90 to 715 µm), which is likely to explain that the
experimental value of α is larger than 2. The polydispersity of
the samples may be responsible for the measured changes in
both the compacity c and the intrinsic permeability k. Note
that there exists, in the literature [11–13], several relations
which can account for the variations of k for polydisperse
samples and irregular grains. The lack of precise character-
ization of our samples does not allow us to discuss further
this point. However, our experimental results prove that, in
this regime, the response of the granular layer is that of a
usual porous material.

3.5 The granular layer above the transition (�Pg > �P ∗
g )

For �Pg > �P ∗
g , the grains move and one observes from the

side a column of fluidized granular material, which ends at
the free surface by a localized fountain. Seen from above, the
fountain exhibits a well-defined typical diameter, which we
discuss in the next section 3.5.1.

3.5.1 Typical size of the localized instability

Whereas the height of the fountain above the free surface of
the granular layer largely fluctuates in time, its diameter � in
the horizontal plane is almost constant, independent of both
the pressure difference �P and the height h. We point out
that the random motion of the fountain at the free surface
of the layer attests that its geometry is also not governed by
the inner diameter d of the container. We measure � ≃ 32φ,
where φ is the typical diameter of the grains. The result holds
true even when the thickness h is less than � (we performed
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experiments with grains having diameters between 315 and
400 µm and heights h = 3 mm and 6 mm, corresponding
respectively to 8 and 16 layers of grains).

We can recover the scaling law � ∝ φ by writing the
total volume flow-rate through the granular layer QT in the
form QT = QC + QL where QC denotes the flow-rate in
the fluidized column and QL the flow-rate in the remaining
part of the granular layer which is at rest. Assuming that the
pressure difference across the granular layer �Pg is homoge-
neous in the whole system and that the stream lines remain
vertical, we can write QC =

π
4
�2JC and QL =

π
4
(d2 −

�2)JL where JC and JL denote the currents in the column
and in the layer at rest respectively (Fig. 7). From equation
(1), we get JL = (k/η)(�Pg/h). Assuming a Poiseuille flow

in the fluidized column, we write JC = (�2/32ηf )(�sPg/h)

where ηf stands for the viscosity of the fluidized material.
With these assumptions,

QT =

[π

4
(d2

− �2)
k

η
+

π

128ηf

�4
]�Pg

h
(3)

and reaches a maximum value for �2 = 16k(ηf /η). From

equation (2), which shows that k ∝ φ2, we recover � ∝ φ,
independent of h and �Pg .

We do not expect any quantitative agreement between our
oversimplified model and the experiment. Indeed, in order to
obtain � = 32φ, one must take ηf /η ∼ 2 × 105. From
equation (3), we then expect the variation of the flow-rate
associated with the instability to be δQT /QT ∼ 4%. Thus,
our simple argument fails to account for the large variation
of the slope dv/d(�P ) at the transition. The phenomenon is
likely to be explained by a drastic change in the compacity
c of the whole granular layer for �Pg > �P ∗

g in agreement
with the observation that, at the transition, the whole gran-
ular layer is slightly lifted by the flow before the localized
instability appears. Nevertheless, we note that there exist sev-
eral theoretical or empirical models that relate the viscosity
ηf to the corresponding compacity cf of the fluidized mate-
rial [16]. Whatever the model, such large value of ηf /η is
explained by cf only slightly smaller than c. For instance, by
using Mooney’s relation [17], which states that:

ηf

η
= exp

( 2.5cf

1 − cf /c

)

, (4)

Fig. 7 Sketch of the theoretical situation. We assume that the grains
only move in a cylinder of diameter �, whereas they remain at rest
elsewhere in the granular layer

we get cf ∼ 0.61, roughly 10% smaller than c. The compac-
ity of the fluidized material that flows would be only 10%
less than that of the material at rest.

Thus, in spite of numerous assumptions, our simple model
makes possible to recover that the typical diameter � of the
localized instability scales like the typical grain size φ and is
independent of both the thickness h of the granular layer and
the pressure difference �Pg .

3.5.2 Flow rate v (�Pg > �P ∗
g ).

Above the transition, neglecting the pressure drop due to the
granular layer, we can write �P = �P ∗

g + v/S where �P ∗
g

stands for the contribution of hydrostatics in the fluidized
granular column and v/S to the pressure drop in the experi-
mental setup.As a consequence, v can be rewritten in the form
v = S(�P −�P ∗)+ v∗ provided that v∗ = S(�P ∗ −�P ∗

g ).
Thus, v∗ corresponds to the water flow-rate associated with
the pressure-difference necessary for counterbalancing the
weight of the granular layer. This explains the offset in the
v(�P ) characteristics [v(�P ) reaches the �P -axis at a finite
pressure difference].

4 Conclusion

An thin immersed granular layer, subjected to an ascend-
ing liquid-flow, destabilizes when the pressure force coun-
terbalances the weight of the granular material. Instead of
being homogeneously lifted by the liquid flow, the granular
material locally destabilizes: a channel of less dense material
nucleates at the bottom and quickly reaches the upper free
surface. The resulting steady situation consists of a column

Fig. 8 Second instability at the free surface. Whereas the diameter �
does not depend on the flow-rate, further increase of �P can lead to
the nucleation of a second fountain which also moves freely at the free
surface (φ = 142 µm, h = 16 mm, d = 9.1 cm)
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of fluidized material that connects the bottom to the top of
the granular layer. Observation of the free surface exhibits a
small fountain of grains, which typical diameter is of about
32 times the grains diameter: the result can be, at least quali-
tatively accounted, by a simple theoretical argument based on
the optimization of the flow-rate at a given imposed pressure
difference.

Nevertheless, even if we obtained reliable informations
from these preliminary experiments, the setup presents sev-
eral flaws which avoid exploring further the phenomenon. For
instance, the results demonstrate that the experimental setup
fails in imposing the pressure difference across the granular
layer. Increasing further �P above �P ∗, we observed the
appearance of a second fountain at the free surface of the
granular layer (Fig. 8). The fact that this second instability
occurs at larger �P may be explained by a pressure drop in
the tubes resulting from the first instability at �P ∗, which
is associated with a noticeable increase in the flow-rate. In
order to better understand the phenomenon, we are planning
to impose the flow-rate and measure the resulting pressure
at the bottom of the layer. In addition, increasing the diame-
ter of the container will make it possible to analyze the free
motion of the fountains at the free surface and the interac-
tion between them. This work will be extended to the case
of binary mixtures of granular materials in order to under-
stand the role of the polydispersity. These experiments are in
preparation.

The authors thank H. Gayvallet and F. Melo for fruitful
discussions.
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4 SYSTÈMES DYNAMIQUES

4.1 Dynamique et statistique du laser à électrons l ibres (FEL) 

J’ai commencé à collaborer sur ce sujet avec l’équipe de Stefano Ruffo de 
l’Université de Florence en Italie à l’occasion de mon séjour en tant que chercheur 
invité en septembre 2004. J’avais déjà travaillé sur ce sujet lors de mon année de 
stage de Laurea auprès de l’équipe Turbulence-Plasma de Marseille en 1995/96. Il 
s’agit d’une étude théorique et numérique. 

En 1990, un Hamiltonien a été proposé pour étudier la dynamique d’un laser à  électrons 

libres (LEL) à un seul passage [1]. Il traduit l’interaction onde-particule entre la radiation et 

les électrons. Ce formalisme Hamiltonien permet une approche mécanistique de problèmes 

classiques en physique des plasmas, comme l’amortissement de Landau ainsi que l’instabilité 

plasma-faisceau d’électrons. En outre, cet Hamiltonien correspond à une généralisation 

directe du modèle champ moyen que le groupe de S. Ruffo a étudié de manière intensive ces 

dernières années [2]. Dans la physique des systèmes à longue portée, et en physique des 

plasmas en particulier, il a été montré que dans la région d’instabilité, l’amplification de 

l’onde avait lieu en deux étapes successives.  

a. Il y a d’abord une croissance exponentielle vers un état quasi-stationnaire, 

inférieur à la valeur prédite par la statistique de Boltzmann-Gibbs.  

b. Dans un deuxième temps, le système relaxe lentement vers le plateau prédit par 

la physique statistique de Boltzmann-Gibbs. 

Le second temps de relaxation croit de manière algébrique avec le nombre de particules N, de 

telle manière que la deuxième étape n’existe plus dans la limite continue (N � ∞). 
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Figure 4. 1 : Espace des phases à la fin de la croissance exponentielle (a), pendant la relaxation (b) et après la 
formation de la macro-particule  (c). d) Evolution spatial de l’intensité de la radiation. 

Les simulations numériques montrent que les premières particules piégées par le champ 

électrique se comportent comme une macro-particule en résonance avec le champ, figure 4.1. 

Les particules restantes sont uniformément distribuées dans l’espace des phases, confinées 

entre des limites oscillantes. Cette observation suggère l’introduction d’un Hamiltonien 

simplifié à quatre degrés de libertés. Les résultats obtenus sont en très bon accord avec les 

données issues de l’Hamiltonien original à N degrés de libertés.  

[1]   R. Bonifacio et al., Rivista del Nuovo Cimento, 13, 1 (1990) 

[2]   J. Barré, T. Dauxois, G. De Ninno, D. Fanelli, S. Ruffo, Phys. Rev. E 69, 045501 (2004) 

4.1.1 Mes publications sur le sujet 

I. Wave-particle interaction: from plasma physics to the free-electron laser. A. 
Antoniazzi, G. De Ninno, D. Fanelli, A. Guarino and S. Ruffo. Journal of Physics Vol 
7, 143-153 (2005)

a) b) c)

d)
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Wave-particle interaction: from plasma physics to

the free-electron laser

A Antoniazzi1, G De Ninno2, D Fanelli1,3, A Guarino1,4 and S Ruffo1

1 Dipartimento di Energetica ”S. Stecco” and CSDC, Università di Firenze and INFN, via S.
Marta 3, 50139 Firenze, Italy
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4 Université de la Polynesie Francaise, B.P. 6570 Faa’a Aereoport, Tahiti, French Polynesia

E-mail: duccio.fanelli@cmb.ki.se

Abstract. We discuss the analogies between two classical models of the single-pass free
electron laser dynamics and of the beam-wave plasma instability. Moreover, a formal bridge
between the two areas of investigation is established. This connection is here exploited to derive
a reduced Hamiltonian formulation for the saturated regime of the free electron laser.

1. Introduction

Free-Electron Lasers (FELs) are coherent and tunable radiation sources. A FEL has the optical
properties characteristic of conventional lasers such as high spatial coherence. Nevertheless,
it differs from conventional lasers in using a relativistic electron beam as its lasing medium,
as opposed to bound atomic or molecular states, hence the term free-electron. The physical
mechanism responsible for light amplification and, eventually, for the laser effect, is the
interaction between an optical wave and the relativistic electron beam co-propagating through
the magnetostatic periodic field generated by an undulator. Due to the effect of the magnetic
field, electrons are forced to follow sinusoidal trajectories, thus emitting synchrotron radiation.
This radiation, which is known as spontaneous emission, is then amplified until the laser effect
is reached.

Among the different schemes, single-pass, high-gain FELs are currently attracting growing
interests [1], as they are promising sources of powerful and coherent light in the UV and X
ranges [2, 3, 4]. It is therefore important to provide the community with efficient theoretical
tools and explore new strategies to optimize the performance of the device.

About two decades ago [5], a Hamiltonian model was introduced to describe the coupled
evolution of the radiation field and the beam particles. Despite the approximations involved,
this simplified approach captures the main features of the FEL dynamics. This observation is
supported by systematic comparisons with numerical simulations based on more refined schemes
[6, 7]. Furthermore, this Hamiltonian describes the essential features of wave-particle interaction,
hence it represents a quite universal phenomenon, of paramount importance in a large class of
physical systems.

Institute of Physics Publishing Journal of Physics: Conference Series 7 (2005) 143–153
doi:10.1088/1742-6596/7/1/012 Chaotic Transport and Complexity in Fluids and Plasmas

143© 2005 IOP Publishing Ltd
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As an example, consider the simplest case of kinetic plasma turbulence, i.e. the electron
beam plasma instability. When a weak electron beam is injected into a thermal plasma,
electrostatic modes at the plasma frequency (Langmuir modes) are destabilized. The self-
consistent interaction of Langmuir waves with particles is also characterized by a Hamiltonian,
which can be mapped onto the one introduced in Ref. [5] by properly redefining the set of
variables involved. Let us note that the Hamiltonian formalism of Ref. [8] allows to develop a
mechanical approach to classical plasma problems, which has led in the recent past to a large
amount of theoretical results, extensively discussed in Ref. [9].

In this paper we aim at establishing a formal bridge between the two above areas (FEL and
plasma), thus opening up the perspective of recasting in the field of single-pass FELs a whole
bunch of results originally derived in the framework of plasma physics.

As a first application, we consider the so called chaotic sea model [10], a simplified picture
to investigate the asymptotic saturation of the electric field of one Langmuir mode in the cold
beam plasma instability. By re-adapting the original work of Tennyson et al. [10], we obtain a
reduced Hamiltonian to model the FEL dynamics.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the one-dimensional model
of a FEL amplifier [5]. Section 3 presents a short account of the beam-plasma instability. In
Section 4 we derive the reduced Hamiltonian. In Section 5 we discuss possible extensions of the
present analysis. Finally, in Section 6 we draw some conclusions.

2. Model of Single-pass FEL

Let us first recall the equations governing the linear growth and saturation of a single pass FEL.
Hereafter we restrict our analysis to the steady-state regime. This allows to neglect the variation
of the electromagnetic wave, within the length of the electron pulse (small electron-radiation
slippage). Under the hypotheses of one dimensional motion and monochromatic radiation, the
equations for the jth electron of the beam coupled to the radiation read [5]

dθj

dz̄
= pj (1)

dpj

dz̄
= − [A exp(iθj) + c.c.]

dA

dz̄
=

1

N

N∑

j=1

exp(−iθj) := 〈exp(−iθ)〉 ,

where z̄ = 2kuρz is the rescaled longitudinal coordinate, which plays the role of time. In
the above equations, ρ = (awωp/(4cku))2/3/γr is the so-called Pierce parameter, γr being the

resonant energy, ku the wave vector of the undulator, ωp = (4πe2n/m)1/2 the plasma frequency.
As usual, c is the speed of light, e and m the charge and the mass of the electron and n is the
total electron number density. In addition, aw = (eBw/kumc2), where Bw is the rms undulator
field, for the case of a helical undulator. The phase θ is defined by θ = (k + ku)z − ωt and its
conjugate momentum p = (γ − γr)/(ργr). The scaled field amplitude A = (Ax, Ay) is a complex
vector, transversal to z 1.

We then assume

A =

√
I

N
exp(−iϕ) , (2)

1 As a side remark, we observe that the case of a linear undulator is recovered by performing the rescaling
aw → aw/

√
2 and setting Ay = 0.
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where I represents the rescaled laser intensity. Equations (1) hence become

dθj

dz̄
= pj (3)

dpj

dz̄
= −2

√
I

N
cos (θj − ϕ)

dI

dz̄
= 2

√
I

N

∑

j

cos (θj − ϕ)

System (3) can be derived from the following dimensionless Hamiltonian,

H =
∑

j

p2
j

2
+ 2

√
I

N

∑

j

sin (θj − ϕ) , (4)

which is written for (2N + 2) canonically conjugate electrons and field variables.
Let us now focus on the case of a monokinetic initial profile. In the region of instability, wave

amplification occurs in two consecutive steps. First the intensity of the radiation field grows
exponentially and then oscillates around a well defined plateau. The situation is instead more
complex if a finite dispersion of the initial velocity distribution has to be considered. The wave,
in fact, displays a slow relaxation toward the asymptotic plateau predicted by statistical physics
[11], but the saturated state is achieved for quite long times, well beyond the physical constraint
imposed by the geometry of the undulator. The relaxation time is also shown to increase with
the number of simulated particles N , indicating that this subsequent slow relaxation is driven
by finite N (discrete) effects. The interested reader may refer to [11] and references therein.

3. Single wave model for the weak-plasma instability

The Single Wave Model (SWM) has been introduced by O’Neil, Winfrey and Malmberg [12]
to describe the weak beam-plasma instability. The SWM derivation applies to the case of one-
dimensional, non-relativistic, electrostatic plasma. According to [12], the response of the plasma
and beam are treated separately. Further, the phase velocity of the unstable wave is assumed to
be larger than the velocity of background particles. Hence, the plasma responds non-resonantly
and trapping effects of plasma particles can be safely neglected.

Within this scenario the evolution of the system is self-consistently governed by the set of
equations [10]

dxj

dt
=

pj

m
(5)

dpj

dt
= −e (Ek exp(ikxj) + E−k exp(−ikxj))

dEk

dt
+ iωoEk =

4πe

kLǫ′

N∑

j=1

exp(−ikxj)

where xi and pi are, respectively, the particles positions and momenta. Ek stands for the
electric field, where the index k labels the most unstable mode. Here ω0 = kvΦ, vΦ being the
phase velocity of the unstable wave; L defines the periodicity length of the system. Further,
ǫ

′

:= ∂ǫ/∂ω|ω=ω0
, where ǫ is the plasma dielectric function [9].

The above equations can be derived from the Hamiltonian

H =
∑

j


p2

j

2
− 2e

k

√
4πI
Lǫ

cos (kxj − ψ)


 + ω0I (6)
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where we have used the additional relation

Ek = −i

√
4πI
Lǫ

exp(−iψ) . (7)

The fact that equations (5) follow from a Hamiltonian was first discovered by Mynik and
Kaufman [13]. Later on, Tennyson and coauthors formally established their Hamiltonian
derivation [10]. It is however worth observing that this analysis is developed in a pure kinetic
context, hence it relies on the Vlasov-Poisson description. A direct derivation of the self-
consistent picture, was instead proposed by Escande [14] and further refined by Antoni et al. [8].
By introducing

ωb =

[
4πe2N

mLǫ′

] 1

3

(8)

and performing the following change of variables [10]

τ = ωbt (9)

ζj = kxj − ω0t (10)

J =
k2

mω2
b

I (11)

ψ = ψ − ω0t (12)

to eliminate the frequency ω0, one obtains

H =
N∑

j=1


p2

j − 2

√
J

N
cos (ζj − ψ)


 , (13)

with (ψ, J) a canonically conjugate pair. The new positions ζi (canonically conjugate to pi) are
measured in a frame, comoving with the wave.

Hamiltonian (13) can be mapped onto (4) by setting

ζj → θj (14)

ψ → ϕ − π

2
(15)

J → I . (16)

The above relations establish a formal bridge between FELs and plasmas. Inspired by this
intriguing analogy, we will derive an effective Hamiltonian by adapting to the FEL case the
work of Tennyson et al [10], originally conceived for the beam-plasma instability.

4. The chaotic sea model for FEL dynamics

Equations (5) predict a linear exponential instability and a late oscillating saturation for the
amplitude of the electric field. Numerical simulations [12, 10] performed for a mono-kinetic
beam (cold-beam instability) indicate that the first particles trapped by the wave behave like
a large “macro-particle”, that evolves coherently in the resonance. The remaining particles are
almost uniformly distributed in phase space between two oscillating boundaries. This scenario
allowed Tennyson et al. [10] to introduce a simplified Hamiltonian model with only four degrees
of freedom: the wave, the macro-particle and the two boundaries delimiting the portion of space
occupied by the so-called chaotic sea.
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Aim of this Section is to adapt their derivation to the case of the FEL. Simulations for
system (1) are performed: in Figure 1, phase space snapshots, relative to different stages of
the evolution, are plotted. The Nm trapped particles form a clump that evolves as a single
macro-particle. We assume the macro-particle to be localized in (ζ, p).

Figure 1. Bottom: Evolution of the radiation intensity as follows from Eqs. (1). The simulation
is performed for an initial mono-energetic profile(γ = γr, 104 electrons). Particles are initially
uniformly distributed in space. Top: phase space portraits at different times (see pointers).

The particles of the surrounding halo are treated as a continuum with constant phase
space distribution, fc, between two sharp boundaries, namely p+(θ, z̄) and p−(θ, z̄). Hence
the distribution function f(θ, p, z̄) can be cast in the form

f(θ, p, z̄) = fc
{
Θ

[
p − p−(θ, z̄)

]
− Θ

[
p − p+(θ, z̄)

]}
, (17)

where Θ(·) stands for the Heaviside function.
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Figure 2. Sequence of phase space plots over one bounce period. Figures refer to
z̄ = 184(a), 185(b), 187(c), 188(d). The bulk of particles rotates in the wave’s separatrices.
Simulations are performed for the same choice of parameters of Fig. 1. Similar results are
found for a Water Bag initial profile.

Recalling Eqs. (3), the jth particle obeys to the following equation

θ̈j = −A exp(iθj) + c.c. := A . (18)

Hence f(θ, p, z̄) evolves according to the Vlasov equation

∂f

∂z̄
+ p

∂f

∂θ
= −A∂f

∂p
. (19)

By making use of (17), equation (19) reduces to

∂p+

∂z̄
+ p+

∂p+

∂θ
= −A (20)

∂p−

∂z̄
+ p−

∂p−

∂θ
= −A ,

generally referred to as the water-bag equations. Assuming

p± = p0
± + p̃± exp(iθ) + p̃∗

± exp(−iθ) , (21)
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the equations of motion become
(

∂

∂z̄
+ ip0

±

)
p̃± = −A, (22)

where p0
± represents the mean velocity and (̃·) stands here-on for the Fourier transform. The

spatial density nc(θ, z̄) of the chaotic sea can be calculated as

nc(θ, z̄) =

∫
f (θ, p, z̄) dp = fc [p+(θ, z̄) − p−(θ, z̄)] , (23)

where fc is fixed by the normalization condition and reads

fc =
Nc

2π
(
p0
+ − p0

−

) , (24)

Nc = N − Nm being the number of particles of the uniform sea. The density of the discrete
electron beam, nb(z̄) is

nb(z̄) =
N∑

j=1

δ(θ − θj). (25)

Hence, its Fourier transform reads

ñb(z̄) =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0
nb(θ, z̄)e−iθdθ =

1

2π

N∑

j=1

e−iθj . (26)

The third equation of system (1) can be re-written as:

dA

dz̄
=

2π

N
ñb(z̄) =

Nc

N

p̃+ − p̃−

p̃0
+ − p̃0

−

+
Nm

N
e−iζ , (27)

where we have separated the contributions of the inner bulk, located in ζ, and the extended
uniform halo.

Performing the additional change of variables

A → −iΦ (28)

p̃± → V± (29)

p̃0
± → ω± , (30)

equations (18),(22),(27) become respectively

ζ̈ = iΦeiζ − iΦ∗e−iζ (31)

V̇± = −iω±V± + iΦ

Φ̇ = i
Nc

N

V+ − V−

ω+ − ω−

+ i
Nm

N
e−iζ ,

which are identical to the Eqs.(52) in Tennyson et al. [10]. The above system can be cast in a
Hamiltonian form by introducing the new action variables

V+ =

√
I+∆ω

Nc
e−iϕ+ (32)

V− =

√
I−∆ω

Nc
eiϕ− , (33)
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where ∆ω := ω+ − ω− represents the width of the chaotic sea. In addition

Φ = iA =

√
I

N
e−i(ϕ−

π
2
) , (34)

where use has been made of equation (2). Finally the Hamiltonian reads

H =
p2

2Nm
+ω+I+−ω−I−−2α

[√
II+ sin(ϕ − ϕ+) −

√
II− sin(ϕ + ϕ−)

]
−2β

√
I sin(ϕ−ζ), (35)

where

α =

√
Nc

N∆ω
(36)

β =
Nm√

N
. (37)

The first three terms represent the kinetic energy of the macro-particle and the harmonic terms
associated with the oscillation of the chaotic sea boundaries . The remaining terms refer to the
interaction energy. Hamiltonian (35) allows for a simplified description of the late non linear
regime of the instability, provided the three parameters ω+, ω− and Nm are given. As a final
remark, we note that the value of Nm is determined by the number of initially trapped particles
and can be estimated as in Ref. [15]. The issue of providing a simplified description for ω+ and
ω− through dedicated numerical simulations will be addressed in a forthcoming publication.

5. Future perspectives

The above discussion applies when the resonant condition 〈γ〉0 = γr is satisfied, where 〈γ〉0 is
the mean energy of the electrons at the undulator’s entrance. As we shall see, the situation can
otherwise be more complex.

In FEL’s theory it is customary to introduce the so-called detuning parameter δ, in order to
measure the average relative deviation from resonance

δ = (〈γ〉20 − γ2
r )/(2ργ2

r ) . (38)

A linear analysis of equation (1) allows to determine the boundaries of the instability domain,
which are controlled by the value of δ and by the initial energy dispersion [11]. For a
monoenergetic electron beam, the instability disappears for δ > δc = (27/4)1/3. The dependence
of the average asymptotic intensity on the detuning δ is plotted in Fig. 3. As expected, a sharp
transition is observed for δ = δc. Below this critical threshold, the numerical curve agrees well
with the analytical prediction, based on statistical mechanics, derived in Ref. [11] (data not
shown).

We further analyze the phase space, for a given choice of δ, see portraits in Fig. 4. Following
the previous discussion, we identify a massive agglomerate that can be mimicked, as a first
approximation, by a single, localized, macro-particle. In addition, a hole spontaneously develops
and is maintained during the successive evolution. The rotation of the hole-clump dipole is
clearly displayed.

The formation of coherent structures in phase space is a well characterized phenomenon in
hydrodynamics and plasma physics experiments and simulations [16]. Similar features are also
found for planetary flows. The coherence of the dipole suggests the description of the system in
term of two macro-particles: one associated to the hole and the other to the massive core. In
the future we plan to investigate this phenomenon and to generalize the analysis of Section 4.
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Figure 3. Detuning curve: < |A|2 > is plotted as function of δ. Simulations are performed for
a monoenergetic initial profile.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we have compared the model [5] for a single pass FEL to the Single Wave Model [12],
that describes the dynamics of the electrostatic interaction of a cold electron beam and a plasma
wave. Both models are Hamiltonian and involve a large number of degrees of freedom. Their
formal equivalence is shown in Section 3. We have then discussed a simplified approach to the
FEL saturation, by revisiting a previous work of Tennyson et al. [10]. Following the strategy
in [10] we have reduced the system to an effective Hamiltonian with a few degrees of freedom.
This is not a merely academic point but could result in interesting applications, aiming at
improving the performance of the FEL device. It is in fact our plan to explore the possibility of
defining a new strategy to control the dynamics of the machine, through small but conveniently
chosen perturbations of its intrinsic dynamics. Very recently a new strategy to control the
dynamics of Hamiltonian systems has been proposed [17]. The main idea is to create (local)
transport barriers that are KAM tori in phase space, rather than following particular trajectories.
A collection of such barriers could provide a stabilization of the laser. The techniques developed
in Ref. [17] are shown to effectively work when applied to systems with a few degrees of freedom.
The extension of this method to larger systems is still an open issue, deserving further research.
Having derived a reduced Hamiltonian for the FEL, opens up the perspective of defining an
optimization procedure based on Ref. [17].
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Figure 4. Sequence of phase space plots over one bounce period. Figures refer to
z̄ = 181(a), 182(b), 183(c), 184(d). The bulk of particles rotates in the wave’s separatrices.
Simulations are performed for a monoenergetic initial profile. Here δ = 1.
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4.2 Dynamique de marche des personnes affectées par  une 
maladie neurodégénérative 

J’ai commencé à travailler sur ce sujet avec Timoteo Carletti de l’Université de 
Namur en Belgique et Duccio Fanelli de l’Université de Florence en Italie à 
l’occasion de mon séjour en tant que chercheur invité en septembre 2004. 

Une maladie neurodégénérative est une maladie due à la détérioration de certaines cellules 

nerveuses (neurones). L'altération des neurones affecte les mouvements ou le contrôle des 

mouvements [1]. Nous étudions la dynamique de marche [2] de personnes affectées par l’une 

de ces trois maladies neurodégénératives : la maladie de Parkinson (PD), la sclérose latérale 

amyotrophique (ALS), et la maladie de Huntington (HD). Nous disposons également de 

données de dynamique de marche de personnes saines (CRTL).  Si l’on suppose que chacun 

possède une « horloge interne » qui règle la marche, l’on peut alors supposer que la 

dynamique de marche est décrite par le modèle dynamique : 

xn+1 = xn + k (l0-xn) + σr Rn, 

où xn représente la longueur du n-ième pas, l0 la longueur du pas moyen (ou le « pas 

parfait »)  et  k est le paramètre de contrôle qui aide à stabiliser la marche. σr Rn est un bruit 

Gaussien de moyenne nulle et de variance σr. Si σr=0 le modèle est alors déterministe : si 0 < 

k < 2, alors xn converge vers l0 pour toute condition initiale. Nous avons montré que ce 

modèle reproduit les propriétés statistiques principales des séries expérimentales. De plus, 

l’analyse des séries expérimentales montrent que les paramètres k et σr dépendent du type de 

maladie et de sa progression (figure 4.2). 
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Figure 4.2 : Représentation graphique des intervalles de variabilité des couples (k,σr) calculés à partir des ( des 
mesures effectuées sur les patients. Les rectangles sont centrés sur les valeurs moyennes de k et σr, leur largeur 

est déterminée par les erreurs de mesure.  

Nos conclusions préliminaires nous amènent à penser qu’il est possible de discerner entre 

les différentes maladies, et donc, de mettre au point une méthode de diagnostic non invasive 

basée sur l’étude de la dynamique de marche. Nous pensons également qu’en étudiant la 

dynamique de marche en 2D, nous pourrions en savoir plus sur les effets que les maladies 

neurodégénératives ont sur les mouvements ou sur leur contrôle. Pour ce faire, nous 

travaillons à la mise au point d’un système de mesure 2D. 

____________________________________________________ 

[1] J.M. Schroder, J. Bohl and U. Vonbardeleben, Acta Neuropathol. 76, (1988), pp. 471. 

[2] A.L. Goldberger and al., PhysioBank, PhysioToolkit, and PhysioNet. Components of a New 

Research Resource for Complex Physiologic Signals, Circulation, 101, (23), (2000).  

4.2.1 Mes publications sur le sujet 

I. A new route to non invasive diagnosis in neurodegenerative disease ? T. Carletti, D. 

Fanelli and A. Guarino. Neurosciences Letters Vol. 394, Issue 3, pp. 252-255,(2006).
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Abstract

We propose a simple dynamical system to interpret the gait time series from patients affected by three neurodegenerative diseases: Parkinson,
Huntington and Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis. The model is shown to reproduce the main aspects of the experimental time series. Within
this scenario, quantitative differences in specific indicators are detected thus opening up the perspective for innovative, non invasive, diagnosis
procedures from direct measurements of gait dynamics.
© 2005 Elsevier Ireland Ltd All rights reserved.

Keywords: Time series; Dynamical systems; Neurodegenerative disease

Walking is a voluntary process, but stride-to-stride regulation of
gait is controlled by the nervous system in a largely automatic
fashion[8,9]. Disruption of any portion of the neural networks
involved in motor control can cause a person to produce unco-
ordinated and poorly controlled movements. Hence, detection
of anomalies in the walking process can reveal underlying neu-
rodegenerative disorders and eventually result in innovative and
non invasive diagnostic protocols.

A neurodegenerative disease is caused by the deterioration
of neurons. Changes in these cells cause them to function ab-
normally, eventually bringing about their death. Several experi-
ments carried out by independent research units have, in various
settings, measured gait time series from healthy subjects and pa-
tients affected by neurodegenerative pathologies such as Parkin-
son (PD), Huntington (HD) and Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis
(ALS) [1,5]. Statistical tools have often been employed to ex-
tract quantitative indicators aiming at characterizing the degree
of the disease[3–5].

In this paper we introduce an alternative approach by de-
veloping a simple dynamical model to interpret experimental
gait measurements. Although very simple, this model is shown

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +39 055 4796344; fax: +39 055 4224137.
E-mail addresses: timoteo.carletti@fundp.ac.be (T. Carletti),

duccio.fanelli@cmb.ki.se (D. Fanelli), guarino@upf.pf (A. Guarino).

to capture the important features of gait time series, therefore
providing a successful interpretative framework to develop in-
novative diagnostic strategies.

More specifically, we postulate the existence of a self-
regulatory mechanism that stabilizes walking. Healthy subjects
posses an “internal clock” which governs gait dynamics by in-
ducing a sequence of equally spaced steps, as a result of an
effective synchronization process. A respectively longer step is
generally followed by a shorter one, and vice versa, to approach
the mean ideal value. This natural tendency is here described
as the effect of a linear control term. Furthermore, we hypothe-
size the presence of a stochastic noise competing with the ideal
mechanisms above. Phenomenologically, this perturbative term
is introduced to account for transient impediment of motility
due to local neuromuscular failures. Punctual loss of ability in
controlling the muscles along neuromuscular pathways can also
occur in healthy individuals, the interaction with the surround-
ing environment being one possible source of disturbance. The
above qualitative picture is translated into the following mathe-
matical model:

xn+1 = xn + k(l0 − xn) + σrRn, (1)

wherexn denotes the stride-to-stride interval atnth step. Here,
thecontrol parameter k andaverage stride-to-stride lengthl0 are

0304-3940/$ – see front matter © 2005 Elsevier Ireland Ltd All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.neulet.2005.10.065
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positive quantities.1 Rn is a randomly distributedGaussian vari-
able with zero mean and variance equal to one;σr is a positive
parameter that controls the amplitude of the stochastic compo-
nent. Larger values ofσr would point to an inherent failure of
the neuromuscular architecture, possibly associated to the pro-
gression of an existing neurodegenerative pathology.

We choose to work in the so calledphase-space by introduc-
ing the finite difference of stride-to-stride interval as an effective
measure of the velocity, namelyvn = xn+1 − xn atnth step, and
label withσ2

x andσ2
v the variances, respectively, associated to

the distributions of thexn andvn. Assumingxn andRn to be
independent variables, one can straightforwardly show that:

σ2
v

σ2
x

= 2k, σ2
r = (2 − k)kσ2

x . (2)

A prove is provided in the annexed supplemental material.
Note that these relations hold true for infinitely long time series.
Dedicated numerical simulations have been performed to as-
sess their validity in our regime of long, but finite, experimental
series.

The phase-plane portrait displays a characteristic shape of a
rotated ellipse (see top left panel ofFig. 1). The inclination of
the ellipse with respect to the horizontal axis increases withk,
the largerσr the wider the ellipse. Clearly, one can always find
a reference frame where the ellipse assumes a canonical form,
with its major axis lying in the horizontal direction. Principal
Component Analysis (PCA)[6] allows to express the rotation
angleφ as a function ofk by means of the relation

tan 2φ =
2k

2k − 1
. (3)

The latter is found to be independent of the noiseσr. Further,
note that the apparent singularity atk = 0.5 is due to the fact that
for this value,σx andσv are equal and henceφ is not univocally
defined.

Based on the above theoretical picture, we propose a new
strategy to address the analysis of the experimental gait time
series. Data are obtained from the Physiobank database[1]
and have already been discussed in a series of preceding
publications [3,4]. Three pathologies are here investigated:
PD, HD and ALS.2 Healthy patients (CTRL) represent a
natural control and provide the reference case to measure the
progression of the illness.

Subjects were instructed to walk at their normal pace along a
77-m long hallway for 5 min. To measure the gait rhythm and the
timing of the gait cycle, force-sensitive insoles[2] were placed
in the subject’s shoe. These inserts produce a measure of the
force applied to the ground during ambulation. Elaborating this
information, the stride time or duration of the gait cycle, i.e.
the time from initial contact of one foot to subsequent contact of

1 Note that puttingσr = 0 results in a fully deterministic model: if 0< k < 2,
for all initial condition,xn converges tol0. In other words after a large enough
number of steps, all stride-to-stride intervals are close together and close tol0.

2 All the Subjects were recruited from the Neurology Outpatient Hunting-
ton’s Disease Clinic at Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH). The age ranges
between 36 and 70 years old[3,4].

same foot, was determined for each stride.3 The interested reader
may find further details about the data collection protocol and
the experimental apparatus in[1,3,4].

Note that the patients walk back and forth following a linear
path. As the opposite turning points are approached, the walking
differs significantly from the unconstrained,free gait dynamics.
To avoid the artificial bias induced by this boundaries effect, we
removed the points belonging to the experimental time series that
were distant more than one standard deviation from the mean
(median filter). A similar strategy was adopted in[3,4]. Phase-
space portraits are plotted from the measured data and display
the characteristic elliptic profile (top right panel inFig. 1), al-
ready observed within our simplified theoretical scenario. This
qualitative agreement motivates us to inspect quantitatively the
analogies. For instance, one can geometrically estimate the an-
gleφexp that measures the inclination of the experimental elliptic
halo. Assuming Eq.(1) to model the dynamics, it is therefore
possible to extract an estimate of the parameterk from each set
of measured data, by inserting the value ofφexp in Eq. (3) and
solving fork. Moreover, one can evaluate the variancesσ2

x and
σ2

v from the experimental time series, these estimates being in-
dependent from the above measure ofk. Surprisingly, the ratio
σ2

x/σ2
v scales linearly withk, the slope being 2 as predicted by the

theory developed above. Importantly, this behaviour holds true
both for healthy subjects and patients affected by PD, ALS and
HD, as clearly demonstrated inFig. 1. The excellent predictive
adequacy of model(1) confirms the validity of our interpretative
framework.4

Furthermore, we calculateσr using the estimates forσx and
k. The values ofk andσr relative to the same pathologies are
averaged together and pictorially represented inFig. 1 (bottom
right), with the associated errors. Results indicate that both the
linear control parameter and the noise amplitude are directly in-
fluenced by the type of disease, the pairs (k, σr) being localized
in different portions of the parameters space. This conclusion is
further strengthen by performing a dedicatedt-test[7], whose re-
sults are enclosed inTable 1. The ranges relative to ALS and HD
patients are completely disjointed from the one corresponding
to the healthy subjects. This is a crucial observation that could
possibly allow to define new, non invasive, diagnostic protocols
for neurodegenerative disease.

In addition, we investigated possible dependencies ofk on
the age (years) of the patients and limited this analysis to the
case of healthy and PD subjects. As concerns healthy individ-
uals, the values ofk and the age are apparently uncorrelated.
On the contrary, for the PD, we found a positive correlation be-
tweenk and the age of the patients. A simple linear regression
returns a slope 0.007± 0.003, the correlation coefficient being

3 Walking at constant speed, this amounts to access a direct measure of relative
step extension.

4 Stride-to-stride measurements of footfall contact times are acquired for about
300 s. In developing our investigations, we analyzed the records from 10 indi-
viduals affected by the ALS, 19 patients with HD, 11 subjects with PD and 14
healthy reference persons. After the median filter, the average number of ele-
ments constituting the time series is calculated for each of the above categories
and read, respectively, 172 (ALS), 196 (HD), 213 (PD), 220 (CTRL).
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Fig. 1. Top left panel: phase space portrait as originated from(1). The plot refers to the parameters choicel0 = 1, k = 0.69 andσr = 0.02. Top right panel: phase
space portrait as obtained from the experimental time series. The data refers to a healthy individual. Bottom left: Plotof σ2

x/σ2
v as function ofk for healthy control

individuals CTRL (triangles), patients affected by the PD (circles), HD patients (squares) and ALS subjects (diamonds). The dashed solid line refers to the analytical
prediction. Bottom right: Graphical representation of the pair (k, σr). Rectangles are centered in correspondence of the mean values, the width being set according
to the errors.

r = 0.6. Based on the above and assuming that the time since
the onset of the disease is longer in older PD subjects, we can
conclude thatk increases with the progression of the disease.
This scenario can be tested by representing the computed values
of k against the so-called Hohn and Yahr score[1], a clinical
measure of disease severity or duration (a higher score indicates
more advanced functional impairment). As expected the quan-
tities display a positive correlation and a linear fit gives a slope
equal to 0.11± 0.03 (r = 0.7). Analogous conclusions hold true
for σr. To validate these findings, we suggest to periodically re-

Table 1
The averagek (resp.σr) values from different samples are compared to determine
whether the clustering tendency observed in the parameters’ plane (k, σr) is
experimentally relevant

CTRL HD PD ALS

CTRL 1 0.0009 0.004 0.0016
HD 1 0.024 0.025
PD 1 0.055
ALS 1

Assume as a working (null) hypothesis that the means are equal. A paired t-
test[7] is performed and the estimated difference quantified in ap-value, i.e. the
probability that measures the correctness of the initial ansatz. Smallp-values cast
doubt on the validity of the null hypothesis. In this analysis the averages relative
to k andσr are treated as independent and therefore the probabilities multiplied.
Results reported in the table strongly point to the statistical relevance of our
analysis.

peat the experiments and monitor the time evolution of bothk

andσr.
In this paper, we propose a simplified model to interpret and

reproduce experimental stride-to-stride interval gait time series.
Available data analyzed within our theoretical picture allow to
draw preliminary conclusions. Quantitative differences in spe-
cific indicators were detected, thus allowing to distinguish, at
various levels, healthy controls from patients affected bythe
neurodegenerative diseases considered here. It is here antici-
pated that a refined analysis could be carried out by accessing a
larger amount of data, thus probably allowing one to gain deeper
insight into the mechanisms outlined above. By enhancing cur-
rent statistics, we could aim at translating this knowledge into
efficient diagnostic procedures. Finally, we also stress that new
experiments could be designed to better appreciate the com-
plex interplay between ambulation process and neurodegenera-
tive disease.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found,
in the online version, atdoi:10.1016/j.neulet.2005.10.065.
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4.3 SocioPhysique : Dynamique des opinions en présence  de 
propagand e 

J’ai commencé à travailler sur ce sujet avec Timoteo Carletti de l’Université de 
Namur en Belgique et Duccio Fanelli de l’Université de Florence en Italie à 
l’occasion de mon séjour en juin 2005. 

Les liens entre la physique et les sciences sociales sont très profonds. A la fin du XVII 

siècle des philosophes proposèrent d’appliquer des lois déterministes pour étudier des 

systèmes sociaux et politiques [1-3]. La découverte de constantes démographiques 

universelles [3] concernant des paramètres fortement dépendants du hasard et du libre arbitre 

individuel comme par exemple les nombre de mariages, de crimes ou de décès donne une 

base scientifique à cette idée. A la fin du XVII siècle A. Comte introduit la « sociophysique », 

ancêtre de la sociologie moderne,  qui se propose d’étudier des systèmes sociaux en utilisant 

des lois déterministes [4]. Un système sociale est composé par un nombre élevé d’individus, 

la statistique apparaît donc comme l’outil nécessaire pour une étude quantitative de ces types 

de systèmes. La dynamique des opinions est un domaine des sciences sociales qui a toujours 

intéressé les physiciens [5,6]. 

a) b) c)a) b) c)

Figure 4.3 : Dynamique des opinion du système en absence de propagande : a) Tous les individus convergent à 
la même opinion (σ =0.35). b) Les individus du système se divisent en deux groupes d’opinions 
(σ =0.2) . c) La population se partage en trois groupes d’opinion (σ =0.13). 

Notre étude concerne l’effet de la propagande dans une population dans laquelle les 

individus ajustent leur opinion en fonction des rencontres binaires aléatoires. Nous voulons 

déterminer sous quelles conditions la propagande affecte la dynamique du système et étudier 

les perturbations induite. Nous avons utilisé le modèle de Deffuant [7]. Ce modèle décrit N 

individus i pourvus de deux caractéristiques. La première est une opinion Oi , qui est 
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représentée par un nombre compris entre 0 et 1. La seconde caractéristique des individus est 

liée à leur degré de certitude σ , également exprimée par un nombre compris entre 0 et 1. A 

chaque pas de temps, deux agents sont tirés au hasard dans l’ensemble de la population. 

Quand deux individus se rencontrent, leurs opinions ne sont modifiées que si la distance entre 

leurs opinions |Oi-Oj| est inférieure à leur degré de certitude σ . Si la différence entre les 

opinions est suffisamment petite alors leurs opinions convergent proportionnellement à un 

paramètre de convergenceµ  qui représente la capacité d’adaptation des individus. 

Mathématiquement :  

 si   |Oi-Oj|>σ   �   ∆Oi= ∆Oj =0 

         si   |Oi-Oj|<σ   �  ∆Oi=µ(Oj-Oi)    et    ∆Oj=µ(Oi-Oj). 

L’opération est répétée tant que le système ne parvient à l’équilibre. On peut 

démontrer queµ  ne modifie pas la dynamique du système, sa valeur ne détermine que le 

temps qu’il faut au système pour arriver à l’équilibre. Dans nos simulations nous avons 

toujours considéré µ =0.5 ; c’est à dire que si les opinions des deux individus sélectionnés au 

temps t sont assez proches, au pas de temps successif t+1 les deux individus auront la même 

opinion. La valeur étant la moyenne de deux opinions. 
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Figure 4.4 : Plan des phases ),( pOσ . Chaque phase est caractérisée par une différente dépendance de Ep en 

fonction de T 

Dans ce modèle, le système parvient toujours a un état d’équilibre stationnaire, figure 4.3. 

Si σ > 0.25, tous les individus convergent à l’opinion moyenne (0.5). Si 
4
1

6
1 <<σ  on 
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observe alors la population se diviser en deux groupe d’opinion de même ampleur. Si 

6
1

8
1 <<σ   alors on voit la population se partager en 3 groupes d’opinions équi-peuplés. En 

général, on trouve un nombre de groupe d’opinions )
2
1

(
σ

Entiernc = .  

Après avoir étudié la dynamique de relaxation du modèle originale de Deffuant, nous 

avons introduit la propagande. Dans notre modèle, la propagande est représentée par un 

individu externe au système qui a une opinion invariable Op et qui interagit, périodiquement 

avec période T, avec tous les individus en même temps. Nos simulations indiquent qu’en 

présence de propagande, le système peut exhiber quatre phases différentes, figure 4.4. 

Chacune des phases, déterminée par le couple ),( pOσ , est caractérisée par une différente 

dépendance de l’efficacité de la propagande Ep de la période T de la propagande. L’efficacité 

de la propagande Ep étant le pourcentage d’individus qui partagent l’opinion de la propagande 

Op.  Il y a une phase dont l’efficacité de la propagande est toujours 100%, une autre pour la 

quelle Ep=100% seulement si T>Tmin, une phase pour la quelle l’efficacite est totale 

seulement si Tmin<T<Tmax. Il y a enfin une phase pour la quelle la propagande n’arrive jamais 

à avoir une efficacité  totale.  

____________________________________________________ 
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Abstract. – The effects of propaganda are analyzed in an opinion dynamics model in which,
under certain conditions, individuals adjust their opinion as a result of random binary encoun-
ters. The aim of this paper is to study under what conditions propaganda changes the opinion
dynamics of a social system. Four different scenarios are found, characterized by different
sensitivities to the propaganda. For each scenario the maximum efficiency of propaganda is
attained following a given strategy that is here outlined.

Introduction. – The link between physics and sociology is historically profound. At the
end of the XVII century, when G. Galilei and I. Newton gave birth to classical physics, philoso-
phers proposed to apply similar deterministic laws to the broad fields of political and social
sciences [1–3]. This idea was further strengthened by the discovery of universal demographic
constants involving parameters strongly affected by individual free will or happenstance, such
as the number of weddings, crimes and deaths [4]. The philosopher A. Comte, then introduced
“social physics”, a foundation of modern sociology which studies social dynamics using deter-
ministic laws [5, 6]. As a typical social system is composed of a high number of individuals,
statistics is the key tool for a quantitative study. Opinion dynamics is one of the fields of
sociology that has interested physicists the most in the latest years. Opinion dynamics models
can be divided into two large classes. The first class is represented by models based on binary
opinions [7–11], in which social actors update their opinions as a result of social influence, of-
ten according to a kind of majority rule. The other class of opinion dynamics models considers
the opinion as a continuous variable [12–17]. In this paper we focus on the latter and inves-
tigate the effect of propaganda. Indeed, we consider a model where agents adjust continuous
opinions as a result of random binary encounters whenever their difference in opinion is below
a given threshold [17]. This model is here termed Continuous Opinions with Threshold (COT)
model and it is closely related to the “compromise model” studied in [18]. We are in particular
interested in analyzing under what conditions propaganda affects the dynamics of the group’s
opinion. Here, propaganda is a “message” that touches every individual at the same time.

The paper is organized as follows: first, we introduce the model and define the parameters
involved. Then we show the results of the numerical simulations and compare them with
dedicated analytical estimates. In conclusion, we will try to relate the mathematical results
to actual social systems.

c© EDP Sciences
Article published by EDP Sciences and available at http://www.edpsciences.org/epl or http://dx.doi.org/10.1209/epl/i2005-10536-9
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The model. – In our model, the system is formed by N individuals i. Each individual has
two characteristics. The first one is its opinion Oi. The opinion is the individual position on
a given subject. This picture could apply to many different fields such as politics, marketing,
religion, etc. The opinion Oi is represented by a number between 0 and 1 that symbolizes
the extremes: left and right in politics, atheism and faith in religion, etc. To each individual
i a second parameter σi between 0 and 1 is also associated, which can be interpreted as the
openness of mind or uncertainty about their own opinion. In this paper we study the case
where all the individuals have the same openness of mind, that is σi = σ, ∀i.

At each time step t, corresponding to sampling a pair of individuals, two random chosen
individuals meet: if their difference in opinion is smaller than the threshold σ, their opinion
tends to converge. Otherwise, their opinion remains unaltered. Mathematically

if |Oi(t)− Oj(t)| > σ ⇒ Oi(t + 1) = Oi(t), Oj(t + 1) = Oj(t),
if |Oi(t)− Oj(t)| < σ ⇒ Oi(t + 1) = Oi(t) + µ[Oj(t)− Oi(t)],

Oj(t + 1) = Oj(t) + µ[Oi(t)− Oj(t)],

where µ is the convergence parameter whose value may range from 0 to 1. It has been shown
that µ only influences the time needed for the system to go to equilibrium [17]. The dynamics
and behaviour of the system are not affected by this parameter. In this paper we then use
the fixed value µ = 0.5, which minimizes this transient. Within this framework, a master
equation for the distribution P (x, t), i.e. the fraction of agents that have opinions in the
range [x, x + dx] can be derived. This alternative formulation opens up the perspective of
implementing a very efficient numerical integration scheme [18].

The main result of the COT model is that, depending on the value σ, the process may
lead to a consensus among the individuals or to a fragmentation in nc clusters of opinions. It
has been found that nc ≈ Integer( 1

2σ
) [17, 18]. The smaller the σ, the more the population

will be divided in small groups sharing a common opinion, while for large σ the population
will reach a complete consensus with an agreement of all the individuals.

Notice that in the COT model only two individuals at a time can interact. We here propose
to enrich this picture by introducing an effective propaganda, modeled as an extended periodic
perturbation that interacts instantaneously with the whole population. This perturbation
can represent a political propaganda, the advertising of a product, a religious message of an
external subject who wants to convince the individuals to adhere to a particular constant
opinion Op. Therefore, in addition to the previous interactions, all the opinions are now
simultaneously confronted with the exterior opinion (Op) every T individual interactions, T
labeling the propaganda period. If the difference between the individual opinion Oi and the
propaganda opinion Op is smaller than σ, the individual opinion gets closer to the propaganda.
Otherwise it remains unchanged. Mathematically

if |Oi(t)− Op| > σ ⇒ Oi(t + 1) = Oi(t),
if |Oi(t)− Op| < σ ⇒ Oi(t + 1) = Oi(t) + µp[Op − Oi(t)],

where µp is the convergence parameter whose value may range from 0 to 0.5. In order to
quantify the effectiveness of propaganda, we define the propaganda efficiency (Ep) as the
percentage of individuals convinced, i.e. that share the same opinion of the propaganda when
the equilibrium is reached.

Results. – Before studying the effects of propaganda, let us provide an analytical esti-
mate of the characteristic relaxation time, hereafter termed Tc, associated to the COT-like
dynamics. Tc measures the time required for the system to converge to its asymptotic state.
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Fig. 1 – The relaxation time Tc as a function
N

2σ
ln(2σN). Symbols refer to numerical simulations

carried out for different values of σ, see the legend. As predicted by the proposed theory, a very good
linear correlation is observed. The numerical relaxation time is measured by performing the histogram
of the opinion distribution at every time step. The convergence is assumed to be reached when all
the bins are zero but one. The slope of the continuous curve depends on the chosen binning size.

Consider N ′ opinions uniformly distributed in a finite interval, whose length is smaller than
the threshold σ. At each iteration the number of distinct opinions is reduced by a factor 2,
because of the choice for µ. Hence, one needs approximately ln(N ′)/ ln(2) steps to attain
the final convergence state. Moreover, a multiplicative factor 1/σ has to be introduced to
properly account for the finite range of the interaction, σ being the probability that two ran-
domly chosen individuals have opinions closer than σ. In our case, nc ≈ Integer( 1

2σ
) clusters

develop, each of them being constituted by N ′ = 2Nσ elements. Therefore, combining the
above ingredients, one ends up with the following estimate for the convergence time Tc:

Tc ≈
N

2σ

ln(2σN)

ln(2)
.

The functional dependence on N and σ is in agreement with the results of numerical simula-
tions, as clearly displayed in fig. 1.

Let us now turn to the COT model with propaganda. The simulations show that the
efficiency of the propaganda Ep depends on three parameters, the openness of mind σ, the
external opinion Op and propaganda period T , while keeping µp constant. In the following we
shall assume µp = µ = 0.5 and we observe that the qualitative results we obtain do not depend
on such a choice of parameters. In the plane (σ,Op), hereafter named phase diagram, we show
that we can define four different phases for the system, fig. 2. Each phase is characterized by
a different dependence of the efficiency Ep on the propaganda period T (1).

In the range σ ≥
∣

∣Op − 1

2

∣

∣+ 1

2
, zone I in fig. 2, the behaviours are trivial. We always obtain

a 100% efficiency Ep, no matter what the value of the propaganda opinion Op and period T are.
Indeed, in this range σ+Op ≥ 1, that means that propaganda acts directly on every individual.

(1)Notice that for different values of µp the system displays qualitatively analogous behaviours even though
a different partition of the phase diagram is observed.
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Fig. 2 Fig. 3

Fig. 2 – Phase diagram (σ, Op). Four different phase zones can be defined. Each zone is characterized
by a different dependence of the efficiency Ep on the propaganda period T . In zone I, σ > |Op −
0.5| + 0.5, Ep is always 100%, independently of the value of T . In zone II, max{0.28, |0.5 − Op|} <

σ < |0.5 − Op| + 0.5. Ep is 100% only if T > Tmin. Zones III, 0.28 < σ < 0.5 − Op, efficiency Ep is
100% only if Tmin < T < Tmax. Finally, in zone IV, propaganda has only a local effect; it can never
reach 100% efficiency.

Fig. 3 – Analysis of zone II. Left: the efficiency Ep as a function of the propaganda period T for
different values of Op in the case N = 200 and σ = 0.48. The open circles (◦), the diamonds (⋄) and
the triangles (▽) represent, respectively, the case Op = 0.1, Op = 0.2 and Op = 0.3. Right: the value
of Tmin as a function of Op in the case N = 200 and σ = 0.48.

More interesting results are obtained in the range max(0.28,
∣

∣Op − 1

2

∣

∣) ≤ σ ≤
∣

∣Op − 1

2

∣

∣+ 1

2

of the phase diagram (σ,Op), zone II in fig. 2. Here, propaganda can obtain 100% efficiency,
that is, all the people have a final opinion equal to Op. In order to attain the maximum
efficiency, the propaganda period T must be larger than a minimum value Tmin which depends
on the individual open-mindedness σ, fig. 3 (right). In this range, it is more convenient to wait
for the system to begin converging before launching an external propaganda. If one imposes
a “too early” propaganda, the individuals with initial opinion close to Op quickly converge
together, while the individuals with extreme opposite opinion escape from the clustering and
drag a certain number of moderates to form an alternative extremist opposition group. This
opposition group has an opinion about the average between the moderate opinion 0.5 and the
extreme opposite of propaganda (|1−Op|), fig. 4. Indeed, the cluster centered around opinion
0.5, i.e. the cluster shown by the system in the absence of propaganda, is not a stable solution
anymore when a propaganda is imposed. Moderate individuals join one of the two extreme
clusters. The propaganda has the effect of extremising the system; indeed, in the presence
of propaganda, it always shows one (if T > Tmin) or two (if T < Tmin) opposite extreme
clusters. An upper bound estimate of Tmin can be derived showing that it scales linearly with
Op, the slope being proportional to Tc.

In the case of extreme propaganda (large or small Op) in a close-minded system (small σ),
100% efficiency Ep may be obtained if the propaganda period T is in between two values Tmin

and Tmax which depend on the value of σ, fig. 4. In these ranges, 0.28 < σ < |0.5−Op| zones III
in fig. 2, one must find the optimal balance between two opposite tendencies. On the one hand,
it is necessary to wait for the system to naturally converge to a moderate opinion, so that the
individuals with opposite extreme opinion with respect to Op come closer to the propaganda.
On the other hand, one should prevent the system from letting too many individuals converge
to a moderate opinion that falls out of the basin of attraction of the propaganda. Hence Tc
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Fig. 4 – Analysis of zones III. In all the subfigures N = 200 and Op = 0.1. a) The efficiency Ep as
a function of the propaganda period T for different values of σ. The open squares (�) represent the
case σ = 0.4, and the triangles (▽) the case σ = 0.38. Note that Tmax gets smaller for increased
value of σ. The ansatz Tmax ∼ Tc proposed in the text gets the correct order of magnitude for Tmax

and the observed dependence on σ. b) The opinion of the N individuals as a function of time in
the case σ = 0.4 and T = 200 < Tmin. b1) The final (i.e. stable) distribution of the opinion of the
N individuals. c) The opinion of the N individuals as a function of time in the case σ = 0.4, and
T = 2700 > Tmax. c1) The final (i.e. stable) distribution of the opinion of the N individuals. d) The
opinion of the N individuals as a function of time in the case Tmin < T = 1150 < Tmax, and σ = 0.4.
d1) The final (i.e. stable) distribution of the opinion of the N individuals.

provides a good estimate for Tmax. It is interesting to notice that if T < Tmin, as in the
zone-II case, the system gives birth to a natural opposition to the propaganda, i.e. a stable
cluster at, roughly, the average between the moderate opinion 0.5 and the extreme opposite of
propaganda (|1−Op|), fig. 4b. In contrast, if T > Tmin the system shows two stable clusters,
one at Op and another very close to 0.5. Indeed, there is no extreme opposition created.
This is because the efficiency decreases very fast for T > Tmax. Remarkably, propaganda can
obtain 100% efficiency only with the collaboration of some individuals of the system. Indeed,
if Tmin < T < Tmax the individuals with a moderate initial opinion bring the extremists to a
more moderate position, thus making them vulnerable to the propaganda.

In the σ range in which the system spontaneously converges to several stable clusters
(σ < 0.28), we find that the efficiency Ep has a linear correlation with σ and is independent of
Op and T . In this range, zone IV in fig. 2, there is no difference between radical (close to the
extremes 0 and 1) and moderate (close to 0.5) opinions and between obsessive (small T ) and
non-obsessive (large T ) propaganda. Here, propaganda produces only local effects because it
is able to act only on individuals that have an initial opinion close to Op. Indeed, the global
dynamics of the system is not affected by the propaganda. Only a small variation of a cluster
opinion or the merging of two consecutive clusters at very low σ can be observed.

Conclusions. – In order to attain the maximum efficiency for a given propaganda Op, the
optimal range of propaganda period T depends on the characteristic of the system, i.e. the
open-mindedness σ. Besides the case of zone I, which is quite unrealistic because of the overly
large open-mindedness (σ > 0.5), one can focus on the other domains in the (σ,Op)-plane
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Fig. 5 – Analysis of zones IV. Subfigures show the opinion of the N = 200 individuals as a function of
time. The numbers on the right-hand side of the plot correspond to the fraction of individuals present
in the cluster at the end of the simulation. a) Case σ = 0.24, no propaganda is imposed. b) σ = 0.24,
Op = 0.2 and T = 100. c) σ = 0.1 with no propaganda imposed. d) σ = 0.1, Op = 0.2 and T = 100.

(zones II, III and IV) and relate our mathematical model to actual social systems.
Zones II and III can be compared to a mathematical population that has a single final

cluster. In the real world, this social system could mimic a group of people associated to some
kind of similar belief: people belonging to the same religion, political party, trade union, etc.

In these (σ, Op) regions, we found that propaganda can have 100% efficiency if T > Tmin

and if Tmin < T < Tmax, respectively, for zone II and zones III. This mechanism can also be
found in the real-world behaviour. For example, when a leader aims at a moderate redirection
of the political line of its own party, he has to act gradually [19–21], i.e. T > Tmin as found
in zone II.

On the other hand, if a leader wants to give a very extremist (very conservative or pro-
gressist) change to the group, the strategy must be set in order to both give time to people to
accept the new course and to avoid the formation of consensus of the opposite extreme opin-
ion. This corresponds to the case of zone III, where Tmin < T < Tmax in order to have 100%
consensus. The above consideration relies on the working assumption that parties initially
have uniform distribution of opinions. This ansatz is supposedly correct when new issues
arise, which often happens in modern societies, e.g. abortion, immigration, etc.

It is also interesting to notice that in zones II and III, obsessive propaganda (T < Tmin)
always gives birth to an opposite extreme cluster. Individuals leave their moderate opinion to
join either the extremist opinion or the naturally created opposition. We believe that in the
real world this is the well-known over-exposure effect [22]. Public people (or products) do not
over-expose themselves in order to prevent an opposite reaction from the audience.

Zone IV of the (σ, Op)-plane is maybe the most easily related to a real population. Indeed,
100% consensus is never reached. In this region one can distinguish between two cases. The
case where 2 stable clusters (nc = 2) arise and the one which leads to several organized
groups, fig. 5. In the real world this setting could represent, respectively, a country with
a bipolar political system (USA, UK) and countries with a multiparty configuration (Italy,
France, etc.) [23]. In a multicluster configuration, the model shows that propaganda can, at
maximum, create consensus between people with initial opinion close to the propaganda Op,
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fig. 5. In the bipolar configuration, our model predicts that people belonging to one side can
be reached by an opposite propaganda. This could be interpreted as the fact that in a bipolar
system it always happens that some people switch from one side to the other [24], thus making
alternance possible. It occurs to many people in the USA to have voted both republican and
democratic (or conservative and labor in UK) during their life. It is much less likely to happen
that someone votes both a right and a left party in a multiparty country [25]. People usually
switch between parties belonging to the same political side.

In conclusion, we showed that the COT opinion model with propaganda is a good candidate
as a framework to study real social systems. In particular, it would be interesting to further
investigate zone IV of the (σ, Op)-plane. It would also be interesting to expand the model by
introducing other parameters such as two (or more) competitive propaganda and assigning
to the population a more realistic open-mindedness distribution. This would turn the model
into a more adapted tool to study real population behaviours.
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5 CONCLUSION ET PERSPECTIVES

Travailler sur autant de sujets différents est très enrichissant et intéressant. Ceci m’a 

permis d’acquérir des compétences théoriques et expérimentales dans différents domaines de 

la physique. Néanmoins, dans le futur je souhaite limiter l’éventail de mes activités de 

recherches. A court terme, je compte concentrer mes efforts sur deux projets : un projet 

théorique concernant la SocioPhysique et une étude expérimentale sur les instabilités 

secondaires de Faraday. 

5.1 Etude des instabilités des ondes paramétriques de surface 

Le projet de recherche présenté ici s’insère dans les activités expérimentales du groupe 

de Stefania Residori et de celui de Christian Mathis et Philippe Maissa, actuellement à 

l’INLN. Des conditions très favorables sont présentes aujourd’hui pour la constitution d’un 

groupe de travail consistent autour des instabilités spatio-temporelles dans les fluides. Le but 

est de développer des nouvelles expériences, ainsi que de renforcer celles déjà actives. Ce 

sujet de recherche constitue à Nice un centre d’intérêt pour les théoriciens de l’INLN et pour 

les mathématiciens du Laboratoire Dieudonné.  

Nous nous proposons de mettre en œuvre des expériences d’ondes de surface, afin 

d’étudier la dynamique spatio-temporelle complexe associée à l’instabilité de Faraday [1]. 

L’appareillage expérimental est le même que celui présenté dans le chapitre dédié aux 

instabilités de Faraday (chap. 3.3). Nous pensons aborder tout un ensemble de problèmes liés 

aux instabilités secondaires des ondes et à leur déstabilisation vers le chaos spatio-temporel. 

 De récents résultats théoriques [2] prédisent que, dans le cas d’une cellule torique 

remplie d’un fluide peu visqueux et soumise à une oscillation verticale, les ondes stationnaires 

issues de l’instabilité primaire peuvent se déstabiliser et donner naissance à des solitons ou à 

des fronts qui se propagent et interagissent entre eux. Cette configuration expérimentale sera 

un point central de notre projet de recherche. 

D’autres études récentes ont montré un rôle important du bruit temporel dans le 

comportement des ondes près du point de bifurcation de l’instabilité de Faraday [3,4]. L’étude 

de défauts, ainsi que de la structure fine, des ondes de surface obtenues en présence du bruit 

sera l’objet de la deuxième partie de notre travail de recherche. Nous pensons aussi réaliser 

expérimentalement un bruit spatio-temporel et caractériser l’intermittence spatio-temporelle 
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qui résultera entre les modes de déformation de la surface liquide. Récemment, nous avons 

étudié la dynamique de compétition entre deux modes antagonistes d’oscillations de la surface 

et nous avons montré que, même en absence du bruit, des scénarios assez complexes peuvent 

être engendrés selon les paramètres de l’expérience [5]. Nous pensons d’élargir cette étude 

pour prendre en compte l’interaction entre un grand nombre des modes. 

De plus, une fois installé, le dispositif expérimental permettra d’étendre ce même type 

d’étude aux milieux granulaires, pour lesquels se posent de nouvelles problématiques liées au 

caractère discontinu du milieu et aux interactions (élastiques ou plastiques) entre ses 

constituants élémentaires. L’étude des milieux granulaires a des implications immédiates pour 

les applications pratiques et, en particulier, pour expliquer la formation de toutes les structures 

naturelles que l’on trouve sur les plages, sur les fonds marins et dans les rochers volcaniques. 

____________________________________________________ 
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[5] S. Residori, A. Guarino, U. Bortolozzo, Europhys. Lett. 77, 44003 (2007) 

5.2 SocioPhysique : Dynamique des Opinions 

 L’intérêt pour les études à la frontière de la physique, des sciences cognitives et des 

sciences sociales est de plus en plus élevé. Notre objectif est de mettre en œuvre des 

techniques analytiques et numériques sur des problématiques de la théorie des opinions. En 

particulier, nous voudrions améliorer le modèle de dynamique des opinion présenté 

précédemment (chap. 4.3) pour le rendre plus proche des systèmes réels. Nous pensons que 

l’interaction avec des spécialistes en psychologies et en sociologie soit nécessaire pour ce 

genre d’études. C’est pour cela que nous avons commencé à collaborer avec de chercheurs en 

sciences cognitives. En particulier, depuis janvier 2006, nous encadrons la thèse, sur ce sujet, 

d’un étudiant issu d’un parcours de psychologie cognitive. Dans un premier temps nous 

envisageons d’introduire dans notre modèle les concepts d’affinité entre individus et de 

température et distance sociale. Il est bien connu en phycologie cognitive [1-2]  que l’affinité 

entre les individus joue un rôle important dans la dynamique d’un groupe. Nous pensons 

introduire ce paramètre dans notre modèle sous la forme d’une matrice carré A d’ordre N. 
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dont le coefficient Aij quantifie l’affinité que l’individu i éprouve envers l’individu j. 

L’affinité affectera les règles d’évolution des opinions: une bonne affinité entre deux 

individus favorisera le rapprochement des opinions alors qu’une mésentente la désavantagera. 

La matrice affinité ne sera pas symétrique (car on peut bien aimer quelqu'un qui nous 

méprise) et ses coefficients évolueront dans le temps (car l’estime peut se modifier au cours 

du temps). Les autres paramètres qui nous semblent importantes de considérer dans un 

modèle de dynamique d’opinions sont la température sociale TS et la distance sociale DS. Ces 

nouveaux paramètres rentrent en jeu dans le processus d’extraction des individus. Les 

rencontrent ne seront plus fruit du hasard totale. Nous pensons changer les règles de sélection 

de cette manière : après avoir tiré au hasard un individu i, nous ordonnerons le restant de la 

population en fonction de la distance sociale DS
ij=D ij+Bsj. La distance Dij étant une grandeur 

déterminée par l’affinité Aij, la différence entre les opinions Oi-Oj et éventuellement d’autres 

paramètres (distance spatiale, différence sociale etc.). Ce paramètre est introduit pour prendre 

en compte le fait que les individus ont plus de facilité à rencontrer certains individus plutôt 

que d’autres. En effet, dans la vie réelle, il est plus facile de rencontrer des individus de même 

zone géographique, de statut social comparable, d’opinions comparables etc. Le bruit social 

Bsj est un paramètre aléatoire, sa loi de distribution est une gaussienne centrée en zéro dont 

l'écart-type au carré représente ce qu'on appellera la température sociale Ts. Le bruit social est 

sensé prendre en compte les hasards de la vie réelle. L’agent k choisi pour la rencontre avec 

l’individus i est alors celui pour qui la distance sociale DS
ij est minimum. 

Une fois l’implémentation du modèle terminé, nous nous proposons de mener des 

expériences pour vérifier la validité de nos résultats. Dans ce domaine, une étude 

expérimentale  consiste en des études de terrains, des enquêtes, des données statistiques etc. 

____________________________________________________ 

 [1] A. Nowak, R.R. Vallacher, and M. Zochowski. Developmental Review 25, no. 3-4 (2005) 

[2] R. Vallacher, A. Nowak, and M.  Zochowski. Interaction Studies, Volume 6, Number 1, (2005) 
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C. Zoppi, L. Pazzagli, F. Sbrana, D. Fanelli, A. Guarino, B. Tiribilli , G. Cappugi 
Conference : proteine 2006, Novara , Italie, 01-03 Juin 2006 

XIII. AFM images suggest aggregation mechanism in Cerrato-Platanin. (Poster) 
F. Sbrana, L. Bongini, G. Cappugi, L.Carraresi, D. Fanelli, A. Guarino, B. 
Pantera, L.Pazzagli, B. Tiribilli, M. Vassalli and C. Zoppi 
XVIII Congresso Nazionale della Societa' Italiana di Biofisica Pura e Applicata 
(S.I.B.P.A.) , Palermo, Italie, 17 - 21 Settembre 2006 

Etudiants encadrés : 

2006  Andrea Guazzini : Etude de la dynamique des opinions. 
 Université de Florence (Italie), Niveau Doctorat 
 Durée : En cours depuis Janvier 2006. Durée prévue 3 ans. 

2006 Luca Sardi : Etude de la morphologie et la dynamique des plages  
Université de Florence (Italie), Niveau Master 

 Durée : En cours depuis Juin 2006. Durée prévue 8 mois. 

2005  Benjamin Bailleul :  Ségrégation et écoulement d’un milieu granulaire biphasique.
Ecole Normale Supérieure de Cachan, Niveau Maitrise
Durée: 3 mois  
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2004  Stefano Grolli : Dynamique des opinions et propagande.  
Universite de  Pavia (Italie) ,Niveau Master,  
Durée : 8 mois  

Financements : 

1) Etude de la circulation hydrodynamique dans les baies de Oponohu et de Phaéton. 
Appel MOM 2004. Fin projet/financement : Avril 2007
Financement recu : 7100 Euros 

Activités d’enseignement

A l’Université de la Polynésie Française 

Cours magistraux (CM) et Travaux Dirigés (TD) : 

• Mécanique Quantique
LMD 3èmeannée Sciences Physique : 12h CM, 6h TD 

• Physique Nucléaire et Radioactivité
LMD 3èmeannée Sciences Physique : 12h CM, 6h TD 

• Ondes et Radioactivité
LMD 1èmeannée Sciences de la Vie et de la Terre : 12h CM, 6h TD 

• Optique
LMD 1èmeannée Sciences de la Vie et de la Terre : 12h CM, 6h TD  

• Techniques mathématiques pour la physique  2
LMD 2èmeannée Sciences Physique : 18h CM, 9h TD 

• La Physique de tous le Jours
Unité libre, ouvert a tous les étudiants, 25h CM 

• Histoire de la Physique, DEUG 1èreannée
Unité libre, ouvert a tous les étudiants, 8h CM 

• Techniques mathématiques pour la physique 1
LMD 1èmeannée Sciences Physique : 18h CM, 9h TD (jusqu’à 2005) 

• Physique Générale
LMD 3èmeannée Pluridisciplinaire: 7.5h CM, 7.5h TD (jusqu’à 2004) 

• Physique 1 
LMD 1èmeannée Sciences Physique : 25h TD (jusqu’à 2004) 
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Travaux Pratiques : 

• TP Physique (Optique/Electricité/Thermodynamique)
LMD 1èmeannée Sciences de la Vie et de la Terre : 12h TP 

• TP Physique 1 (Optique/Electricité/Thermodynamique)
LMD 1èmeannée Sciences Physique : 24h TP (jusqu’à 2003) 

A l’Université de Florence, Italie (1er semestre 2004/05, 2005/06 et 2005/07) 

Cours magistraux : 

• Physique non-linéaire expérimentale
Ecole doctorale : 8h CM 

• Lumière et couleurs
Université du troisième age : 6h CM 

A l’Ecole Normale Supérieure de Lyon (2000/01):

Travaux Dirigés : 

• Mécanique des fluides
Maîtrise de Physique, 20h TD 

Travaux Pratiques : 

• TP de Physique
Licence de Physique : 40h TP 

• TP de Physique
Classe préparatoire à l’Agrégation de Physique : 40h TP 
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